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General Introduction
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General introduction

General Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is a major public health problem in Western
industrialized societies. It not only causes suffering and distress to
individual patients, with around 10% of sufferers becoming chronically
disabled, but also results in an enormous economic burden on society, with
its total cost estimated at £12 billion per annum in the UK and 1.7% of the
gross national product in the Netherlands1,2. Although the exact reasons for
LBP are not completely understood, degeneration of the intervertebral
discs is strongly associated with LBP3. Disc degeneration alters disc height
and the mechanics of the rest of the spinal column, possibly adversely
affecting the behavior of other spinal structures such as muscles and
ligaments. In the long term this can lead to spinal stenosis, which is a
major cause of LBP.
Current treatments for LBP include conservative and invasive
surgical treatments. For most of the LBP patients, conservative measures
are employed to kill the pain, such as bedrest (no longer recommended),
analgesia, and physical therapies. Surgical procedures, either discectomy
or immobilization of the affected vertebrae, are also performed to treat LBP
patients when conservative treatments fail. Although a recent study
indicated that surgery improves the rate of recovery in carefully selected
patients4, 70–80% of patients with obvious surgical indications for back
pain or disc herniation eventually recover irrespective of whether surgery
was carried out or not5. However, all these treatments mentioned above
only attempt to relieve the symptoms rather than repairing the joint-like
function of discs. Thus, new therapies which aim at restoring disc biological
function rather than only pain relieve, are needed but remain a challenge.

Degenerative Intervertebral Disc Disease (DDD)
The intervertebral discs (IVD) are situated between the vertebral
bodies, linking them together. There are three components in the IVD6and
the structure is shown in figure 1:
(i) The end-plate – This structure consists of a layer of cartilage, a
thin horizontal layer, usually less than 1mm and interfacing the disc and the
vertebral body. The collagen fibres within it run horizontal and parallel to
the vertebral bodies, with the fibres continuing into the disc.
(ii) Nucleus pulposus (NP) – The space between the end-plates of
adjacent vertebrae is filled by the nucleus pulposus, consisting of a low
density of chondrocyte-like cells (approximately 5000/mm3)7 within a matrix
of collagen type II and proteoglycans, mainly aggrecan8. The type II
8
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collagen fibres are relatively loosely distributed and do not give the same
degree of mechanical stability to the matrix as in articular cartilage. The
proteoglycans are hydrophilic, causing the NP to swell. The swelling
pressure of the NP proteoglycans is constrained by the end-plates above
and below and the surrounding annulus fibrosus.
(iii) Annulus fibrosus (AF) – This structure comprises dense sheets of
highly orientated collagen fibres (mainly type I) and fibrobast-like cells.
Functionally, the annulus fibrosus is a very strong ligament binding
together the outer rims of adjacent vertebrae.
Such an IVD structure functions like a joint which allows movement
between adjacent vertebral bodies. In its normal hydrated state, each IVD
permits small degrees of flexion, extension, lateral bending, and twisting,
and is resistant to compressive loads. However, together the small
movements of each IVD permit great mobility of the entire spine.
Degeneration of discs occurs far earlier than in other
musculoskeletal tissues; the first unequivocal findings of degeneration in
the lumbar discs are seen as early as the age of 11–16 years9. Several
factors are believed to contribute to disc degeneration, such as failure of
nutrition supply, abnormal mechanical loading, injury, and genetic
predeposition10. Different parts of the IVD react differently to these risk
factors, and it has been suggested that DDD originates from the NP, which
is more vulnerable to degeneration than AF in response to the different risk
factors. However, an alternative hypothesis is that the primary event in
DDD is occlusion of the end plate by progressive mineralization, thus
hampering proper nutrition of the disc causing initiation of the degradation
cascade11,12. Whether cause or effect, the NP shows the most dramatic
transformation during degeneration. Firstly, cellular loss is an important
characteristic of disc degeneration, and apoptosis plays a prominent role in
age-related degeneration, with higher rates of apoptosis present in older
individuals13. Secondly the biochemical change occuring in disc
degeneration is the loss of proteoglycans14. The aggrecan molecules
become degraded, with smaller fragments being able to leak from the
tissue more readily than larger portions. This results in loss of
glycosaminoglycans, which causes a drop in the osmotic pressure of the
disc matrix and thus in loss of hydration.
The loss of proteoglycans in degenerated discs has a major effect on
the disc’s mechanical properties. As discussed above, degenerated discs
have a lower water content when compared to healthy age-matched
discs14. When degenerated discs are loaded, they lose height and fluid
9
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more rapidly and tend to bulge15. In addition, because of the subsequent
loss of hydration, degenerated discs no longer behave hydrostatically while
loaded16, and loading may lead to inappropriate stress along the endplate
or in the annulus. Thus, repair of the NP in early stages may prevent or halt
the degeneration cascade.

Figure 1 A schematic view of a spinal segment and the intervertebral disc.
The figure shows the organization of the disc with the nucleus pulposus
(NP) surrounded by the lamellae of the annulus fibrosus (AF) and
separated from the vertebral bodies (VB) by the cartilaginous end-plate
(CEP). The figure also shows the relationship between the intervertebral
disc and the spinal cord (SC), the nerve root (NR), and the apophyseal
joints (AJ).

New Therapy for DDD: Tissue Engineering Approach
To address the clinical need for the repair or regeneration of a
damaged tissue, a significant attention has been turned to tissue
engineering approaches17. Tissue engineering is the regeneration and
remodeling of tissue in vivo in order to repair, replace, maintain or enhance
organ function, as well as to engineer and grow functional tissue
substitutes in vitro for implantation in vivo as biological substitutes for
damaged or diseased tissues and organs. The concept of tissue
engineering comprises three blocks: cells, biomaterials and bioactive
10
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factors. Biomaterials are designed to promote the organization, growth,
and differentiation of cells in the process of forming functional tissue by
providing structural support, biological containment, and chemical clues;
bioactive factors are needed to enhance cell proliferation and differentiation
and include growth factors, cytokines, and hormones. The critical factor in
tissue engineering concepts is regeneration-competent cells, which
preferably should be available in high quantities and competent of lineagespecific differentiation towards the proper phenotype.
Because disc degeneration is thought to be originated from cellular
dysfunction, which in turn leads to degeneration of the disc itself and its
adjacent tissues, the first treatment concepts for DDD aimed to repair the
function of disc cells. In order to achieve cellular repair of the degenerated
disc matrix, disc cells were stimulated to produce more matrix. It was found
that growth factors can increase rates of matrix synthesis by up to
fivefold18,19. In contrast, cytokines were shown to result in matrix loss
because they inhibit the matrix synthesis while stimulating production of
agents that are involved in tissue breakdown20. However, direct injection of
growth factors or cytokine inhibitors has proved unsuccessful due to their
low intradiscal half-life and efficacy. Hence gene therapy is now under
investigation, since it has the potential to establish high levels of the
relevant growth factor or inhibitor in the tissue for a prolonged period of
time. This approach has been shown to be technically feasible in the disc,
as disc cells transfected with transforming growth factor-β increase their
TGF-ß production by nearly sixfold21. However, this therapy is still far
away from clinical use. Apart from the technical problems of delivery of the
genes into human disc cells and controlling their timing and level of
expression, the correct choice of therapeutic genes requires an improved
understanding of the pathogenesis of degeneration. Another complicating
factor is that the cell density in normal human discs is low, and many of the
cells in degenerate discs are dead22; stimulation of the remaining cells may
be insufficient to repair the matrix.
One simple solution to overcome the paucity of cells in a
degenerated disc would be to implant autologous NP cells or chondrocytes
to regenerate the NP. Recent studies have shown that this strategy can
indeed retard the degenerative changes of the NP23-25. However, there are
at least two problems associated with this approach: first, a meaningful
number of NP cells could not be easily derived from a single disc or
cartilage tissue, thus culture expansion is always required. Second, some
studies have demonstrated that cells from degenerated discs have an
11
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altered phenotype, showing increased senescence26, increased expression
of catabolic cytokines as well as matrix degrading enzymes, and
decreased expression of matrix components27-30.
Application of adult mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) overcomes the
pitfalls of using autologous NP or chondrocytes. MSCs have already been
shown as a promising cell source for a variety of tissue engineering
applications in other orthopedic tissues —bone, cartilage, ligaments,
tendons, and muscle31,32. In comparison to primary NP cells or
chondrocytes, MSCs have the following advantages: (i) MSCs can renew
themselves through cell division to reach high cell numbers within short
time frames, (ii) they can be directed into multiple different specialized cell
types under appropriate conditions33, and (iii) MSCs have the ability to
engraft efficiently within various tissues as well as to exert beneficial effects
on other cell types through a variety of mechanisms (e.g. paracrine effects,
cell-cell interactions)31. These characteristics of MSCs make them worthy
of further investigation as a source of cells for treating degenerating IVDs.
So far, several studies have provided evidence of MSC differentiation
toward an NP cell-like phenotype in vitro by different means34-37,
suggesting that implantation of MSCs might be an ideal approach for disc
regeneration.

One-Step Minimally
Regeneration

Invasive

Procedure

for

IVD

In 2005 a proposal was raised by The Orthopaedic and
Rehabilitation Devices Advisory Panel of The US Food and Drug
Administration, which suggested that the introduction of less invasive
surgical procedures earlier in the lumbar degenerative disease cascade
can defer the need for fusion or disc replacement. The ultimate goal of our
overall project is to develop a one-step procedure to regenerate NP in
mildly degenerated discs by a minimally invasive procedure, which is to
inject adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ASCs) into NP with
or without a scaffold in a time frame of about 2 hours (figure 2). The freshly
isolated stromal vascular fraction (SVF) containing ASCs will be used in
this IVD regeneration procedure because of the significant advantages of
ASCs compared to MSCs from other sources. They are: (i) High frequency:
the incidence of ASCs in adipose tissue is estimated to be about 1 per 103
nucleated cells38, which is higher than the number of MSCs in bone
marrow (1 per 105 nucleated cells)39. (ii) Easy expendability and
accessibility: adipose tissue can be obtained in relatively large quantities
12
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with minimal risk, as liposuction is a common procedure to obtain adipose
tissue and there are zero deaths on 66,570 procedures and a serious
adverse event rate of 0.68 per 1000 cases according to one surgery study
of outpatient cosmetic liposuction performed from 1994 to 2000 in
America40. At the same time ASCs have the similar biological properties
comparing to bone marrow MSCs, including similar cell-surface markers41,
and multiple-lineage differentiation potential: they can differentiate into
adipogenic, myogenic, chondrogenic, osteogenic, and probably neurogenic,
endothelial and cardiomyogenic phenotypes38,42.

Figure 2 Concept of a one-step surgical procedure. The surgery starts with
harvesting of the adipose tissue, followed by a split procedure. The
surgeon continues the surgery, whereas the tissue engineer isolates the
stem cell-containing cell population from the adipose tissue and then
injects them into IVD with or without scaffold or triggering/selecting
manipulation. The whole procedure takes approximately two hours. SVF:
stromal vascular fraction
The surgical concept for disc regeneration is similar to our previous
one-step spinal fusion proposal43. The main difference is that both
concepts are targeting different stages of disc degeneration: the current
concept is targeting the early stage whereas the fusion concept is meant
for late stages of DDD. Because adult stem cells have been reported to
differentiate into various anchorage-dependent cell types33,44, and the
13
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microenvironment in the disc has “relatively intact” components, we
hypothesize that the NP microenvironment in mildly degenerated disc (the
early stage) might have retained the intrinsic capacity to direct stem cells
into NP-cell phenotype without or with minimal manipulation of ASCs. The
components contributing to the NP microenvironment comprise: NP cells
(scarce), collagen type II matrix, proteoglycans, hyperosmolarity, hypoxia,
low pH, high mechanical loading45. It is essential to know and distinguish
the role of the individual components within the NP in survival and
differentiation of the MSCs. We speculate that ASCs will encounter at least
a collagen type II 3D environment and will interact with NP cells by soluble
factors. The efforts made in this thesis were to investigate the indirect
interaction between NP cells and ASCs cultured in different configurations
(chapter 2), and the influences of collagen type II, either or not in
combination with NP cells, on the behavior of ASCs (chapter 3).
Cell shape has recently been identified as an important determinant
for stem cell differentiation44,46, and round cell shape was shown to
promote chondrogenesis47-49. In this respect, the matrix that cells
encounter may not only provide a scaffold for cell attachment and
proliferation, but may also modulate cell shape and chondrogenic
differentiation events50,51. Some efforts have been made to address the
underlying mechanisms by which different biomaterial-based scaffolds
exert their distinct lineage differentiation induction. When cells are seeded
in/on a 3D scaffold, cell shape is largely affected by cell membrane
receptor-matrix interactions52,53. β1 integrins are one of the main cell
surface receptors to interact with extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules.
The extracellular domain of β1 integrins recognizes and binds to ECM
proteins, whereas the intracellular domain associates with cytoskeleton
elements and subsequently regulates cell shape and the differentiation of
MSCs48. As a downstream regulator of cytoskeleton dynamics, Rho A/Rock
signaling, which stimulates stressed fibril formation and promotes
elongated cell shape, has been shown to inhibit multiple stages of
chondrogenic differentiation and promote chondrocyte proliferation47,48,54.
Therefore, in this thesis we tested the hypotheses that (i) β1 integrins
modulate chondrogenic differentiation by regulating Rho A/Rock signaling
and cell shaping pathways (chapter 4), and (ii) that collagen type II, which
favors chondrogenic differentiation, provides inductive signals for
chondrogenic differentiation via the same mechanisms (chapter 5).
The stromal vascular fraction (SVF) applied in our one-step
procedure concept actually consist of a pool of various cells, including
14
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endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, mast cells,
pre-adipocytes, and around 1-5% ASCs38, 55. To date, virtually nothing is
known about the effects that this heterogeneity may have on the treatment
outcome. Therefore, after discussing the state of the art of ASC-based
cellular treatment for DDD (chapter 6), we evaluated in chapter 7 the
feasibility of injecting SVF into IVD for the prevention or the retardation of
DDD in a goat model.

Aim and Outline of This Thesis
In summary: in order to evaluate the applicability of the one-step
minimally invasive procedure for the regeneration of mildly degenerated
discs, the following issues were addressed:
1)Do soluble factors secreted by nucleus pulposus cells induce
adipose stem cells towards a nucleus pulposus phenotype?
(Chapter 2)
2)How does a NP extracellular matrix-mimicking collagen type II 3D
environment, either or not in combination of NP cells, influence the
behavior of adipose stem cells? (Chapter 3)
3)Do β1 integrins modulate chondrogenic differentiation by regulating
Rho A/Rock signaling and cell shape pathway? (Chapter 4)
4)Does collagen type II provide an inductive signal for chondrogenic
differentiation by regulating Rho A/Rock signaling and cell shape
pathway through β1 integrins? (Chapter 5)
5)What is the current status of cell-based treatments for
intervertebral disc degeneration? (Chapter 6)
6)Is it already feasible to inject the stromal vascular fraction into
intervertebral discs to prevent or retard the disc degeneration, or is
additional research needed for safe and successful application
within a one-step procedure for this purpose? (Chapter 7)

15
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Abstract
Degenerative disc disease (DDD) is a major cause of chronic low
back pain. For mild/intermediate DDD, regeneration by injecting adipose
stem cells (ASCs) into the nucleus pulposus (NP) may be considered. The
goal of this study is to investigate whether NP cells can direct ASCs
towards the NP phenotype. Interactions between NP cells and ASCs were
studied in transwell co-cultures, employing both monolayer and micromass
configurations. Micromass culturing significantly up-regulated aggrecan
and collagen type II gene expression in NP cells. In ASCs, expression of
these genes and of osteopontin, collagen type I and PPAR-γ were not
significantly affected. Strikingly, only when both cell types were micromasscultured, ASCs could be chondrogenically differentiated, as shown by
induction of collagen type II and aggrecan, and concomitant downregulation of osteopontin, collagen type I and PPAR-γ. We conclude that
ASCs can be directed towards the NP cell-like phenotype by soluble
factor(s) secreted by NP cells.
Key Words: Adipose tissue; Mesenchymal stem cells; Nucleus pulposus;
Co-culture; Chondrogenic differentiation; Gene expression; Disc
regeneration
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Introduction
Degenerated intervertebral disc disease (DDD) is the most common
feature in the patients suffering from low back pain. The underlying
mechanisms causing DDD are currently unknown, but candidate risk
factors include aging, environmental factors (including chemical and
mechanical loading influences), and genetic background1-4. The main
pathological change in a degenerating disc starts in the nucleus pulposus
(NP) with the characteristics of cellular loss, proteoglycan breakdown, and
diminished water-binding capacity5.
Unfortunately, current treatments of DDD, including noninvasive and
invasive therapies, are limited to symptomatic relief. New treatment
modalities are currently under evaluation aiming at restoring disc function
and retaining mobility, including tissue engineering approaches employing
(combinations of) cells, growth factors, and scaffolds6-11. Several studies
have shown that mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can be directed into the
NP cell phenotype, employing either direct cell-to-cell contacts between NP
and MSCs in vitro6,7 or cell/scaffold combinations, the latter either in vitro8
or in vivo in rabbits9. However, these setups all have disadvantages with
respect to the simulation of an in vivo human situation after stem cell
injection. First, the density of NP cells in the human nucleus is very low,
making occurrence of direct cell–cell contacts between NP cells and MSCs
a rare incidence. Second, published in vivo studies evaluating the BMMSC/scaffold combinations do not address the effect of individual
components (cells or extracellular matrix molecules) in the intervertebral
disc. Finally, most studies use a rabbit disc model, however, the rabbit disc
is very cell-rich in comparison to its human counterpart and still contains
notochordal cells in contrast to mature human intervertebral discs (IVDs).
Notochordal cells are thought to be responsible for the massive deposition
of the extracellular matrix during IVD development, and their presence or
absence may determine whether regeneration will or will not occur.
All but one of the studies mentioned above were performed with
bone marrow-derived MSCs. Recently, however, adipose tissue has been
identified as a new stem cell source12, especially promising for clinical
application due to their minimally invasive procurement procedure, high
stem cell yields, and multilineage differentiation potential11-19. Our group
extensively explores the basic and applicative properties of adipose stem
cells (ASCs)20-24. Ultimately, we envision a one-step surgical procedures in
which ASCs are harvested, either or not triggered towards the desired
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differentiation lineage, and re-implanted at the site of interest within a time
span of 2–3 h24.
The goal of this study is to verify whether ASCs can be induced
towards the NP phenotype with no other inductive stimuli than those
secreted by NP cells. For this purpose, we co-cultured human ASCs with
NP cells in transwells (with a 0.4-μm pore-size filter insert) to investigate
the interaction of these two cell populations by means of soluble signals.
Cells were cultured in different cell configurations, i.e. monolayer or
micromass, in order to investigate how cell configuration affected the
differentiation and/or inducing capacities of each cell type. Gene
expression of aggrecan and collagen type II were measured by real-time
PCR to examine the chondrogenic differentiation, and collagen type I,
osteopontin and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) were also determined to monitor adverse differentiation towards
osteogenic and adipogenic lineages, respectively.
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Materials and Methods
ASCs isolation and culture
Informed consent and local ethical committee approval was obtained
for the use of patient materials (nucleus pulposus and adipose tissue
specimens) for this research.
ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue that was
harvested from patients undergoing elective surgical procedures. Cells
were isolated from adipose tissue using methods previously described with
minor modifications10. Briefly, the obtained tissue was washed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove red blood cells, chopped into
small pieces of about 25–50 mm3, and the extracellular matrix was
digested for 60 min at 37 °C with 0.5 U/ml Liberase Blendzyme 3 (Roche,
The Netherlands) in PBS. A single cell suspension was obtained by filtering
the digested material through a 100-μm mesh filter to remove tissue debris.
The ASC-containing cell suspension (Stromal vascular fraction; SVF) was
centrifuged at 600g, and the pellet was resuspended in culture medium,
which was composed of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,
Invitrogen, UK) supplemented with 500 μg/ml streptomycin sulfate (Sigma),
600 μg/ml penicillin (Sigma), 50 μg/ml gentamycin (Gibco), 2.5 μg/ml
fungizone (Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone, USA). The
SVF cells were then washed three times with culture medium, and seeded
in 25 cm2 culture flasks (Greiner Bio-One, Austria). Cultures were washed
with PBS buffer after 24–48 h plating to remove unattached cells, and then
re-fed with fresh medium. Cultures were maintained at 37 °C with 5% CO2
and fed two times per week. Cultures were passaged every 7–8 days until
they were ready for experiments. All cells used were from passage 3 or
earlier.
NP cells isolation and culture
NP cells were isolated from nucleus pulposus tissues that were
obtained from the patients undergoing surgical procedures. Isolation was
performed as described for the ASCs, only the liberase digestion time was
reduced to 30 min, and DMEM-f12 was used instead of DMEM when
preparing the culture medium. NP cells at passage 1 or 2 were used for our
experiments.
Indirect cell-to-cell contact of ASCs and NP cells
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Cell culture inserts (Becton Dickinson Labware), with a 0.4-μm poresize filter were used in six-well plates for indirect co-culture purposes. Two
kinds of cell configurations were used (monolayer and micromass), to
reflect low cell density and high cell density cultures. Monolayer culture
was performed with 150,000 cells per well, and micromass cultures were
established as 50-μl droplets containing 400,000 cells each. The culture
medium used in the co-culture system was the DMEM-based culture
medium. Eight groups with different combinations of cell configurations and
cell types were defined in this study (Table 1). Cells were harvested after 4
and 14 of culture for gene expression analysis.
Table 1. Groups designed with different combinations of cell configuration
or cell type in experiment
Group

NP cells
Monolayer

1

+

2

+

Micromass

+
+

4

+

6

Micromass

+

3
5

ASCs
Monolayer

+
+

+
+

7

+

8

+

+, representing cell configuration and cell type in each group.
NP cells, nucleus pulposus cells.; ASCs, adipose stem cells.
Gene expression analysis
Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using Trizol
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 0.75 μg total RNA
was reverse transcribed in 20 μl of RT-PCR mix [Roche; 5 U transcriptor
reverse transcriptase (RT), 0.08 A260 units random primers, 1 mM of each
dNTP, 10 U protector RNAase inhibitor and 1 × Transcriptor RT buffer] at
55 °C for 30 min, After RT inactivation at 85 °C for 5 min, relative gene
expressions of aggrecan, collagen type II, collagen type I, osteopontin and
PPAR-γ were determined by real-time PCR (SYBRGreen; Roche) and
normalized to the 18S housekeeping gene. Primers used in real-time PCR
are listed in Table 2.
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Statistical analysis
Data were obtained from three independent donors. For statistical
analysis, the data were presented as means ± SD of treatment-over-T0
(Day 0) ratios (T/C-ratios) of real-time PCR data. Significances were tested
by one sample t-test (comparing T/C-ratios with 1) or paired t-test in SPSS
11.0 program. Differences were considered significant if p < 0.05.
Table 2 The primer used for real-time PCR
Gene

Oligonucleotide sequence

18s

Forward

5′-gtaacccgttgaaccccatt-3′

Reverse

5′-ccatccaatcggtagtagcg-3′

Forward

5′-ggatgggcagaggtaaatg-3′

Reverse

5′-ggtcctttgggtcctacaa-3′

Forward

5′-caactacccggccatcc-3′

Reverse

5′-gatggctctgtaatggaacac-3′

Forward

5′-tccaacgagatcgagatcc-3’

Reverse

5′-aagccgaattcctggtct-3′

Forward

5′-caagtaagtccaacgaaag-3′

Reverse

5′-gtgccagttcatcagattcat-3′

Forward

5′-cgaccagctgaatccagagt-3′

Reverse

5′-gatgcgatggccacctctt-3′

Collagen II
Aggrecan
Collagen I
Osteopontin
PPAR-γ
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Results
Analysis of gene expression in monolayer and micromass NP cell
cultures
First, cell configuration affecting chondrogenic gene expression in
NP cells was analyzed. NP cells cultured for 4 days under either monolayer
or micromass conditions showed no significant differences in aggrecan,
collagen type II and collagen type I gene expression when compared to
starting point levels (data not shown). However, after 14 days, gene
expression of collagen type II and collagen type I was significantly
decreased whereas aggrecan expression remained unchanged in both
groups (Fig. 1A). When comparing monolayer and micromass cultures, it
was deduced that expression of aggrecan and collagen type II mRNAs in
micromass NP cells was significantly higher (2-fold and 7-fold, respectively)
compared to the cultured monolayer NP cells. However, collagen type I
gene expression in micromass NP cells was only half of that of monolayer
NP cells (Fig. 1B).

Figure 1 Effects of cell configuration on chondrogenesis in NP cells. NP
cells were cultured as monolayer or micromass for 14 days, and gene
expression was analyzed by real-time PCR. (A) Gene expression of
collagen types I and II was significantly decreased in monolayer and
micromass culturing. Dashed line represents zero time point. (B)
Expression of aggrecan and collagen type II was significantly higher in
micromass vs. monolayer NP cells. Dashed line represents no difference.
Data are expressed as means ± SD, n = 3. *Significant difference
(p < 0.05). NP, nucleus pulposus; Mono, monolayer; MM, micromass; AGG,
aggrecan; COL II, collagen type II; COL I, collagen type I.
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Differentiation-related gene expression in monolayer and micromass
ASC cell cultures
Next, cell configuration affecting differentiation-related gene
expression in ASCs was also examined. Aggrecan and collagen type II
were selected as chondrogenic differentiation markers, whereas
osteopontin and collagen type I served as osteogenic and PPAR-γ as
adipogenic differentiation marker, respectively. Interestingly, all examined
gene expression levels were unchanged after 14 days of monolayer ASC
culture compared to starting point, whereas ASCs cultured for 14 days in
the micromass condition displayed marked differences (Fig. 2A).
Upregulation of chondrogenic gene expression was observed for aggrecan
(3-fold) but not for collagen type II, while both osteogenic markers showed
down-regulation (significant down-regulation for osteopontin and 0.6-fold
for collagen type I, respectively), and the adipogenic marker PPAR-γ
showed a slight but not significant increase (about 1.5–fold). When
comparing monolayer and micromass ASC gene expression levels after 14
days of culture, aggrecan and PPAR-γ were about 3 and 2-fold higher in
the micromass cultures, while expression levels of collagen type I and
osteopontin were only about half that of the gene expressions in monolayer
ASCs. However, none of these differences reached significance(Fig. 2B).
Gene expression in cocultures of ASCs and NP cells; effect of cell
configuration
Finally, the interaction between NP cells and ASCs was examined by
using indirect transwell co-culture systems: whether they could influence
each other, and whether the influence was dependent of either cell
configuration. It was observed that neither monolayer nor micromass ASCs
could significantly affect the gene expression levels of aggrecan, collagen
type II and collagen type I in either configuration of NP cells (data not
shown). On the other hand, monolayer NP cells did not affect the gene
expression in either monolayer or micromass ASCs (data not shown).
However, when NP cells were cultured under micromass conditions, they
could dramatically affect the differentiation of ASCs, but this effect was
strongly dependent on the cell configuration of the latter cell type. When
monolayer ASCs were co-cultured with micromass NP cells, osteopontin
and collagen type I were significantly down-regulated in the ASCs, this in
contrast with unchanged levels in their aggrecan and PPAR-γ gene
expression. In the same cells, collagen type II gene expression was
undetectable. However, when micromass conditions were applied for both
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ASCs and NP cells in the transwell co-cultures, gene expressions of both
aggrecan and collagen type II were induced, with concomitant
downregulation of osteopontin, collagen type I and PPAR-γ (Fig. 3A, B).

Figure 2 Effects of cell configuration on differentiation related gene
expression in ASCs. ASCs, cultured as monolayer or micromasses for
14 days, were analyzed by real-time PCR. (A) Micromass condition
induced about 3-fold up-regulation of aggrecan gene expression,
significant down-regulation of osteopontin, 0.6-fold down-regulation of
collagen type I and 1.5-fold up-regulation of PPAR-γ in ASCs. Dashed line
represents zero time point. (B) Aggrecan and PPAR-γ gene expression in
micromass ASCs was about 3- and 2-fold lower than in monolayer ASCs,
respectively. Expression of osteopontin and collagen type I in micromass
ASCs were about half that of monolayer ASCs. Dashed line represents no
*
difference. Data are expressed as means ± SD, n = 3. Significant
difference (p < 0.05). Mono, monolayer; MM, micromass; AGG, aggrecan;
OPN, osteopontin; COL I, collagen type I; PPAR-γ, peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma.
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Figure 3 Coordinated effects of cell configuration and NP cells on ASCs.
ASCs and NP cells were co-cultured as either monolayers or micromasses
for 14 days. Expression of lineage-related genes was analyzed by real-time
PCR. (A) Micromass NP cells significantly down-regulated gene expression
of osteopontin and collagen type I in monolayer ASCs, but could
significantly up-regulate expression of aggrecan and concomitantly downregulate the genes of osteopontin, collagen type I and PPAR-γ in
micromass ASCs. Data are expressed as means ± SD, n = 3; dashed line
represents zero time point. (B) Gene expression of collagen type II was
only induced in the group where both ASCs and NP cells were cultured
with micromass condition. *Significant difference (p < 0.05). NP, nucleus
pulposus; ASCs, adipose stem cells; Mono, monolayer; MM, micromass;
AGG, aggrecan; OPN, osteopontin; COL II, collagen type II; COL I,
collagen type I; PPAR-γ, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma.
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Discussion
There are several strategies being employed to direct stem cell
differentiation into the chondrogenic lineage in vitro. They include chemical
(biologic) compounds, naturally and artificially synthesized ECM, co-culture
and cell-conditioned media and genetic modification of stem cells25. The
goal of the present study was to verify whether under specific
microenvironmental conditions, such as the presence of NP cells, ASCs
can differentiate into cells that were phenotypically similar to those of NP
cells. Herein we showed that NP cells could successfully induce the NP
phenotype in ASCs when an indirect co-culture system was employed, as
indicated by the induction of collagen type II gene expression, upregulation of aggrecan gene expression and concomitant down-regulation
of osteogenic and adipogenic gene expression in ASCs. However, the
occurrence of this event was dependent on the cell culture condition
(monolayer or micromass) for both ASCs and NP cells.
High density cell culturing plays a pivotal role in maintenance of the
chondrogenic phenotype. In primary articular chondrocytes, monolayer
cultivation is accompanied by rapid dedifferentiation and a concomitant
increase in collagen type I expression. However, dedifferentiated cells can
redifferentiate into chondrocytes by three dimensional or high density cell
cultivation26,27. Our results with the chondrocyte-like NP cells are in line
with these studies: NP monolayer cell expansion resulted in rapid loss of
the chondrogenic phenotype, which could be reversed by micromass
cultivation, as visualized by a significant up-regulation of aggrecan and
collagen type II expression and a concomitant down-regulation (although
not significant) of collagen type I production (Fig. 1).
The micromass configuration of the NP cultures appeared not only to
be essential for their phenotype maintenance, but also for their proper
phenotype-inducing properties, since only micromass NP cultures induced
chondrogenic differentiation in stem cells in the co-culture system. This
finding confirms the lack of chondrogenic phenotype induction by
monolayer NP cells reported by Richardson and colleagues6, who used a
similar transwell culture setup, but at the same time provides an important
extension to their study by showing that a change in configuration and
subsequently in differentiation grade makes a huge difference in inductive
potential of NP cells. Surprisingly, for this induction to occur, the ASCs
needed to be cultured under micromass conditions as well (Fig.3).
Apparently, certain conditions that NP cells and ASCs experience in these
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micromasses are crucial for their differentiation-inductive and differentiation
potential under in vitro conditions, respectively.
Which underlying mechanisms determine these outcomes? Recent
literature data suggest two possible determinants, which may even act in
concert under our experimental conditions: cellular condensation, and cell
shape/culture surface stiffness. The latter was only recently identified as a
major determinant of cell fate, and was even shown to overrule the
differentiation-directing properties of commonly used lineage-specific
induction media28-31. Stem cells manipulated to maintain a round shape
differentiated into adipocytes even when cultured in osteogenic media,
whereas the opposite (differentiation into osteoblasts in adipogenic
medium) occurred when cells were allowed to acquire a stretched
morphology. A similar cell shape effect may be expected for the NP (and
stem cells), since adipocytes and chondrocytes share the feature of a
round cell shape. In confirmation of this hypothesis, we observed a more
rounded morphology in micromass ASCs (data not shown), and gene
expression elevations for both aggrecan and PPAR-γ (Fig. 2). Only in the
presence of specific chondrogenic stimuli, as provided by the NP
micromasses in the co-cultures, a more mature chondrogenic phenotype
(as demonstrated by induction of the mature marker collagen type II) and
concomitant downregulation of the adpogenic and osteogenic markers
(PPAR-γ and osteopontin/collagen type I, respectively) was observed (Fig.
3).
Cellular condensation and the creation of a microenvironment within
the micromass structure are also considered crucial phenomena for
differentiation and inductivity. They may resemble the initial step of
mesenchymal chondrogenesis in the developing of embryonic limbs or in
limb bud cell in vitro32,33, in which cellular condensation initiates
chondrogenic signaling by chondrogenic growth factors, and activation of
cartilage-specific genes such as collagen type II and aggrecan34. These
chondrogenic growth factors, such as the TGF-β’s, BMPs, FGFs and IGF-I,
are produced and secreted during differentiation and by mature cartilage
cells themselves, likely act in an autocrine or paracrine manner, and can
also act as potent inducers of chondrogenesis in other cell types such as
stem cells7,35-38. In vitro studies addressing this issue so far, employing
monolayer cultures, were only able to demonstrate paracrine induction
events in stem cells when both cell types were cultured under close
contact-conditions6,7,39,40. Our results, on the other hand, for the first time
provide evidence that more distant paracrine actions of soluble growth
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factors and subsequent cartilaginous differentiation in the ASCs can also
occur in vitro, but only when NP cells are cultured under micromass
conditions.
In summary, we demonstrated that high density cell cultivation is
important for both the maintenance of the chondrogenic phenotype in NP
cells, and subsequent induction of the chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs.
We conclude that soluble factor(s) secreted by NP cells are responsible for,
and capable of directing the ASCs towards the NP cell-like phenotype. This
implies that a minimally invasive one-step surgical procedure employing
subcutaneous injection of stem cells into the nucleus pulposus might be a
feasible approach for regeneration of mildly degenerated intervertebral
discs.
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Abstract
Tissue microenvironment plays a critical role in guiding local stem
cell differentiation. Within the intervertebral disc, collagen type II and
nucleus pulposus (NP) cells are two major components. This study aimed
to investigate how collagen type II and NP cells affect adipose tissuederived stem cells (ASCs) in a 3D environment.
ASCs were cultured in collagen type I or type II hydrogels alone, or
co-cultured in transwells with micromass NP cells for 4 and 14 days. ASCs
seeded in collagen type II gels acquired dentritic cell shapes, and
orchestrated cell density-dependent gel contraction rates. Upregulation of
collagen type X, but not of other chondrogenic markers was observed at
day 4, irrespective of the hydrogel type. Strikingly, in co-cultures with NP
cells, more pronounced differentiation of ASCs along the cartilaginous
lineage was observed (upregulation of collagen IIA, IIB and aggrecan gene
expression, as well as stronger alcian blue staining), when ASCs were
embedded in collagen type II in comparison with type I hydrogels.
Interestingly, strong cellular condensations/ aggregations were observed in
ASC-seeded type II, but not type I gels, and this aggregation was markedly
delayed when the same gels were co-cultured with NP cells. The NP cellmediated inhibition of ASC aggregation in collagen type II gels coincided
with downregulation of integrin subunit α2 gene expression.
We conclude that soluble factors released by NP cells can direct
chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs in collagen hydrogels, and that
combination with a nucleus-mimicking collagen type II microenvironment
enhances differentiation towards a more pronounced cartilage/NP lineage
relative to collagen type I hydrogels.
Key Words: adipose tissue-derived stem cells, microenvironment, nucleus
pulposus cells, collagen type II, chondrogenic differentiation, cell
aggregation, disc regeneration
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Introduction
Degenerated intervertebral disc disease (DDD) is thought to be one
of the most prevalent causes for chronic low back pain, that currently has
no identified cause1,2. The traditional view during much of the last century
was that DDD was primarily due to physical (over)loading as well as
changes associated with the normal aging process. In recent years,
however, a dramatic advance has been made in our understanding of risk
factors such as age, gender, genetics, environmental, chemical (smoking),
and biomechanical influences for disc degeneration, thus changing our
traditional views3-6. These advances allow exploration of new promising
treatment modalities for the treatment of DDD, including cell-based
therapies aiming to regenerate disc tissue and to restore the biological
function of a disc rather than only alleviate the symptoms.
There are two distinct but interdependent cell populations in the
intervertebral disc: nucleus pulposus (NP) cells in the inner region7 having
chondrocyte-like properties, and annulus fibrous (AF) cells in the outer
layer having a more fibrocyte-like phenotype. During the process of DDD,
AF and NP cells react differently to the tissue degeneration. The NP is
more vulnerable to degeneration, and the first pathological changes
therefore start in the NP, with cellular loss and proteoglycan breakdown
leading to diminished water-binding capacity and loss of disc height8,9.
So far, different concepts are under preclinical and clinical evaluation
for the regeneration of NP tissue. For instance, re-implantation of NP cells
was evaluated in vitro and in vivo for halting or retarding the process of
DDD10-13. However, there are some potential drawbacks of using NP cells,
for example degeneration of the adjacent discs due to NP cells harvesting
and difficulties in obtaining enough NP cells for transplantation. By
contrast, adult mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can overcome these
drawbacks: they can be harvested from many sites, such as bone marrow,
fat, muscle, skin without significant donor site morbidity14; MSCs can also
be expanded in vitro to sufficient numbers for transplantation purposes15.
Adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ASCs) have been
identified as a new stem cell source having multilineage differentiation
potential16. ASCs are particularly promising for clinical application due to
their unique combination of minimally invasive procurement procedures
and high stem cell yields17,18. Together, these aspects allow one-step
surgical procedures, in which ASCs are harvested, either or not triggered
towards the desired differentiation lineage, and re-implanted at the site of
interest within a time span of 2-3h19. Although this procedure was
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described for spinal interbody fusion, we hypothesize that it might also be
applicable for regeneration of degenerated discs by intradiscal injection of
ASCs, particularly in early stages of disc degeneration.
It has been shown that tissue microenvironments play a critical role
in guiding the differentiation of stem cells in normal regenerative
processes20,21. The nucleus pulposus is such an environment,
characterized by a low density of NP cells and a highly abundant
extracellular matrix (ECM), which contains a large amount of proteoglycans
and predominantly collagen type II fibrils. We hypothesize that due to this
high matrix-to-cell ratio, most of the ASCs will encounter matrix contacts
and only indirect contact with NP cells (via soluble factors).
In a previous study, we demonstrated that NP cells, when cultured
in a micromass configuration, can indeed induce a NP phenotype in vitro in
micromass ASCs, and that they do so by soluble mediators22. The current
study aims to more closely mimic the microenvironment the ASCs will
encounter after intradiscal injection, by providing a true 3D nucleus-like
environment through embedding in a collagen type II hydrogel. To assess
cartilaginous matrix-mediated effects, differentiation-related gene
expression profiles as well as histochemical and morphological parameters
were compared with those of ASCs embedded in collagen type I gels. The
results obtained in this study provide insight in the relative influence of the
components separately (matrix or NP cells), and their possible interaction
on the NP phenotype induction in ASCs.
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Materials & Methods
ASCs and NP cells isolation and culture
The human ethical committee of the Free University medical center
approved the retrieval of human specimens, and informed consent was
obtained.
ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue that was
harvested from patients undergoing elective surgical procedures, as
described previously22. Briefly, adipose tissue was cut into small pieces of
about 25-50 mm3, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove
red blood cells, and digested for 60 min at 37 oC with 0.5 U/ml Liberase
Blendzyme 3 (Roche Diagnostics, Almere, The Netherlands) in PBS to
dissociate the cells from their extracellular matrix. The digested material
was passed over a 100 μm mesh filter to remove tissue debris, washed
several times with PBS, and resuspended in ASC culture medium
[Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Paisley, UK)
supplemented with 500 µg/ml streptomycin sulfate (Sigma), 600 µg/ml
penicillin (Sigma), 50 µg/ml gentamycin (Gibco), 2.5 µg/ml fungizone
(Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA)].
Cells were plated in 25-cm2 culture flasks at 37°C with 5% CO2 in air in a
humidified incubator, cultured for 24–48 hours, washed to remove
unattached cells, and subsequently re-fed with fresh medium every 3-4
days. Upon reaching 80-90% confluency, ASCs were harvested with
0.25% trypsin and 0.1% EDTA in PBS, replated in 75-cm2 culture flasks
(Greiner Bio-One), and cultured until reaching confluency again. All cells
used were from passage 3 or earlier.
NP cells were derived from a female scoliosis patient of 16 years old,
and from NP material obtained during posterior lumbar interbody fusion
(PLIF) surgeries from two patients (one 42-year old male, one 49-year old
female). Isolation was performed as described for the ASCs, only the
Liberase digestion time was reduced to 30 min, and DMEM-F12 (Gibco)
was used instead of DMEM when preparing the culture medium. NP cells
at passage 1 or 2 were used for our experiments. No apparent differences
in NP cell inductive properties were observed.
Preparation of collagen type I/II hydrogels
Collagen type I/II hydrogels were prepared by mixing six parts of
either rat tail collagen type I (R&D systems) or chicken sternal collagen
type II (Sigma), one part of 10X DMEM (Gibco), one part of reconstitution
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buffer (2.2g NaHCO3 in 100 ml of 0.05 N NaOH and 200 mM HEPES), and
two parts of cell suspension. All components were mixed on ice and
applied in 100 µl-volumes in wells of a 96-well plate for gel contraction
analysis, or as 100 µl-droplets in wells of a 6-well culture plate for coculture studies. The collagen gel lattices were allowed to form by placing
the plates in a humidified incubator at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2
for one hour. Subsequently, gels were carefully submerged in ASC culture
medium. Medium was refreshed every three days.
Confocal analysis and measurement of gel contraction
Shape and distribution profile of ASCs in collagen type II gels were
determined by confocal microscopy imaging (Leica Leitz DM RBE) after a
culture period of 12 hours. For this purpose, ASCs were labeled according
to the manufacturer’s instructions with CellTracker® Green CMFDA
(Invitrogen) prior to collagen type II gel encapsulation. Three different
densities (0.5×106, 1.5×106 and 5.0×106 / ml gel) were tested.
Gel contraction was assessed for the same gel-cell combinations in
96-well plates. Contraction was monitored at regular intervals during 14
days by taking digital photographs of the gels with a Nikon Coolpix digital
camera (Nikon), and quantitation of the gel diameters.
Indirect co-culture system
Indirect co-culture of ASCs and NP cells was carried out by growing
ASCs in six well plates and growing NP cells in culture inserts (Becton
Dickinson Labware, NJ) having a 0.4 µm pore-size filter, allowing
communication between these two cell types via soluble signals only.
Micromass culturing was applied for NP cells by seeding one droplet of
medium (400,000 cells/50 µl) on the insert as described previously22. Five
groups were studied: (i): ASCs cultured in monolayer as control; (ii): ASCs
in collagen type I gels; (iii): ASCs in collagen type II gels; (iv): ASCs in
collagen type I gels + NP cells; and (v): ASCs in collagen type II gels + NP
cells. The cell seeding density of ASCs in the gels was 1.5 x 106 / ml gel.
Cell distribution was monitored at regular intervals during 14 days by taking
digital photographs of the gels with a Nikon Coolpix digital camera (Nikon).
After culture for 4, 14 or 21 days, the gel constructs were were harvested
and processed for either real time-PCR analysis or histochemical analysis.
Real-time PCR analysis
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Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using Trizol (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 0.75µg of total RNA was
reverse transcribed in 20 µl of RT-PCR mix [5U transcriptor reverse
transcriptase (Roche diagnostics), 0.08 A260 units random primers (Roche
diagnostics), 1mM of each of dNTP (Invitrogen), 10U protector Rase
inhibitor (Roche diagnostics) and 1× transcriptor RT buffer] at 55 °C for 30
minutes, and then at 85°C for 5 minutes to inactivated the transcriptase.
Chondrogenic gene expression (aggrecan, collagen type X and collagen
type IIA and IIB) were determined by real-time PCR by light cycler (Roche
LC 480).
The striking effect of matrix composition and the presence or
absence of NP cells on the aggregation of ASCs within the gels prompted
us to also determine the expression profiles of particular matrix-interacting
integrins. Since the integrins α1β1, α2β1, and α10β1 were previously
shown to interact with collagen type II matrices, and were hypothesized to
participate in cartilage homeostasis23-25, expression levels of the integrin
subunits α1, α2 and α10 were quantified to provide some initial clues on
their possible involvement in the underlying mechanisms governing these
aggregation phenomena. All target genes were normalized to
housekeeping gene 18S to obtain the relative gene expression. Primers
used in real-time PCR are listed in table 1.
Histology
The collagen gels containing cells were fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin for 10 minutes at room temperature, mounted in Tissue Tek
O.C.T. compound, and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Sections of 7 μm were
prepared, which were stained for proteoglycans with Alcian Blue-Periodic
Acid Schiff (AB-PAS) staining. The pH of the Alcian Blue used for the
staining was 2.0.
Statistical analysis
Data were obtained from 5 independent donors, and one gel per
group was analyzed in each donor. For statistical analysis, first Levene’s
test was performed to determine the homogeneity of variance for all the
data, and then Turkey or Tamhane’s T2 Post-Hoc multiple comparison was
performed for the comparisons of collagen type X and aggrecan gene
expression between the five groups; a paired-T test test or 2-related
samples nonparametric test was performed to compare integrin subunit α1,
α2 and α10 gene expression between ASCs with and without co-culturing
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with NP cells. SPSS 11.0 program was employed for all statistical analysis
and differences were considered significant if p<0.05.
Table 1 The primers used for real-time PCR
Gene
18S
Collagen
type IIA
Collagen
type IIB
Collagen
type X
Aggrecan
α1
integrin
α2
integrin
α10
integrin

Product
size
(bp)

Oligonucleotide sequence
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

5’-GTA ACC CGT TGA ACC CCA TT-3’
5’-CCA TCC AAT CGG TAG TAG CG-3’
5’-GGA TGG GCA GAG GTA AAT G-3’
5’-GGT CCT TTG GGT CCT ACA A-3’
5' AGG GCC AGG ATG TCC GGC A 3'
5' GGG TCC CAG GTT CTC CAT CT 3'
5' CAC TAC CCA ACA CCA AGA CA 3'
5' CTG GTT TCC CTA CAG CTG AT 3'
5’CAA CTA CCC GGC CAT CC 3’
5’GAT GGC TCT GTA ATG GAA CAC 3’
5' AGG ACA GTG CCT ATA ACA CC 3'
5' CGC TGT CAC TTG TTG CAC TT 3'
5' ACA GAC AAG GCT GGT GAC A 3'
5' TGC CGT TAG CTG TAC TGT CT 3'
5' TCC GAA CGA AGG AAG AAG TG 3'
5' GGA AGC TCC TCT CCA TCA T 3'

151
255
195
225
160
234
258
193

Table 2 Induction of collagen type IIA and IIB gene expression of ASCs
embedded in collagen type I or type II gels and co-cultured with NP cells
Collagen
gel type

I

II

Donor
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Day 4
Col IIA
Col IIB
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Day 14
Col IIA
Col IIB
+
+
+
+
+
+

Note: -: undetectable in 45 PCR cycles; +: detectable in 45 PCR cycles.
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Results
Distribution and cell shape of ASCs in collagen type II gels
Preliminary experiments were aimed at determining the cell
distribution in different concentrations of collagen type II gels. A
homogenous distribution of ASCs was found in a range of concentrations
of collagen type II gels (1.5-4 mg/ml gel; data not shown). The middle
concentration (2.5 mg/ml) of collagen was used in all following
experiments.
Next, Celltracker® Green labeled ASCs were encapsulated in
different densities (0.5×106, 1.5×106 and 5×106 cells/ml, respectively) in
collagen type II gels. It was observed that all cells had already attached to
the collagen type II matrix after 12h, and distributed homogenously in the
matrix from top to bottom independent of the cell seeding density. Cells
had dentritic or stellate shapes, and connected to each other via spindleshaped extensions as observed under confocal imaging. (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Distribution and cell shapes of ASCs seeded with different cell
density in collagen type II gel. ASCs distribution was analyzed after being
encapsulated with different cell densities in collagen type II gels for 12
hours by confocal microscopy. All the cells, independent of seeding
density, had attached to collagen type II and evenly distributed in the
matrix from top to bottom with dentritic or stellate shapes. (A): 0.5×106 cells
/ ml gel; (B) 1.5×106 cells / ml gel; (C): 5×106 cells / ml gel. Bar: 50 µm.
Cell density-dependent contraction of collagen type II gels
Collagen type II gels showed a ASC seeding density dependent
contraction rate from day 1 to day 14 (0.5×106 < 1.5×106 < 5×106 cells/ml,
respectively). (Fig. 2). Collagen type II gels with the highest cell density
(5×106 cells/ml gel) started to contract as early as day 1, reached their
peak at day 3, and stabilized thereafter. In contrast, when cell seeding
density were 1.5×106 cells/ml gel or 0.5×106 cells/ml gel, the starting time
of gel contraction delayed to day 3 or later, and reached the lowest level
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only at about day 14. When no cells were seeded, gel contraction was
negligible (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 Contraction of collagen type II gels seeded with different cell
densities of ASCs. ASCs were encapsulated with different cell densities in
collagen type II gels, and the diameters of the gels were measured from
day 1 to day 14. There was a cell density dependent gel contraction in
collagen type II gels, whereas gel contraction was not observed in the
collagen type II gel without seeding cells.
NP cells direct ASCs in collagen type II gels differentiation into a
more pronounced cartilagen/NP lineage than those in collagen type I
gels
The effects of collagen type II on chondrogenic differentiation of
ASCs were investigated relative to collagen type I gels. Monolayer-cultured
ASCs served as controls.
When ASCs were cultured in monolayer, gene expression of
collagen type X and aggrecan did not significantly change comparing to
starting time point, and no induction of collagen IIA and IIB gene
expression was observed (data not shown). Compared to monolayer
controls, embedment of ASCs in collagen type I and type II gels upregulated gene expression of collagen type X up to 5 and 11-fold at day 4
(although not significant), respectively, but these values returned to
monolayer levels at day 14 (Fig.3A). No significant changes were observed
in aggrecan gene expression, irrespective of which collagen type and
configuration was used (Fig.3B). The same was true for collagen type
IIA/IIB gene expression in ASCs (Data not shown).
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To study the potential contribution of NP cells in the differentiation
process of ASCs cultured in either collagen type I or type II gels, transwell
co-cultures with micromass NP cells were performed, and at day 4 and day
14 ASCs were harvested and analyzed for expression of NP-phenotype
related markers. It was found that at day 4 the presence of NP cells
resulted in further enhancement of collagen type X gene expression in
ASCs in both gel types (about 28 and 20-fold higher in collagen type I and
type II gel compared to monolayer ASCs, respectively). Up-regulation of
collagen type X gene expression by NP cells was also found to be
significant when comparing to ASCs cultured in collagen type I gels
(Fig.3A). Aggrecan gene expression was highest when ASCs were grown
in collagen type II gels and co-cultured with NP cells, although there were
no significant differences

Figure 3 Effects of collagen type I/II 3D environment and NP cells on
collagen type X and aggrecan gene expression of ASCs. ASCs in collagen
type I/II gels were cultured alone or co-cultured with NP cells for 4 and 14
days. (A): By comparing to monolayer control, collagen type I and type II
gel embedment up-regulated the gene expression of collagen type X up to
5 and 11-fold at day 4, respectively; co-culturing with NP cells resulted in
further up-regulation of gene expression of collagen type X in ASCs in both
gel types (about 28 and 20-fold higher in collagen type I and type II gel
comparing to monolayer ASCs, respectively), and significant up-regulation
of collagen type X gene expression by NP cells was also found by
comparing to ASCs cultured alone in collagen type I gels. (B): There was a
highest gene expression of aggrecan in ASCs that were grown in collagen
type II gels and co-cultured with NP cells at day 14 (although not
significant); T/C: treatment/control, dashed line represents monolayer
control. Data are expressed with Mean ± SEM, n=5. Abbreviations: COL I:
collagen type I; COL II: collagen type II. *: comparing with monolayer
#
control, p<0.05, : comparing with ASCs cultured alone in collagen type I
gels, p<0.05.
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found between these five groups (Fig.3B). Most striking differences were
observed in the gene expression profiles of collagen type II: Collagen type
IIA (early chondrogenic marker) was only induced in collagen type Iembedded ASCs from two out of five donors at day 4, and not at other time
points. In contrast, both collagen type IIA and IIB (late chondrogenic
marker) were induced in ASCs in collagen type II gels at day 4 or/and day
14, with a shift from collagen type IIA to collagen type IIB in three of five
donors between day 4 and day 14 (Table 2).
Alcian blue staining demonstrated enhancement of proteoglycan
staining intensity by NP cells in both collagen type I and type II ASC-loaded
matrices. Collagen type II gels displayed stronger staining than collagen
type I gels in both situations (absence and presence of NP cells) (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 Effect of collagen type I/II 3D environment and NP cells on alcian
blue staining of ASCs. ASCs were cultured in collagen type I or type II gels
alone, or indirectly co-cultured with NP cells for 4, 14 and 21 days. NP
cells could greatly enhance the alcian blue staining of ASCs in either
collagen type I and type II gels; collagen type II gels displayed stronger
staining than collagen type I gels independent on whether ASCs were
cultured alone or co-cultured with NP cells. Abbreviations: COL I: collagen
type I; COL II: collagen type II. Bar: 250 µm.
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Figure 5 Effect of NP cells on ASCs distribution pattern in collagen type II
gel. ASCs in collagen type II gels were either cultured alone or co-cultured
with NP cells over 14 days. When ASCs in collagen type II gels were
cultured without NP cells (upper panel), ASCs began to aggregate around
day 7 and formed striking “islands” around day 14. This ASC aggregation
was prevented/delayed by NP cells (lower panel). COL II: collagen type II.
Bar: 150 µm.
NP cells modulate ASCs distribution pattern in collagen type II gels
During our cultures, striking differences could be observed in the
aggregation behaviour between the various experimental groups. Starting
from around day 7 of culturing, strong cellular condensation/aggregation
and “island formation” was observed when ASCs were embedded in
collagen type II (Figure 5, upper panel), but not when embedded in
collagen type I (data not shown). However, to our surprise, collagen type IIembedded ASCs in the presence of NP cells did show a severe delay or
even prevention of these aggregation phenomena (Fig. 5, lower panel).
The absence of aggregation events in collagen type I gels was not
influenced by NP cells (data not shown).
NP cells down-regulate integrin subunit α2 gene expression of ASCs
in collagen type II gels
To gain insight on why NP cells modulated the striking ASCs
distribution pattern in collagen type II gels, gene expression profiles of
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collagen type II receptor-integrin subunits α1, α2 and α10 were determined
in both collagen type II-embedded ASC groups (+/- NP cells). It was found
that co-culture with NP cells significantly down-regulated gene expression
of integrin subunit α2, but not the integrin subunits α1 and α10 at day 4
(Fig. 6B). At day 14, although the trend was still pronounced, no significant
changes for either integrin subunit was observed any more (Fig.6A-C).

Figure 6 Effects of NP cells on integrin subunit α1, α2 and α10 gene
expression of ASCs in collagen type II gels. ASCs in collagen type II gels
were cultured alone or co-cultured with NP cells for 4 and 14 days. By
comparing these two groups, (A): There was no significant difference of
integrin subunit α1 gene expression at day 4 and day 14 between these
two groups; (B): NP cells significantly down-regulated the gene expression
of integrin subunit α2 in ASCs at day 4; (C): There was no significant
difference of gene expression of integrin subunit α10 between these two
groups. Abbreviations: COL II: collagen type II, ITG: integrin. Data are
expressed with Mean ± SEM, n=5. *: p<0.05.
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Discussion
Tissue microenvironments play a crucial role in normal regenerative
processes. MSCs, as a part of normal regenerative processes, are
believed to migrate and circulate away from their niches26, and can
differentiate into various anchorage-dependent cells types, such as
osteoblasts27,28, neurons29 and NP cell-like cells30 in vivo. It is crucial to
know how the individual components of the tissue microenvironment
interact with each other to guide this anchorage-dependent cell
differentiation.
In a previous study, we showed that micromass NP cells can
successfully induce the NP phenotype in micromass ASCs (but not in
monolayer ASCs) through soluble bio-factors in an indirect co-culture
system22. This result is consistent with two other published reports in which
chondrogenic differentiation was induced in embryonic stem cells or rabbit
ASCs by soluble factors produced by primary chondrocytes or NP cells in
indirect co-culture systems31,32. The indirect co-culture setup was selected
since our driving hypothesis was (and is) that, due to the high matrix-to-cell
ratio in the nucleus pulposus, most of the ASCs will experience only
indirect contact with NP cells via soluble factors. However, this at the same
time implies that the microenvironment the ASCs will encounter after
intradiscal injection will predominantly be a three-dimensional matrix
containing collagen type II. In the current study, we aimed to closely mimic
this in vivo situation by seeding ASCs in 3D collagen type II gels and
indirect co-culturing with NP cells. Our current data show: (i) A 3D
environment per se (i.e. both collagen type I and type II gels) results in
significant up-regulation of the gene expression of collagen type X but not
of other markers associated with chondrogenesis (fig.3); (ii) Embedding of
ASCs in collagen type II, but not in collagen type I gels, in the presence of
NP cells provokes a more pronounced ASC differentiation towards the NP
phenotype.
In general, a 3D environment, such as in collagen, fibrin and alginate
gels, is required for chondrocytes to maintain their differentiated
chondrogenic phenotype or for MSCs to undergo chondrogenic
differentiation in vitro33-36. An important finding of the current study is that
apparently an additional level of control of the chondrogenic response of
ASCs may be achieved by optimizing the composition of the matrix
environment they will encounter. Interestingly in this regard is that even
though the effects of the matrix on itself appeared minor (only a modest
difference in up-regulation (2-fold) when comparing the collagen type X
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gene expression of collagen type I vs. type II gels in favor of the latter, and
no expression differences for the other chondrogenesis-associated
markers), the matrix type appeared to “potentiate” the ASCs for a stronger
response to chondrogenic influences of the NP cells in our co-culture
studies.
The early up-regulation of collagen type X expression as observed in
this study does not match with the traditional view that this collagen should
be regarded as a late marker, associated with hypertrophic, mineralizing
chondrocytes 37. In contrast, our data suggest that collagen type X
induction is an early event, probably at least partly induced by placement of
ASCs in a 3D environment, but less dependent of the collagen type the
cells “feel”. Also, the response to chondrogenic induction media appears to
be relatively independent of the matrix type (Fig. 3A) Interestingly, and in
accordance with our own findings, the early up-regulation of collagen type
X has recently been recognized by other research groups as well38,39.
Although merely speculative, this might suggest a hitherto unrecognized
role for collagen type X in early chondrogenic differentiation events.
After ASCs were co-cultured with NP cells, we observed that ASCs
in collagen type II gel displayed a more pronounced chondrogenic
phenotype than ASCs in collagen type I gels: stronger alcian blue staining
and induction of both collagen type IIA and IIB gene expression (table 2,
fig. 4). It has been shown that collagen type IIA transcripts are synthesized
by prechondrocytes while collagen type IIB transcripts are synthesized by
mature chondrocytes40,41. That collagen type II is more able to maintain or
induce a chondrogenic phenotype has also been shown in several other
studies42-44. To the best of our knowledge, mechanisms behind the
property of collagen type II (maintenance or induction of chondrogenic
phenotype) are still remaining unclear. Herein we only can speculate that
collagen type I and collagen type II have different preferences to bind or
induce different members of the integrin β1 family and thereby follow a
different signal pathway leading to chondrogenesis, because integrin β1
family plays a crucial role in chondrogenesis45 and has a cross-talk with
growth factors such as TGF-β146.
In this study, ASCs attached to collagen type II matrix as evidenced
by different cell densities of ASCs homogenously distributed in the different
concentrations (from 1.5 to 4 mg/ml) of collagen type II matrix with the
stellate shapes (Fig.1, data not shown for the low and high concentration of
collagen type II gel) within 12 hours. There was also a cell densitydependent gel contraction in collagen type II gels embedded with ASCs
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(Fig.2). Integrins comprise a group of receptors on the cell surface that
mediate cell-ECM interactions. All receptors consist of one α and one β
subunit which together form a non-covalently bound heterodimer47. The
integrins α1β1, α2β1, and α10β1 have been identified to interact with
collagen type II, and each of them separately or in combination might be
involved in the attachment of ASCs. Since these integrins have distinct
signaling functions due to their different short intracellular domains of the
collagen-binding α units48-50, we determined the expression patterns of all α
subunits in an effort to assess which integrin might be primarily involved in
the aggregation events observed in collagen type II gels, and its delay after
co-incubation with NP cells (fig 5). Although far from conclusive, the
significant downregulation of integrin subunit α2 gene expression in the
collagen type II / NP cell combination (fig 6B) suggests that the change in
ASC aggregation rate imposed by the NP cells may be mediated by NP
cell-secreted factors affecting the expression level of the integrin α2ß1.
Further studies are warranted to substantiate the potential role of this
particular integrin in ASC condensation events, as well as the nature of the
soluble factor(s) involved.
In conclusion, collagen type II can provide an appropriate scaffold for
the attachment of ASCs. In addition, it was found that a microenvironment
consisting of collagen type II hydrogels in combination with soluble factorsecreting NP cells, can direct ASC differentiation more efficiently towards a
more advanced cartilage/NP lineage than ASCs in a collagen type I/NP cell
combination. Furthermore, the different collagen type II receptors-integrin
α1β1, α2β1, and α10β1 in ASCs may exert different functions in response
to collagen type II, where integrin α2β1 is more likely involved in mediating
ASC aggregation. The findings from this study allow us to proceed to in
vivo experiments in which ASCs will be used for the injection treatment for
mildly degenerated intervertebral disc disease.
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Abstract
β1 integrins play a controversial role during chondrogenesis. Since
the maturation of chondrocytes relies on a signaling switch from cell-cell to
cell-matrix interactions, we hypothesized that β1 integrins play a different
role at the earlier (mainly cell-cell interaction) from the later stage (mainly
cell-matrix interaction) of chondrogenesis. Our data showed: in plain
medium, sox9, collagen X and collagen II gene expression of ASCs were
induced by β1 integrins blockage at day 14. In chondrogenic medium,
however, sox 9, sox6 and collagen II gene expression were induced at day
4 but inhibited at day 14. In addition, both β1 integrins blockage and TGFβ1 down-regulated Rock 1 and 2 gene expression and produced the round
cells. We concluded that β1 integrins play a more important role at the later
stages than the earlier stages of chondrogenesis, and that the onset of
chondrogenesis promoted by β1 integrin blockage might be through
inhibiting Rock signaling.
Key Words: Chondrogenesis; Cell shape, β1 integrins, Adipose tissue,
Mesenchymal stem cells, Rock signaling
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Introduction
Chondrogenesis is a very complex and tightly regulated process
which involves many extracellular and intracellular signaling molecules,
and whose exact molecular mechanisms remain elusive so far. It starts
with the recruitment and aggregation/condensation of mesenchymal cells,
which results in chondroblast formation. An this stage, prechondrogenic
mesenchymal stem cell aggregates consist of densely packed cells with
tight surface contacts; cell-cell contacts therefore play a crucial role in it.
Afterwards, chondroblasts synthesize a large amount of cartilage-specific
extracellular matrix (ECM, predominantly collagen type II and aggrecan)
and then differentiate into chondrocytes. Because chondrocytes in cartilage
tissue are eventually completely surrounded by the network of ECM, they
no longer have the direct cell-cell contacts1,2. The interactions between
cells and matrix molecules, or likewise cell adhesion molecules are thus
believed to play a critical role in both induction and maintenance of
chondrogenic phenotype.
Integrins are a mayor class of cell adhesion molecules which
mediate cell-matrix interactions. There are 24 different integrin dimers in
vivo formed by an α subunit and a β subunit in mammalian cells.
Chondrocytes express a subset of integrin subunits, including collagen
receptors, fibrenectin receptors, and a laminin receptor3,4. Therefore, it is
no surprise that β1 integrins are involved in the induction or maintenance
of the chondrogenic phenotype. However, so far there is still controversy
about the role(s) of β1 integrins in chondrogenesis5-9: in vivo, chimeric mice
generated with β1 integrin-deficient embryonic stem cells contained a few
mutant chondrocytes, indicating that they can differentiate in the absence
of β1 integrins6; however, in vitro β1 integrins blockage in mouse limb bud
mesenchymal cell inhibits the formation of cartilaginous nodules
suggesting that β1 integrins are essential either during mesenchymal
condensation or during chondrocyte differentiation7,9.
β1 integrin signaling has been extensively studied in articular
chondrocytes and has been implicated in cartilage homeostasis and
arthritis. It is reported that β1 integrins stimulate the formation of signaling
complexes made up of multiple proteins which regulate the organization of
cytoskeleton elements and subsequently regulate cell shape and cell
differentiation10,11. Recently, cell shape has been identified as a main
determinating factor for directing stem cell lineage commitments12-14. For
instance, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) undergo osteogenesis when
allowed to adhere, flatten and spread; in contrast, they become adipocytes
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when unspread and maintained as round cells12. Therefore, cell shape
remodeling by β1 integrins might be one of the important mechanisms
regulating chondrogenic differentiation. Cell shape is also governed by Rho
A/ROCK signaling in the cellular plasma, and this signaling can control
cytoskeleton organization and direct different lineage differentiations in
MSCs12,15-17.
We hypothesize that β1 integrins may play a more important role in
the later stage (cell-matrix interaction stage) rather than in earlier stage
(cell-cell interaction stage) during chondrogenesis. This is supported by the
observation that during maturation, when chondrocytes start to secrete
large amounts of extracellular matrix (ECM), chondrocytes switch from cellcell to cell-matrix interactions1. In other words: cell-cell adhesion molecules
and cell-matrix adhesion molecules may play different roles during
chondrogenesis. For example, N-Cadherin, a Ca(2+)-dependent cell-cell
adhesion molecule is required and plays a critical role in the cellular
condensation process18,19, whereas over-expression of N-Cadherin in later
stage prevents primary chick limb mesenchymal cells from proceeding
toward terminal differentiation20,21.
In this study, human adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(ASCs) were used and encapsulated in collagen type I gels for the
induction of chondrogenesis. The effects of β1 integrins on chondrogenesis
were analyzed by blocking ASCs with β1 integrin- neutralizing antibodies.
In addition, the effects of β1 integrins on the gene expression of the Rock I
and Rock II kinases, which are the most important effectors of prototype
GTPase RhoA22,23, and cell shape (determined by actin cytoskeleton
visualization) of ASCs were also analyzed in order to better understand the
mechanisms by which β1 integrins may regulate chondrogenesis.
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Materials & Methods
Adipose stem cells (ASCs) isolation and culture
Retrieval of all human specimens was approved by the human
ethical committee of the VU University medical center, and informed
consent was obtained.
ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue obtained from
patients undergoing elective surgical procedures as described previously24.
Briefly, harvested tissue was washed several times with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and then enzymatically dissociated with 0.5 U/ml
Liberase Blendzyme 3 solution (Roche Diagnostics, Almere, The
Netherlands). The dissociated tissue was then passed through a 100 μmmesh filter (Stokvis & Smith B.V., IJmuiden, The Netherlands) to remove
debris, and the resulting single-cell suspension was centrifuged. Pelleted
stromal cells were then washed several times with PBS. The stromal cells
were plated in 25-cm2 tissue culture flasks. Plating and expansion medium
consisted of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Paisley,
UK) supplemented with 500 µg/ml streptomycin sulfate (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO, USA), 600 µg/ml penicillin (Sigma), 50 µg/ml gentamycin (Gibco), 2.5
µg/ml fungizone (Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone,
Logan, UT, USA). Cultures were grown in a humidified incubator at 37°C in
an atmosphere of 5% CO2. ASCs used for the experiments were at
passage 2-4.
Preparation of collagen I hydrogels and in vitro chondrogenic
induction
Collagen I hydrogels were prepared by mixing five parts of collagen I
(rat tail; R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), one part of 10X DMEM,
one part of reconstitution buffer (2.2g NaHCO3 in 100 ml of 0.05 N NaOH
and 200 mM HEPES), one part of 20 mM acetic acid and two parts of cell
suspension in culture medium. The final concentration of collagen type I
was 2.5 mg/ml and the cell density was 1.5 ×106 cells/ml gel. All the
components above were mixed on ice and 100 µl mixtures were seeded on
6-well plates for the study. The collagen gel lattices were formed by placing
the plates in a humidified incubator at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2
for one hour. Thereafter the culture medium, either plain medium [DMEM
supplemented with ITS+TM Premix (final concentration in medium when
diluted 1:100 Insulin, 6.25 μg/ml, Transferrin, 6.25 μg/ml, Selenous Acid,
6.25 ng/ml, Bovine Serum Albumin, 1.25 mg/ml, Linoleic Acid, 5.35 μg/ml;
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R&D systems), 500 µg/ml streptomycin sulphate (Sigma), 600µg/ml
penicillin (Sigma) and 2.5µg/ml fungizone (Gibco)] or chondrogenic
medium (plain medium supplemented with 7.5ng/ml TGF-β1(R&D
systems)), was carefully overlaid on each gel. The medium was refreshed
every 3-4 days till day 14.
β1 integrins blocking in ASCs
In β1 integrin blocking studies, ASCs were, prior to embedding in
collagen I gels, pre-incubated for 45 min with plain medium supplemented
with either mouse non-immune IgG (50 μg/ml; VECTOR labs, Burlingame,
CA, USA) as control or neutralizing β1 integrin-blocking antibody (25 μg/ml,
CD29, R&D systems) as experimental group. Thereafter, media containing
cells were used for the preparation of collagen gels.
Confocal microscopy
ASC-loaded gels were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.2) for 20 min, and subsequently treated with 2% glycine/1%
BSA in PBS for 30 min. Thereafter, cells were permeabilized with 0.5%
Triton X-100 in PBS for 20 min. Actin fibers within the ASCs were stained
with 2.5 Units Rhodamine phalloidin (Invitrogen) in PBS in the dark for one
hour, and subsequently visualized by confocal fluorescence microscopy
with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,
Germany).
Real-time PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using Trizol (Invitrogen,
Breda, The Netherlands) according to the manufacture’s instructions.
Seven hundred and fifty nanograms of total RNA was reverse transcribed
in 20 µl of RT-PCR mix [5U transcriptor reverse transcriptase (Roche
diagnostics), 0.08 A260 units random primers (Roche diagnostics), 1mM of
each of dNTP (Invitrogen), 10U protector RNase inhibitor (Roche
diagnostics) and 1× transcriptor RT buffer] at 55 °C for 30 minutes, and
then at 85 °C for 5 minutes to inactivate the transcriptase. Real-time PCR
was performed to determine the gene expression of aggrecan, collagen
type X, collagen II, Rock I and Rock II by lightcycler (Roche LC 480). All
the target genes were normalized to housekeeping gene 18S to obtain the
relative gene expression. Primers used in real-time PCR are either
preciously used24,25 or listed in table 1.
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Statistical analysis
Data were obtained from 5 independent donors. For statistical
analysis, Levene’s test was firstly performed to determine the homogeneity
of variance for all the data, and then the data were analyzed by either
paired-T test (equal distribution) or 2-related samples nonparametric test
(non-equal distribution). SPSS 11.0 program was employed for all statistic
analysis and differences were considered significant if p<0.05.
Table 1 The primers used for real-time PCR
Gene
Sox5
Sox6
Sox9
Rock1
Rock2

Product
size (bp)

Oligonucleotide sequence
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

5' CTCACTTGACAGGTTCAG 3'
5' CGTCACTCTCCTCTTCTT C 3'
5' CTCCCACCCACAAATTAACC 3'
5' GAGACCGTCCCTGCTGTGTT 3'
5' CCCAACGCCATCTTCAAG G 3'
5' CTGCTCAGCTCGCCGATG T 3'
5' TGAATAAGGAAGGCATGGTACGAT 3'
5' ACAACTGGTGCTACAGTGTCTCG 3'
5' AGGAGCTAGAAGAGGAGATTACC 3'
5' GGCTGCAGTATCAGACTCTGTT 3'

208
207
242
400
293

Table 2 Induction frequency of collagen type II gene expression of
ASCs in collagen type I gels in five donors.
ASCs in
collagen type I gels
No pre-incubation
(or with IgG)
Pre-incubation with
β1-integrins antibody

Plain medium
D4
D14

Chondrogenic medium
D4
D14

0/5

2/5

2/5

3/5

1/5

4/5

5/5

2/5
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Results
Induction of chondrogenic gene expression in ASCs in collagen type I
gels by TGF-β1.
First, chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs was tested by culturing
ASCs in collagen type I 3D gels in plain (control) or chondrogenic medium
(experimental) for 4 and 14 days. When compared to control values, Sox 9
gene expression of ASCs was significantly up-regulated in chondrogenic
medium at day 14, and sox 5 and sox 6 gene expression also increased
although they did not reach significance (Figure 1A); collagen type X gene
expression of ASCs was also significantly up-regulated in chondrogenic
medium at day 4 and 14, however, we did not observe the significant upregulation of aggrecan gene expression at either day 4 or 14 (Figure 1B).
These data resemble those obtained in previous studies of our group,
where NP micromass cultures were used as inducing “agents” to
differentiate ASCs towards chondrogenesis in collagen type I gels25.
Collagen type II gene expression was spontaneously up-regulated in plain
medium in two out of five donors at day 14, but it could be induced at an
earlier time point (day 4) and also in more donors (four out of five donors)
under chondrogenic conditions (Table 2).
Effects of β1 integrins blockage on chondrogenic gene expression of
ASCs in collagen type I gels.
Next, the effect of β1 integrin blockage on chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs was investigated by incubating ASCs with IgG
(control) or β1 integrin neutralizing antibodies (experimental) for 45 min
prior to embedment in collagen type I gels. Pre-incubation with IgG did not
significantly affect chondrogenic gene expression of ASCs in collagen type
I gels compared to ASCs without pre-incubation (data not shown). In plain
medium, very surprisingly, we observed that β1 integrin blockage upregulated sox9 and collagen type X gene expression and also induced
collagen type II gene expression in more donors at day 14 comparing to
ASCs pre-incubated with IgG (Figure 2A, 2B, Table 2). In chondrogenic
medium, β1 integrin blockage advanced the time of sox9 and sox6 gene
inductions from day 14 to day 4 and also collagen type II gene expression
was more frequently induced at day 4; whereas, at the late time point (day
14), β1 integrins blockage significantly down-regulated sox6 and aggrecan
gene expression, meanwhile collagen type II gene expression was induced
in less donors (Figure 2C, 2D, Table 2).
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Figure 1 Effects of TGF-β1 on chondrogenic gene expressions in ASCs in
collagen type I gels. ASCs were cultured in collagen type I 3D gels in plain
or chondrogenic medium for 4 and 14 days, and chondrogenic gene
expressiosn were measured by real-time PCR. (A): Sox 9 gene expression
of ASCs was significantly up-regulated in chondrogenic medium at day 14.
(B): Collagen type X gene expression of ASCs was significantly upregulated in chondrogenic medium at day 4 and 14. Data were represented
as “Mean ± SEM”, n=5. *: P<0.05.
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Figure 2 Effects of β1 integrins blockage on chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs in collagen type I gel. After ASCs were pre-incubated
with IgG or β1 integrins neutralizing antibody for 45 min, they were
embedded in collagen type I gels and grown in plain or chondrogenic
medium for 4 and 14 days, and chondrogenic gene expression were
measured by real-time PCR. By comparing to control (pre-incubation with
IgG), in plain medium, β1 integrins blockage up-regulated sox9 (A) and
collagen type X (B) gene expression at day 14; in chondrogenic medium,
β1 integrins blockage up-regulated sox9 and sox6 gene expression (C) at
day 4, but down-regulated sox6 (C) and aggrecan (D) gene expression at
day 14. Dashed line: 1 (control), data were represented with the ratios of
treated/control (“Mean ± SEM”, n=5).Col X: collagen type X; Agg:
aggrecan; β1-ITG AB: β1 integrins neutralizing antibody. *: P<0.05.
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Effects of TGF-β1 and β1 integrins blockage on Rock I/II gene
expression and cell shape of ASCs in collagen type I gels.
Finally, we set out to find the clue why β1 integrins blockage induces
the onset of chondrogenesis in ASCs, and the effects of TGF-β1 and β1
integrins on Rock signaling and cell shape were investigated by measuring
Rock 1 and Rock 2 gene expression and visualizing acting cytoskeleton
organization, respectively. Pre-incubation with IgG did not significantly
affect either Rock 1 and Rock 2 gene expression or cell shape of ASCs in
collagen type I gels compared to ASCs without pre-incubation (data not
shown). First, we observed that both Rock I and Rock 2 gene expression of
ASCs were significantly down-regulated in chondrogenic condition at day
14 comparing to ASCs cultured in plain condition (Figure 3A). Second,
different effects of β1 integrin blockage on Rock 1 and Rock 2 gene
expression were observed in plain and chondrogenic condition: in plain
medium, β1 integrins blockage significantly down-regulated both Rock I
and II gene expression at day 4 and day 14 (Figure 3B); in chondrogenic
medium, β1 integrin blocking did not attribute to the down-regulated gene
expression of Rock 1 and Rock 2 by TGF-β1 (Figure 3C).
In concert with the changes of Rock 1 or Rock 2 gene expression
caused by TGF-β1 and β1 integrin blockage, changes in ASC cell shapes
were observed. ASCs in collagen type I gel displayed some rounded cells
whereas most other cells maintained their elongated cell shapes, showing
stressed actin fibrils (Figure 4A). Incubation in chondrogenic medium,
however, induced round cell shapes in virtually all ASCs, with actin fibrils
primarily localized in a granulated pattern in or close to the ASC cellular
membranes (Figure 4C). β1 integrin blocking also induced rounding of the
cells, but compared with the cells in plain medium “treated” with IgG control
antibodies, stressed actin fibrils were low abundant, and the majority of the
actin fibrils were located just underneath the cell membrane (Figure 4B).
Combined treatment (TGF-β1 chondrogenic induction as well as β1
integrin blockage) resulted in a mixed phenotype when compared to the
single treatment, with both granulated and submembranous distribution
areas within each cell. (Figure 4D).
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Figure 3 Effects of TGF-β1 and β1 integrins blockage on Rock I/II gene
expressions of ASCs in collagen type I gels. After ASCs were preincubated with IgG or β1 integrins neutralizing antibody for 45 min, they
were embedded in collagen I gels and grown in plain or chondrogenic
medium for 4 and 14 days, and Rock 1 and Rock 2 gene expressions were
measured by real-time PCR. (A): Both Rock I and Rock 2 gene expression
were significantly down-regulated in chondrogenic condition at day 14. (B):
In plain medium, β1 integrins blocking significantly down-regulated both
Rock I and II gene expressions in ASCs at day 4 and day 14. (C):
However, in chondrogenic medium, β1 integrins blocking didn’t further
affect the gene expression of Rock 1 and Rock 2. Data were represented
with Mean ± SEM, n=5 (the relative gene expression (A) or the ratios of
treated/control (B, C; Dashed line: 1 ). *: P<0.05.
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Figure 4 Effects of TGF-β1 and β1 integrins blockage on actin
cytoskeleton organization of ASCs in collagen type I gels. After ASCs were
pre-incubated with IgG or β1 integrins antibody for 45 min, they were
embedded in collagen I gels and grown in plain or chondrogenic medium
for 4 days, and cell shape was examined by visualizing actin cytoskeleton
stained with rhodamin-phalloidin. (A): In plain medium, ASCs in collagen
type I gel displayed some rounding cells whereas other cells remained
elongating cell shape and characterized with stressed actin fibrils. (B): In
plain medium, β1 integrins blocking induced all ASCs characterized with
rounding shape and less stressed actin fibrils underneath the cellular
membrane. (C): In chondrogenic medium, TGF-β1 produced rounding cells
characterized with actin fibrils primarily localized in a granulated pattern in
or close to the ASC cellular membranes. (D): Combined treatment (TGF-β1
plus β1 integrin blockage) resulted in a mixed phenotype when compared
to the single treatment, with both granulated and submembranous
distribution areas within each cell. β1-ITG AB: β1-integrins neutralizing
antibody. Bar: 50µm.
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Discussion
There is still controversy with regard to the role(s) that β1 integrins,
one of the most important classes of cell-matrix adhesion molecules, may
play during chondrogenesis. This study sought to address this issue by (i)
determining “normal” chondrogenic differentiation of adipose tissue-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (ASCs) using chondrogenic medium containing
TGF-ß1 in 3D collagen type I scaffolds; (ii) determining the effects of
blocking ß1 integrin mediated cell-matrix interactions on this differentiation
by using ß1 integrin-neutralizing antibodies; and (iii) analysis of the effect
of ß1 integrin blocking on some “effector parameters” (expression of
intracellular integrin signaling mediators, cell shape effects) to gain insight
in the possible underlying mechanisms involved.
Our data show that during “normal” in vitro chondrogenic
differentiation in 3D collagen type I gels using induction medium containing
TGF-ß1, up-regulation of various chondrogenic markers such as sox9,
sox5, sox6, collagen type X, but not aggrecan were observed after 14 days
of incubation. Collagen type II was less conclusive in this regard: it was
expressed in 3/5 donors in chondrogenic, and in plain medium in 2/5
donors. Cells exhibited a more rounded morphology with less stressed
actin fibrils present throughout the cytoplasm in chondrogenic condition.
These data resemble the effect of ASC differentiation induced by coculturing with NP micromasses25, indicating that at least part of the NP
induced effects may be due to NP cell-secreted TGF-ß1.
Strikingly, ß1 integrin blocking prior to encapsulation in collagen type
I gels resulted in different responses depending on the type of incubation
medium used. In plain medium, the onset of chondrogenesis was induced
in ASCs by ß1 integrins blocking, and the chondrogenic marker profile
resembled that found upon chondrogenic induction with TGF-ß1 containing
medium, with the exception being collagen type II, which was now detected
in more (4/5) donors. It suggests that a single incubation with ß1 integrins
neutralizing antibodies prior to embedding is already sufficient for the
induction events, and this is consistent with our previous findings with
BMP-2/BMP-7 inductions26. When ß1-integrin blocking was combined with
chondrogenic media, on one hand it still promoted the onset of
chondrogenesis, on the other hand it inhibited the later stage of
chondrogenesis, as demonstrated that the gene expressions of most
chondrogenic markers were up-regulated after 4 days of incubation, but
after 14 days of incubation this pattern was reversed, and induction of most
markers (sox9, sox6, aggrecan, and collagen type II) was abolished.
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These data orchestrate the effects of N-Cadherin on chondrogenesis: NCadherin, as a Ca(2+)-dependent cell-cell adhesion molecule, plays a
critical role in the cellular condensation process18,19 but prevents primary
chick limb mesenchymal cells from proceeding toward terminal
differentiation20,21.
In general, differentiation has been associated with three types of
inductive cornerstones: (soluble) inductive signals such as growth factors,
cell shape, and cell-matrix interactions. From the data presented above,
the following picture emerges with respect to the relative importance of
each of these factors:
1. During “normal” chondrogenic induction, chondrogenisis is driven
by soluble inductive factors and/or cell-cell interactions in early
stages, which is substantiated and consolidated by cell-matrix
interactions at later stages of differentiation. Only cell-matrix
interactions appear not to be sufficient for “true” chondrogenic
differentiation, as shown in this study by the absence of
chondrogenic markers induction in plain media
2. When interfering with cell anchoring to the collagenous matrix, as
performed in this study by means of ß1-integrin blocking using ß1integrin neutralizing antibodies prior to matrix encapsulation,
stretching/flattening of cells can not occur. This results in a
maintenance of a round cell shape, which has been shown to
promote chondrogenic commitment27,28, as is also the outcome of
this study. This would suggest a predominant effect of cell shape
on differentiation
3. An alternative hypothesis is that the cell shape is a secondary
parameter, and that altering of the intracellular signaling
pathway(s) is the primary inductive event. This is suggested by the
TFG-ß1 effects on the ASCs, resulting in a downregulation of the
gene expression of components of the RhoA signaling pathway,
i.e. Rock1 and Rock2 (Fig. 3A). Apparently, Rock1/2
downregulation is a mediator of intracellular chondrogenic
signaling. From Fig. 3B it can be deduced that ß1-integrin blocking
also triggers Rock1/2 downregulation. It is known that Rock1 and 2
are downstream intracellular signaling molecules of the ß1-integrin
receptors29,30. This suggests that both TGF-ß1 mediated
chondrogenic induction and ß1-integrin blocking “integrate” at the
level of Rock1/2 dowregulation. In previous reports, it has been
demonstrated that cell shape-dependent control of lineage
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commitments is mediated by RhoA/Rock signaling12, which can
stimulate stressed actin fibrils formation and promote elongated
cell shape and inhibits multiple stages of chondrocytes
differentiation17,31. Together, this may imply that cell shape may be
a secondary and not a primary event governing chondrogenic
differentiation.
4. The “integrated picture” of the observations and arguments
presented above would be that primary induction of
chondrogenesis can be accomplished by chondrogenic growth
factor induction. This event could be mimicked by ß1-integrin
blocking, since apparently both types of stimuli “integrate” at the
level of (downregulation of) RhoA/Rock signaling. At later stages,
cell-matrix interactions become more important for the
consolidation of the chondrogenic phenotype. In case of the
combination of soluble factor induction and encapsulation in
collagen type I gels, this aspect is covered as well; however, in the
case of ß1-integrin blocking prior to collagen gel encapsulation,
this consolidation is hampered and therefore results in negative
effect on chondrogenic maturation.
Although this study suggests an important role of ß1-integrin
signaling in chondrogenic maturation, it is important to keep in mind that
the β1 integrin subunit can heterodimerize the various alpha integrin
subunits. For example, integrin receptors for collagen type I mainly consist
of α1β1, α2β1 and α3β132,33. Therefore, further studies are warranted to
address the issue of the individual contribution of each αnß1 receptor type
on the phenomena observed in this study. This is supported by the fact that
different β1 integrin receptors have distinct signaling functions due to their
different short intracellular domains of the collagen-binding α units34. For
instance, α2β1 integrin is not expressed by nucleus pulposus cells in
intervertebral disc35 and negatively affects chondrogenic differentiation by
causing stressed fibrils8, however, α10β1 integrin, the receptor for collagen
type II, might have important functions during chondrogenesis.36 In
addition, this kind of studies should be extended towards hydrogels
composed of other collagens like collagen type II, in combination with
blocking studies towards the various receptor subtypes involved in
interactions with these particular hydrogel types. Moreover, to provide
conclusive evidence for a key role of the Rock1/2 kinases in
chondrogenesis, experiments should be performed which either “overrule”
the effects of the growth factor-induced or ß1-integrin blocking-induced
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Rock1/2 downregulation, e.g. by overexpression studies, or by mimicking
the Rock1/2 downregulation events using specific Rock inhibitors in nonchondrogenically stimulated or non-integrin receptor-modulated ASCs,
followed by determination of the chondrogenic marker profile.
Taken together, we provided evidence that (i) primary induction of
chondrogenesis may be driven by chondrogenic growth factor induction; (ii)
that this event can be mimicked by ß1-integrin blocking; (iii) that both
induction modes may “integrate” at the level of (downregulation of)
RhoA/Rock signaling; and (iv) that at later stages, cell-matrix interactions
become crucial for the consolidation of the chondrogenic phenotype.
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Abstract
Ideally, biomaterials have inductive properties, favoring specific
lineage differentiation. For chondrogenic induction, these properties have
been attributed to collagen type II. However, the underlying mechanisms
are largely unknown. This study aimed to investigate whether collagen type
II favors chondrogenic induction by affecting cell shape through β1
integrins and Rho A/Rock signaling. For this purpose, adipose tissuederived stem cells (ASCs) were encapsulated in collagen type I or II gels
and cultured in plain and chondrogenic medium. It was demonstrated that
(i) ASCs showed more efficient chondrogenic induction (higher collagen X,
aggrecan, sox6, sox9 and collagen II gene expression) in both plain and
chondrogenic media in collagen type II vs. collagen type I gels; (ii) ASCs
showed lower Rock1 and Rock 2 gene expression and a more rounded cell
shape in collagen type II vs. type I gels when grown in plain medium; (iii)
Rock inhibitor (Y27632) more effectively enhanced chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs in collagen type I than in collagen type II gels, and
diminished differences in chondrogenic gene expression and cell shape of
ASCs between the two gel types; and (iv) β1 integrins blocking not only
reduced the differences of chondrogenic gene expression, but also
eliminated the differences of Rock 1 and Rock2 gene expressions and cell
shape when comparing ASCs embedded in collagen type I and II gels.
We conclude that collagen type II provides the inductive signaling
for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs by evoking a round cell shape
through β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/ Rock signaling pathway.
Key Words: Collagen type II; Mesenchymal stem cells; Adipose tissue;
chondrogenesis; Cell shape; Rock signaling; β1 integrin
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Introduction
Damaged cartilage tissue (e.g. articular cartilage, nucleus pulposus
of the intervertebral disc) related to degenerative diseases and traumatic
injury are a major health problem around the world1,2, due to their limited
self-repair capability, low cell content, and low supply of progenitor cells3,4.
Despite the recent advances in surgical and nonsurgical interventions, no
treatments that can effectively restore or repair the damaged cartilage are
yet available5. Tissue engineering offers a unique therapeutic opportunity
for the repair of damaged tissues4,5. There are three key elements in the
concept of tissue engineering: cells, scaffolds (biomaterials) and bioactive
factors. Their proper combination might create a surgically transplantable
product that promotes tissue regeneration and restores the intrinsic
biological function of the tissue.
Among the three key elements of tissue engineering concept, the
choice of scaffolds (biomaterial) is critical for a successful tissue
engineering approach. The ideal biomaterial should be able to provide
suitable biomechanical and biocompatibility properties to the implanted
tissue, and also a favorable environment for cell attachment. Moreover, in
particular in the case of tissue engineering utilizing stem cells, biomaterials
should preferably have inductive properties that favor a specific lineage
differentiation6,7. For instance, bone matrix extracts favor osteoblastic
differentiation of human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs)8; cartilaginous ECM components, however, favor the chondrogenic
differentiation of MSCs9,10. Therefore it is imperative to know the underlying
mechanisms by which the different biomaterial-based scaffolds exert their
distinct lineage differentiation induction.
Cells shape has recently been identified as an important determinant
for stem cell differentiation11,12, and chondrogenesis benefits from round
cell shape13-15. When cells are seeded in/on a 3D scaffold, cell shape can
be largely affected by cell membrane receptor-scaffold (extracellular matrix
(ECM)) interactions16,17. β1 integrins are one of the main cell surface
receptors to interact with ECM molecules. The extracellular domain of β1
integrins recognizes and binds to ECM proteins, whereas the intracellular
domain associates with cytoskeleton elements and subsequently regulates
cell shape and the differentiation of MSCs14. As an upstream regulator of
cytoskeleton dynamics, Rho A/Rock signaling, which stimulates stressed
fibril formation and promotes elongated cell shape, has been shown to
inhibit the multiple stages of chondrogenic differentiation and instead
promotes chondrocyte proliferation13,18. In our previous study, we proposed
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that β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling pathway modulates the
shape of the cells and subsequently influences the chondrogenic
differentiation.
Collagen type II, one dominant component in a pool of ECM
molecules of cartilage tissue, has the preference for both maintaining and
inducing chondrogenic phenotype9,19-21. In this study, we hypothesized that
collagen type II may enhance chondrogenic differentiation by supporting
round cell shape through β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling
pathway. In order to test this hypothesis, firstly, chondrogenic induction
property of collagen type I and II was compared by embedding adipose
tissue-derived stem cells (ASCs) in collagen type I and II gels, and Rock 1
and 2 gene expressions and cell shape (characterized by actin
cytoskeleton visualization) of ASCs were also compared; secondly, the
effects of Rock inhibitor (Y27632) on chondrogenic differentiation and cell
shape between ASCs in collagen I or collagen II gels were further analyzed
and compared; finally, the roles of β1 integrins in ASCs in determining
chondrogeneis, Rock signaling and cell shape were investigated by
blocking ASCs with neutralizing β1 integrin antibodies prior to collagen
type I/II embedment.
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Materials & Methods
Adipose stem cells (ASCs) isolation and culture
Retrieval of all human specimens was approved by the human
ethical committee of the VU University medical center, and informed
consent was obtained.
ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue obtained from
patients undergoing elective surgical procedures as described previously22.
Briefly, harvested tissue was washed several times with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and then enzymatically dissociated with 0.5 U/ml
Liberase Blendzyme 3 solution (Roche Diagnostics, Almere, The
Netherlands). The dissociated tissue was then passed through a 100 μmmesh filter (Stokvis & Smith B.V., IJmuiden, The Netherlands) to remove
debris, and the resulting single-cell suspension was centrifuged. Pelleted
stromal cells were then washed several times with PBS. The stromal cells
were plated in 25-cm2 tissue culture flasks. Plating and expansion medium
consisted of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Paisley,
UK) supplemented with 500 µg/ml streptomycin sulfate (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO, USA), 600 µg/ml penicillin (Sigma), 50 µg/ml gentamycin (Gibco), 2.5
µg/ml fungizone (Gibco), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone,
Logan, UT, USA). Cultures were grown in a humidified incubator at 37°C in
an atmosphere of 5% CO2. ASCs used for the experiments were at
passage 2-4.
Embedment of ASCs in collagen type I/II hydrogels and in vitro
chondrogenesis
Collagen type I/II hydrogels were prepared by mixing five parts of
collagen type I (rat tail; R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) or collagen
type II (chicken sternal cartilage; Sigma, USA), one part of 10X DMEM,
one part of reconstitution buffer (2.2g NaHCO3 in 100 ml of 0.05 N NaOH
and 200 mM HEPES), one part of 20 mM acetic acid and two parts of cell
suspension in culture medium. The final concentration of collagen type I/II
was 2.5 mg/ml and the cell density was 1.5 ×106 cells/ml gel. All the
components above were mixed on ice and 100 µl mixtures were seeded in
6-well plates for the study. The collagen gel lattices were formed by placing
the plates in a humidified incubator at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2
for one hour. Thereafter the culture medium, either plain medium [DMEM
supplemented with ITS+TM Premix (final concentration in medium when
diluted 1:100 Insulin, 6.25 μg/ml, Transferrin, 6.25 μg/ml, Selenous Acid,
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6.25 ng/ml, Bovine Serum Albumin, 1.25 mg/ml, Linoleic Acid, 5.35 μg/ml;
R&D systems), 500 µg/ml streptomycin sulphate (Sigma), 600µg/ml
penicillin (Sigma) and 2.5µg/ml fungizone (Gibco)] or chondrogenic
medium (plain medium supplemented with 7.5ng/ml TGF-β1(R&D
systems)), was carefully overlaid on each gel. The medium was refreshed
every 3-4 days till day 14.
β1-integrins blocking and supplement of Rock inhibitor
In β1 integrin blocking studies, ASCs were pre-incubated for 45 min
with plain medium supplemented with either mouse non-immune IgG
(50 μg/ml; VECTOR labs, Burlingame, CA, USA) as control or neutralizing
β1 integrin-blocking antibody (25 μg/ml, CD29, R&D systems) as
experimental group prior to embedding in collagen type I/II gels,.
Thereafter, the pretreated cells were used for the preparation of collagen
gels.
For Rock inhibiting experiments, the medium was supplemented with
either dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as vehicle control (1μl in 1ml) or 10µM
Y27632 (Dissolved in DMSO) as experimental group. The inhibitors were
added every 24 hours and the medium was changed every 3 days until
harvesting.
Confocal microscopy
For visualizing F-actin distribution of ASCs, ASC-loaded gels were
fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) for 20 min,
and subsequently treated with 2% glycine/1% BSA in PBS for 30 min.
Thereafter, cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for
20 min. Actin fibers within the ASCs were stained with 2.5 Units
Rhodamine phalloidin (Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands) in PBS in the
dark for one hour, and subsequently visualized by confocal fluorescence
microscopy with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).
Real-time PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using Trizol (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Seven hundred and fifty
nanograms of total RNA was reverse transcribed in 20 µl of RT-PCR mix
[5U transcriptor reverse transcriptase (Roche diagnostics), 0.08 A260 units
random primers (Roche diagnostics), 1mM of each of dNTP (Invitrogen),
10U protector RNase inhibitor (Roche diagnostics) and 1× transcriptor RT
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buffer] at 55 °C for 30 minutes, and then at 85 °C for 5 minutes to
inactivate the transcriptase. Real-time PCR was performed to determine
the gene expression of aggrecan, collagen type X, collagen II, sox5, sox6,
sox9, Rock I and Rock II by lightcycler (Roche LC 480). All the target
genes were normalized to housekeeping gene 18S to obtain the relative
gene expression. Primers used in real-time PCR were previously
described22,23.
Statistical analysis
Data were obtained from 5 independent donors. For statistical
analysis, Levene’s test was firstly performed to determine the homogeneity
of variance for all the data, and then the data were analyzed by repeated
measures in general linear model followed by Tukey post-hoc analysis.
When the data are not equally distributed, Log transformation was used.
SPSS 13.0 program was employed for all statistic analysis and differences
were considered significant if p<0.05.
Table 1 Induction frequency of collagen type II gene expression of ASCs
embedded in different collagen gels and with different treatments.
Plain Medium
Chondrogenic Medium
Gel
Treatments
D4 D14 Total
D4
D14
Total
Type
Control
0
2
2
2
3
4
Collagen
Y27632
4
4
4
5
3
5
type I
β1-integrin
1
4
4
5
2
5
blocking
Control
1
4
4
4
2
5
Collagen
Y27632
4
5
5
5
3
5
type II
β1-integrin
4
5
5
5
3
5
blocking
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Results
Collagen type II favors chondrogenic induction in ASCs compared to
collagen type I.
ASCs embedded in collagen type I or II gels were grown in either
plain or chondrogenic medium for 4 and 14 days, and chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs (collagen X, aggrecan, sox5, sox6, sox9 and collagen
type II) was analyzed. Our results showed that the responses of ASCs to
chondrogenic induction largely depended on the collagen type in which
they were encapsulated: for ASCs in collagen type II gels, TGF-β1
(chondrogenic condition) significantly up-regulated the gene expression of
collagen type X (Fig. 1A) but not of other chondrogenic markers (aggrecan,
sox5, sox6 and sox9; Fig. 1B,C,D,E). TGF-ß1 also advanced the induction
time of collagen type II gene expression from day 14 in plain medium to
day 4 in chondrogenic medium (Table 1); However, for ASCs in collagen
type I gels, TGF-β1 (chondrogenic condition) significantly up-regulated the
gene expressions of collagen type X, sox6 and sox9 (Fig. 1A,D,E), and it
also increased the induction frequency of collagen type II gene expression
amongst the five donors (Table 1).

Figure 1 Comparisons of chondrogenic gene expression between ASCs
embedded in collagen type I and collagen type II 3D gels. A: ASCs in both
collagen type I and II gels displayed significant higher induction of collagen
X gene expression under chondrogenic conditions; B,C: There was no
significant induction of aggrecan and sox5 gene expression in ASCs in
either collagen type I or II gels under chondrogenic conditions; D: Sox 6
gene expression of ASCs was only significantly induced in collagen type I
gels at day 14 under chondrogenic conditions; E: Sox 9 gene expression of
ASCs was only significantly induced in collagen type I gels at day 14 under
chondrogenic conditions; F: ASCs in collagen type II gels showed higher
chondrogenic gene expressions than those in collagen type I gels in both
plain (aggrecan, sox6 and sox9 at day 14) and chondrogenic (collagen X
and sox9 at day 14) medium. Data were represented as “Mean ± SEM,
n=5” (A-E: Relative gene expression, F: Ratios of relative gene expression
of ASCs in collagen type II gels vs. ASCs in collagen type I gels, dashed
line: no difference). Col: Collagen; AGG: aggrecan;. *: P<0.05.
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Fig. A-E
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Chondrogenic gene expression was also compared between ASCs
in collagen type I and II gels. In both plain and chondrogenic medium,
ASCs in collagen type II gels displayed more efficient chondrogenic
induction than those in collagen type I gels: significant higher aggrecan,
sox6 and sox 9 gene expressions at day 14 in plain medium, and higher
collagen type X and sox 9 gene expressions at day 14 in chondrogenic
medium (Fig.1F). Under both plain and chondrogenic conditions, collagen
type II gene expression was also induced more frequently and at an earlier
time point when comparing type II and type I collagen gels (Table 1).
Collagen type II gel embedment of ASCs results in lower Rock gene
expression and more round cells presented than collagen type I gel
embedment.
To address the question why collagen type II gel favors
chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs, gene expression of Rock I and Rock
II as well as the ASC cell shape in collagen type I and II gels were
determined. When ASCs embedded in either collagen type I or II
gels were cultured in plain (“expansion”) or chondrogenic medium for 4 and
14 days, the following comparisons were made:
1.
the effects of chondrogenic condition on Rock gene expression of
ASCs in either collagen type I or collagen type II gels: it was
found that only at the 14 day-time point, Rock1 and Rock2 gene
expressions of ASCs in collagen type I gels were significantly
down-regulated by chondrogenic condition but not in collagen type
II gels (Fig.2A,B).
2.
the effects of collagen gel type embedded on Rock gene
expression of ASCs under plain or chondrogenic conditions: under
plain medium, a significant down-regulation was observed for
Rock 2 at day 4 and a similar trend for Rock 1 at the same time
point in collagen type II gels versus collagen type I gels, and
expression differences were lost after 14 days. However,
chondrogenic conditions leveled out the differences observed
under plain conditions (Fig. 2C)
Previously, we reported that ASCs seeded in collagen type II gels
but not in collagen type I gels are prone to aggregate after several days of
culturing in plain medium9, and that only small amounts of ASCs in
collagen type I gels displayed rounded cell shapes, whereas most of them
remained elongated with stressed actin cytoskeleton across the whole
cell23. The latter observations were confirmed in this study (Fig.3A). In
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contrast, most of the ASCs embedded in collagen type II were
characterized with round cell shapes and relaxed actin cytoskeleton
smoothly distributed the underneath of the cell membranes (Fig.3D). Under
chondrogenic conditions, cell shapes between ASCs in collagen type I and
II gels did not show apparent differences; in other words, chondrogenic
conditions induced round cell shapes of ASCs in collagen type I gels but
did not further change the round cell shapes of ASCs in collagen type II
gels except that they prevented ASC cell aggregation (Fig. 3G,J).

Fig. A, B

Figure 2 Comparisons of Rock 1 and 2 gene expression between ASCs
embedded in collagen type I and collagen type II 3D gels. After ASCs were
embedded in either collagen type I gels and II gels and cultured for 4 and
14 days, ASCs showed different Rock 1 and 2 gene expression profiles in
response to chondrogenic induction and the type of collagen used. A:
Rock1 gene expression of ASCs was only significantly down-regulated in
collagen type I gels at day 14 under chondrogenic conditions; B: Rock2
gene expression of ASCs was only significantly down-regulated in collagen
type I gels at day 14 under chondrogenic conditions; C: In plain medium,
Rock2 gene expression of ASCs in collagen type II gels was significantly
lower than in collagen type I gels. Data are represented as “Mean ± SEM,
n=5” (A, B: Relative gene expression, C: Ratios of relative gene expression
of ASCs in collagen type II gels vs. ASCs in collagen type I gels, dashed
line: no difference). Col: Collagen. *: P<0.05
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Rock inhibitor differently affects chondrogenic gene expression and
cell shape of ASCs in collagen type I or II gels.
Next, it was examined whether collagen type II exerted its
chondrogenic induction properties through the modulation of Rock
signaling. ASCs embedded in either collagen type I gels or II gels were
cultured in medium supplemented with Rock inhibitor (Y27632) or vehicle
(DMSO) for 4 and 14 days. Differential responses to Y27632 were found
for ASCs in collagen type I and II gels with respect to chondrogenic gene
expression.
In collagen type I gels, Y27632 significantly up-regulated sox6 gene
expression in ASCs cultured in plain medium (Fig.4A), and also exhibited
increased induction frequency and advanced induction time (from day 14 to
day 4) of collagen type II gene expression in ASCs embedded in both plain
and chondrogenic medium (Table1); For ASCs in collagen type II gels,
however, Y27632 did not significantly affect chondrogenic marker
expression in ASCs except that it advanced the induction time (from day 14
to day 4) of collagen type II gene expression of ASCs cultured in both plain
and chondrogenic medium (Fig. 4B, Table1). The significant differences of
chondrogenic gene expression (collagen type X, aggrecan, sox6, sox9)
observed in ASCs embedded in collagen type II vs. type I gels (Fig. 1F)
were largely diminished after Y27632 was added in the culturing media
(Fig. 1F, 4C, Table1).
In concert with the effects of Y27632 on chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs, Y27632 also had differential effects on the cell shapes
of ASCs in collagen type I and II gels. In plain medium in collagen type I
gels, Y27632 induced some irregular ASCs and these cells were
characterized with less stressed and/or granule-like actin cytoskeleton
compared to control incubations (Fig. 3A, B); For ASCs in collagen type II
gels, however, Y27632 did not further change the round cell shapes of
ASCs except to induce some granule-like actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 3D, E). In
chondrogenic medium, ASCs in collagen type I or II gels still kept round
cell shapes, but some actin cytoskeleton protruded from the cellular
membranes of ASCs in both collagen type I and II gels (Fig. 3H,K).
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Figure 3 Comparisons of cell shape or actin cytoskeleton distribution
between ASCs in collagen type I or II 3D gels before and after treatment
with Rock inhibitor (Y27632) or β1-integrin blocking. A-F: In plain medium,
most of the ASCs in collagen type I gels remained elongated, containing
stressed actin cytoskeleton across the whole cell (A); in contrast, most of
ASCs in collagen type II were characterized with round cell shapes and
relaxed actin cytoskeleton smoothly distributed underneath the cell
membranes (D); Y27632 induced some round ASCs in collagen type I gels
with less stressed and/or granule-like actin cytoskeleton (B); however,
Y27632 did not further change the round cell shape of ASCs but induced
some granule-like actin cytoskeleton as well (E); β1 integrin blocking
induced a round cell shape in ASCs in collagen type I gels (C), but it did
not further change the distribution of the actin cytoskeleton and round cell
shape of ASCs in collagen type II gels (F); G-L: Under chondrogenic
conditions, all the ASCs in collagen type I and II gels looked similar and
displayed round cell shapes irrespective of whether they were embedded
in collagen type I or II gels or treated with Y27632 or β1 integrin blocking.
Col: collagen, ITG: integrin; Ab: antibody. Bar: 50μm.
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Figure 4 Effects of Rock inhibitor on chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs
in collagen type I or II 3D gels. After ASCs were embedded in either
collagen type I gels or II gels and cultured in medium supplemented with
Rock inhibitor (Y27632) for 4 and 14 days, ASCs in collagen type I and II
gels showed different responses to Y27632 with respect to chondrogenic
gene expression. A: Y27632 significantly up-regulated sox6 gene
expression of ASCs when they were embedded in collagen type I gels; B:
Y27632 did not significantly affect any chondrogenic marker in ASCs
embedded in collagen type II gels; C: Only collagen type X gene
expression was significantly higher in ASC in collagen type II gels
compared to those in collagen type I gels at day 14. Data were represented
as the ratios of “Mean ± SEM, n=5” (A, B: Relative gene expression of
experimental group treated with Y27632 vs. control group treated with
DMSO; C: Relative gene expression of ASCs in collagen type II gels vs.
ASCs in collagen type I gels, dashed line: no difference). Col: Collagen. *:
P<0.05
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β1 integrins blocking in ASCs differently affects chondrogenic and
Rock gene expression and ASC shape in collagen type I and II gels.
Finally, we investigated whether β1 integrins participated in collagen
type II-mediated chondrogenic induction by regulating Rock signaling and
cell shape. Comparisons of chondrogenic and Rock1/II gene expression
and cell shape between ASCs in collagen type I and II gels were performed
after ASCs were pre-incubated with neutralizing β1 integrin antibodies prior
to collagen gel embedment. The significant differences of chondrogenic
(collagen type X, aggrecan sox6, sox9) and Rock gene expressions of
ASCs resulted from collagen type I and II gel embedment were eliminated
after β1 integrins in ASCs were blocked by neutralizing β1 integrin
antibodies (data not shown), although collagen type II gene expression of
ASCs in collagen type II gels was still more frequently induced than those
in collagen type I gels.
In plain medium, as previously reported, β1 integrin blocking in ASCs
dramatically changed the shapes of ASCs and induced round cell shapes
when ASCs were embedded in collagen type I gels (Fig. 3C) However, β1
integrin blocking did not further change the round cell shape or actin
cytoskeleton distribution of ASCs in collagen type II gels (Fig. 3F). In
chondrogenic medium, ASCs in collagen type I or II gels remained round
cell shapes with actin cytoskeleton distributed the underneath of cellular
membranes after β1 integrins were blocked by β1 integrin neutralizing
antibodies (Fig. 3I, L).
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Discussion
The function of scaffolds has been extended to bio-functionality: not
only the fundamental function of supporting cell attachment and cell
proliferation, but also the inductive function of driving stem cells into
specific lineage differentiation. Many efforts have been made to reveal the
mechanisms of scaffold-mediated inductive potential, e.g. that the stiffness
of substrate or the pore size of scaffold can dramatically affect the
differentiation of stem cells attached11,24,25. In this study, we demonstrated
that collagen type II possesses a higher chondrogenic inductive property
compared to collagen type I, and that collagen type II gel embedment of
ASCs down-regulates Rock1 and Rock 2 gene expressions and supports
round cell shape. Furthermore, we showed that Rock inhibitor (Y27632)
largely diminished the differences of chondrogenic gene expression and
cell shape of ASCs induced by collagen type I and collagen type II gel
embedment. Finally, our data showed that β1 integrin blocking in ASCs
also largely eliminated the differences of chondrogenic and Rock gene
expression and cell shape of ASCs resulted from collagen type I and II gel
embedment.
The stronger inductive property of collagen type II over collagen type
I for maintaining and inducing a chondrogenic phenotype was shown by
our group in various different circumstances (chondrogenic induction by
soluble factors secreted by nucleus pulposus cells or by TGF-β1), and also
by other groups9,19,20. This study was performed in an attempt to reveal the
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. We previously reported that
ASCs seeded in collagen type II gels are prone to aggregate at around day
7 after they were cultured in plain medium9. In the current study, a similar
phenomenon was observed. Also, it was found that most of ASCs in
collagen type II were characterized with round cell shapes and actin
cytoskeleton smoothly distributed underneath the cell membranes. It is
very interesting to compare these results with data recently published by
Wu et al10, which showed that a chondroitin sulfate-based
microenvironment also promotes cell aggregation and subsequent
chondrogenic differentiation. Since both collagen type II and chondroitin
sulfate are main components of the cartilaginous ECM, combining these
data sets suggest that the ECM microenvironment in cartilage can provide
a good “soil” for guiding the chondrogenic differentiation of stem cells, and
that the ECM does so by influencing the shape of the encapsulated cells.
Cell shape-dependent control of lineage commitment is believed to
be mediated by RhoA signaling pathway, specifically via its effects on
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Rock-mediated cytoskeletal tension12,26,27. The evidence of the role of Rho
A/Rock mediated cytoskeleton (especially for actin cytoskeleton)
organization in chondrogenic differentiation has accumulated over the last
20 years14. It is well known that chondrocytes plated in monolayer culture
tend to change their morphology to flattened cells and cease the
production of collagen II and GAGs28,29. The mere addition of inhibitors of
actin polymerization (dihydrochalasin B or cytochalasin D) can stimulate
rounding of de-differentiated chondrocytes and re-expression of these
same chondrogenic markers30,31. Our data are in line with these findings,
and show that encapsulating ASCs in collagen type II gels, on the one
hand, decreased gene expression of Rock I/II and caused less stressed
actin cytoskeleton (round cell shape), and on the other hand promoted
chondrogenic commitment. Since the addition of Rock inhibitor (Y27632)
largely diminished the differences of chondrogenic gene expression found
after collagen type I and II embedment, we postulate that collagen type II
enhances chondrogenic differentiation and supports round cell shape
largely through Rho A/Rock mediated actin cytoskeleton signaling
pathway. However, it is notable that Rho A/Rock signaling might not be the
only mechanism underlying the preferential chondrogenic induction
property of collagen type II, because ASCs in collagen type II gels still
displayed slightly more efficient chondrogenic induction than those in
collagen type I gels as shown by more frequent induction of collagen type II
gene expression.
The roles of β1 integrins in chondrogenesis have been extensively
studied but so far remain elusive32-36. We previously proposed a model for
chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs induced by soluble inductive factors,
cell shape and cell-matrix interactions in which β1 integrins were shown to
play a more important role in the later stages than in the earlier stages of
chondrogenesis9. Rho A/Rock signaling appeared to participate in this
process. However, due to using a general ß1 integrin neutralizing antibody
in our previous study, we could not deduce which particular subset of the
αnß1 integrin family was involved in this induction process. Our current,
comparative studies on the differential effects of both types of collagen (I
and II), combined with the fact that α1β1, α2β1 and α3β1 integrins are the
main receptors for collagen type I37,38 and α1β1, α2β1 and α10β1 integrins
are the main receptors for collagen type II34,39,40, suggest a pivotal role for
the α10β1 integrin. Unfortunately, since no neutralizing antibodies for the
α10 subunit are available, direct evidence is currently lacking, although
some interesting in vitro and in vivo studies are in support of this
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hypothesis: (i) the α10β1 integrin is known to be highly expressed in
chondrocytes41; (ii) α10β1 integrin is increasingly expressed in the
progress of chondrogenic differentiation42,43; and (iii) α10β1 integrin knockdown results in the failed maturation of chondrocytes in vivo42,43. Additional
studies using different approaches, such as blocking α10 expression
blocking studies using siRNA technology, are needed to provide more
insight in the potential roles of the α10β1 integrin receptor. Interestingly,
the fact that the differences of chondrogenic gene expression between
ASCs in collagen type I and collagen type II gels were not completely
eliminated by β1 integrin blocking may also suggest that so far unidentified
additional collagen receptors may be involved in chondrogenic induction
processes.

Conclusion
In summary, this study shows that collagen type II scaffolds not only
provide support for ASCs, but also mediate inductive signaling for
chondrogenic differentiation by provoking a round cell shape through β1
integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling. Moreover, collagen type II
enhances the action of chondroinductive factors such as TGF-β1. These
data highlight the importance of the co-ordination between cells, scaffolds
and bioactive factors, the three main components in the concept of tissue
engineering, and they also have an important implication for designing
appropriate scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering, which not only
support the cells but also shape the round cells.
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Abstract
New regenerative treatment strategies are being developed for
intervertebral disc degeneration of which the implantation of various cell
types is promising. The cell types used so far all require in vitro expansion
prior to clinical use, as these cells are only limited available. Adipose-tissue
is an abundant, expendable and easily accessible source of mesenchymal
stem cells. The use of these cells therefore eliminates the need for in vitro
expansion and subsequently one-step regenerative treatment strategies
can be developed. Our group envisioned, described and evaluated such a
one-step procedure for spinal fusion in the goat model. In this review, we
summarize the current status of cell-based treatments for intervertebral
disc degeneration and identify the additional research needed before
adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells can be evaluated in a one-step
procedure for regenerative treatment of the intervertebral disc. We address
the selection of stem cells from the stromal vascular fraction, the specific
triggers needed for cell differentiation and potential suitable scaffolds.
Although many factors need to be studied in more detail, potential
application of a one-step procedure for intervertebral disc regeneration
seems realistic.
Key Words: Intervertebral disc degeneration; Mesenchymal stem cells;
Adipose tissue; Regeneration; Stem cell selection; Scaffold
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Introduction
Disorders of the musculoskeletal system are among the most
prevalent and costly medical conditions affecting western societies1.
Recent advances in cellular biology and material technology, the
cornerstones of regenerative medicine, also referred to as reparative
medicine or tissue engineering, are beginning to influence the clinical
practice of different disciplines including orthopedic surgery. Regenerative
medicine has identified various skeletal tissues as attractive translational
skeletal targets, in particular bone, cartilage, meniscus and the
intervertebral disc2,3. The identification and characterization of matrix
constituents and the increased knowledge about both anabolic and
catabolic triggers of musculoskeletal tissues provide important information
on possible targets for therapeutic intervention. However, most of these
concepts have barely progressed from in vitro testing and are so detailed
that any attempt to summarize them would not do them justice, and is
beyond the scope of this review. Therefore, this review will focus on a
recently discussed type of biologic therapy: stem cell therapy and its role in
intervertebral disc regeneration, in particular the use of adult adiposederived mesenchymal stem cells.

Degenerative Disc Disease and Emerging Biological
Treatment Approaches
The intervertebral discs tightly connect the vertebrae of the spinal
column, providing resistance to compression combined with the permission
of limited movements. The outer part of the intervertebral disc (IVD)
consists of perpendicularly oriented circumflex lamellae consisting of
primarily collagen type I that cross between two vertebral bodies. This is
called the annulus fibrosus (AF). These lamellae confine the nucleus
pulposus (NP), a gel-like structure consisting of proteoglycans and water,
held together by a mainly collagen type II network.
IVD degeneration can be described clinically as a loss of proper
stability and mobility, which are the two major roles of the disc. However,
the etiology and pathophysiology of disc degeneration are still largely
unknown4,5. From a biomechanical point of view, disc degeneration can be
described as a decrease in water content associated with proteoglycan
diminution of the nucleus pulposus and inner annulus. This results in
flattening of the disc and eventually destruction of the annular structure6,7.
Although the cause of IVD degeneration remains unclear, an attempt to
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define IVD degeneration was recently made as follows: an aberrant, cellmediated response to progressive structural failure8.
Degenerative disc disease (DDD) applies to degenerated discs
which are also painful9. DDD is a highly common musculoskeletal
impairment that currently has no identified cause. However, a strong
association exists between increasing age and progressive
degradation10,11. The traditional view during much of the last century was
that DDD was primarily due to physical (over)loading as well as changes
associated with the normal aging process. In recent years, however, a
dramatic advance has been made in the understanding of risk factors such
as age, gender, genetic, environmental, chemical (smoking), and
biomechanical influences for disc degeneration, thus changing our
traditional views12-15.
Current treatment options for DDD comprise either pain
management or invasive surgical interventions like vertebral interbody
fusion or spinal arthroplasty16. The expanding comprehension of processes
involved in DDD and disc repair, however, present the possibility of
developing strategies for restoring disc tissues. The onset of DDD starts
with the loss of proteoglycans in the NP and therefore several biologic
strategies under investigation aim to restore the proteoglycan level or
synthesis within the degenerated IVD. These strategies include the use of
natural and recombinant proteins, cytokines or growth factors, gene
therapy and cell therapy17-21.
Growth factors like TGF-beta22-24, BMP-225,26, BMP-7 (OP-1)27,28 or
GDF-529,30 all have shown an anabolic effect on disc cells, characterized by
their ability to increase the functional properties of IVD cells, such as
production of collagen type II, Sox 9 and aggrecan31. Another category of
molecules has a similar effect as the growth factors on disc cells, but
exerts its effect intracellularly, by controlling one or more aspects of cellular
differentiation32. Examples of these factors include LMP-133, Sox 934 and
SMADs35,36. Anti-inflammatory factors, like TIMP-137 and CPA-92638, were
shown to reduce degenerative changes by inhibiting naturally present
degradative enzymes like MMP-1or MMP-339. The above-mentioned
categories of biologic agents aim to modify the disc-cell metabolism, while
some biologic treatment strategies aim to increase the number of cells in
the disc. Mitogenic molecules for disc cells include insulin-like growth
factor-1 (IGF-1) and epidermal growth factor (EGF), which were shown to
have positive effects on the rate of mitosis and proteoglycan production of
disc cells in vivo40,41. All of the mentioned factors showed preservation of
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the architecture of disc tissue and/or increase collagen and proteoglycan
synthesis through different mechanisms. However, the success of gene
therapy and growth-factor injection depends on a critical mass of cells
within the disc. Cell-based treatments do not share this requirement and
may therefore be appropriate for a wide range of disease states of
degenerative disc disease. Cell therapy is an alternative approach, and the
regenerative effects of transplantation of autologous cells, such as nucleus
pulposus cells42,43, annulus fibrosus cells44, cartilagenous chondrocytes45
and mesenchymal stem cells46-49 into the IVD, have been demonstrated as
well. This review focuses on the use of mesenchymal stem cells in
intervertebral disc regeneration.

Stem Cell Sources
Stem cells are defined as unspecialized cells capable of long-term
self-renewal and differentiation into more specialized cells. At the
beginning of life, after fertilization of the ovum, a blastocyst is formed
containing totipotent cells, which divide and specialize into pluripotent,
embryonic stem cells50. The pluripotent cells then further specialize into
multipotent stem cells, or progenitor cells, that commit into lineages with
tissue-specific functions like mesodermal tissue51. Cells capable of
producing mesenchymal tissues are referred to as mesenchymal stem
cells (MSC) and are capable to differentiate to adipocytic, osteoblastic and
chondrocytic lineages under appropriate conditions52. MSCs have not only
been isolated from embryonic53 or fetal tissues54, but also from almost
every organ in adulthood55. MSCs from adult tissues provide an attractive,
alternative source of cells for tissue engineering, as the use of embryonic
stem cells gives rise to ethical controversy. In addition, adult MSCs are
relatively easy accessible and can be harvested from tissues like bone
marrow, skin, muscle, and adipose tissue56-61. Currently, bone marrow is
the primary used source of adult MSCs, in which one of 105 nucleated cells
is a MSC62. The low number of cells necessitates in vitro culture expansion
to obtain sufficient numbers of cells for clinical application63.
MSCs derived from the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) of adipose
tissue were firstly identified by Zuk et al. as a source of adult MSCs64. SVF
is a cell mixture isolated from adipose tissue by collagenase digestion and
centrifugal enrichment, harboring a population of multipotent MSCs, socalled adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs)65. SVF is a pool of various cells,
including endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, mast
cells, and pre-adipocytes66,67. The incidence of ASCs in adipose tissue is
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estimated to be about 1 per 103 nucleated cells68, which is two magnitudes
higher than the number of MSCs in bone marrow62. Despite the higher
frequency and yield of ASCs over bone marrow MSCs, the biological
properties of ASCs are not compromised. In culture, ASCs express cellsurface markers similar to those expressed by bone marrow MSCs,
including CD105, SH3, Stro-1, CD90, and CD4469,70. After lineage-specific
stimulation, ASCs show multiple-lineage differentiation potentials: they can
differentiate into adipogenic, myogenic, chondrogenic, osteogenic,
endothelial, cardiomyogenic and potentially neurogenic, phenotypes71-73.
As interest of clinicians in ASCs increases, several authors have compared
ASCs and MSCs in terms of differentiation capacity74-76. MSCs from bone
marrow are reported to provide a more suitable cell source for osteogenic
and chondrogenic differentiation compared to ASCs77-79, although no
significant differences in terms of the multi-lineage differentiation capacity
between ASCs and BM-MSCs were found in two other reports80,81.
However, MSCs from different sources respond differently to culture
conditions: for instance, medium containing dexamethasone is necessary
for chondrogenesis in synovium-derived MSCs82 while the same medium
suppresses chondrogenesis in ASCs83. Therefore, the development of
optimized protocols for the differentiation of MSCs from different tissue
sources is crucial for equal comparison of their differentiation capacities.
The most important features of adipose tissue as a MSC source are the
relative expendability and easy accessibility. Adipose tissue can be
obtained in substantial quantities with minimal risk, as liposuction is a
common procedure to obtain adipose tissue with zero reported deaths on
66,570 procedures and a serious adverse event rate of 0.68 per 1000
cases84. Adipose tissue is also accessible at most sites used for a surgical
procedure, neutralizing the need for a separate harvest site and its
concomitant morbidity. Thus, ASCs are a promising source of stem cells
for tissue engineering, and they have enormous clinical potentials as the
principle source for both a one step or a multi-step procedure for tissue
regeneration in general.

Integration of ASC-Based Regenerative Medicine and
Surgery
The ability to harvest and/or procure high quantities of lineagespecific cells or direct to regeneration-competent progenitor cells towards
the proper phenotype, is crucial for orthopaedic tissue engineering
interventions. As bone marrow derived stem cells must be expanded in
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vitro, current concepts of tissue engineering procedures consist of multistep procedures, including at least a MSC harvesting step and a MSC reinsertion step after expansion85,86. Based on the current knowledge of
tissue engineering technology and ASC technology in particular, we
formulated an innovative concept for a one step-procedure for spinal
interbody fusion87. A time-frame for this procedure is shown in figure 1. The
efficacy of this procedure is based on integration of tissue engineering
technology with established surgical interventions using off-the-shelf
biomaterials (calcium phosphate based scaffold, bioresorbable polymer
cage), and retrieval of sufficient quantities of ASCs harvested with minimal
invasive techniques within the scope of a single surgical procedure.
Previous research studies focused on the integration of tissue engineering
techniques and a posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF)88-90, a well
established and widely accepted surgical technique for spinal fusion as a
treatment for (severe) intervertebral disc degeneration91. ASCs containing
SVF was isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue at the surgical site
immediately after skin incision, using the digestion and centrifugal
enrichment methods as described by Zuk et al92. It could be shown that
sufficient ASCs in SVF can be retrieved from different areas of the body,
enabling various surgical approaches to the spine (e.g. anterior, lateral,
and posterior)66. Our group showed the feasibility of short term ex vivo
triggering of ASCs in the osteogenic direction using biologics93 and that
ASCs acquired bone cell-like responsiveness to loading after osteogenic
differentiation94. Furthermore, in another study we observed vitality and
diffuse, rapid penetration of triggered stem cells on and in a porous
calcium phosphate scaffold95. Implantation of a bioresorbable cage filled
with the triggered stem cell seeded scaffold in a prepared intervertebral
disc completes the procedure. Short term in vivo studies in a goat spinal
interbody fusion model showed cellular retention of fluorescently labeled
SVF cells at 4 days after implantation and active bone formation by
osteoblasts and resorption of scaffold material after 28 days96.
For mildly degenerated discs, a similar concept might be feasible for
ASCs-based transplantation by simple injection in the contained structure
of the intervertebral disc (See Fig.1). It is envisioned that retrieval and
procurement of the ASCs (Phase I, see Fig.1) can be performed in a
standardized, similar way for both regenerative as well as fusion
techniques, whereas triggering and/or carrier seeding of the cells (Phase II
and III, see Fig. 1) must be tailored to the specific aim of the procedure.
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Figure 1 Concept of a one-step surgical procedure. The surgery starts with
harvesting of the adipose tissue, followed by a split procedure. The
surgeon continues the surgery, whereas the tissue engineer isolates the
stem cell-containing cell population from the adipose tissue, treat the cells
to induce differentiation into the proper phenotype, and seeds the
stimulated cells on the scaffold. The surgeon then implants the scaffold
containing the stem cells, and finishes the surgery. The whole procedure
takes approximately two hours.
However, much is unknown and is currently under investigation with
respect to the need of (rapid) selection of ASCs from SVF, the need for
chondrogenic or NP-cell triggering of the ASCs and the need for carrier
materials in the regenerative one-step procedure. Therefore, this review
aims to give an overview about current in vitro and in vivo studies and
potentials of MSCs in general in disc regeneration, pointing to ASC-related
studies where possible.
In Vitro Studies
Cells in the nucleus pulposus share several characteristics with
articular cartilage chondrocytes, for instance both cell types demonstrate
sox9, aggrecan and collagen type II up-regulation97,98. Many studies have
shown that adult MSCs can be directed into chondrocytes99,100. The ability
to isolate, expand and direct MSCs in vitro to particular lineages provides
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the opportunity to study events associated with differentiation. The specific
environmental cues to initiate the proliferation and differentiation of MSCs
in vivo towards NP-cells at present are not fully understood yet. For the
purpose of disc regeneration by simple injection of ASCs, it is of particular
interest to study the effects of the microenvironment within NP tissue on
the differentiation of MSCs, as well as the interaction with scaffold
materials potentially involved in disc regeneration.

Figure 2 Effects of micromass NP cells on the differentiation related gene
expression of ASCs in monolayer or micromass. A: NP cells only
significantly down-regulated the gene expression of osteopontin and type I
collagen in monolayer ASCs, but they significantly up-regulated the gene
expression of aggrecan and concomitantly down-regulate the gene
expression of osteopontin, type I collagen and PPAR-γ in micromass
ASCs; the data are expressed as means ± sd, n=3; the dash line
represents time-point zero. B: Gene expression of type II collagen was only
induced in the group where both ASCs and NP cells were cultured in micro
masses. *: Significant difference (p<0.05). NP cells: Nucleus pulposus
cells; ASCs: Adipose mesenchymal stem cells. Mono: monolayer, MM:
micro mass. AGG: aggrecan, COL II: type II collagen, COL I: type I
collagen, PPAR-γ: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma.
NP cells and MSCs are likely to interact after injection of MSCs in the
intervertebral disc in our envisioned one step-procedure. Co-culture
systems, both direct and indirect, have been widely used to investigate the
interactions between two different cell types in vitro. In the direct system,
cells communicate through both cell-cell contacts and paracrine mediators,
however, in the indirect system cells communicate only through paracrine
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mediators. The low density of NP cells in nucleus tissue, which is only
about 4000 cells/per mm3 101, makes direct cell-cell contact between NP
cells and ASCs a rare incidence when MSCs are injected into NP tissue.
Therefore, the indirect co-culture system is more likely to mimic the in vivo
situation after injection of ASCs for the NP regeneration. MSCs have been
indirectly co-cultured in monolayer with NP cells with contrasting results: Li
et al. found MSCs differentiating towards the NP-cel like phenotype102, but
Richardson et al. found that direct cell contact was necessary to induce the
NP-cel like phenotype103. Regardless of the co-culture system, cell culture
configuration is also relevant for chondrogenic differentiation and
monolayer culture is not appropriate for chondrogenic differentiation nor
mimics the 3D in vivo situation104,105. Our group demonstrated that ASCs
cultured as micromasses are able to differentiate toward NP cell-like cells
by indirect NP cell co-culture, as determined with real-time PCR, showing
an up-regulation of collagen type II and aggrecan and concomitant downregulation of osteopontin, collagen type I and PPAR-γ (see Fig.2)106.
As IVDs consist primarily of extracellular matrix (ECM), injected stem
cells are likely to interact with the components of the ECM after injection in
to the disc. It was shown that ECM plays a critical role in the regulation of
stem cell differentiation into different lineages, cell proliferation and cell
migration107-109. Collagen type II, the predominant collagen in nucleus
pulposus ECM110,111, was shown to maintain the chondrogenic
phenotype112,113 and even to induce a chondrogenic phenotype in
MSCs114,115. These processes might be influenced by the capacity of
chondrocytes to bind to collagen type II through α1β1, α2β1 and α10β1
integrins, resulting in the formation of a signaling complex which plays a
role in the differentiation, matrix remodeling, and cell survival.116 To
investigate ASC behavior in a collagen type II environment, our group
studied ASCs in collagen type I or II gels, indirectly co-cultured with NP
cells. These experiments showed that collagen type II can act in concert
with NP cells on chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs.
Besides interaction between cells and matrix components of the disc,
the interaction with (synthetic) scaffolds might be of interest and is studied
at present as well for the purpose of disc regeneration. A general roadmap
for designing an optimal scaffold with respect to survival, proliferation and
differentiation of stems cells, is currently lacking. Apart from the general
requirements such as biocompatibility, recent studies indicate that the
material properties of the scaffold may influence the differentiation potential
of the seeded stem cells117,118. In the context of osteogenic differentiation, it
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was suggested that this is due to a selective and material-related
adsorption of serum proteins to the tested scaffold materials119,120 which
directly affects the differentiation potential of the attached cells121. Recent
advances in basic research on the interaction between stem cells and their
physical environment emphasize that the physical properties of the
substrate is of utmost importance in the behaviour of stem cells. It has
been recently shown that the stiffness of the substrate and the shape that
cells adopt on a scaffold can force cells to differentiate to a certain lineage.
Most interestingly, it has been shown that these physical stimuli can even
overrule the stimulus provided by addition of soluble differentiation factors
to the culture medium122. This may open new perspectives for the design of
scaffold materials with tuned physical properties that facilitate survival,
growth, and differentiation of stem cells towards disc cells, which ultimately
may restore disc function.
Several scaffolds have been investigated to study the interaction
between in vitro cultured disc cells and the material, including fibrin glue123,
chitosan gel in combination with genipin124,125 collagen/hyaluronate126, type
II collagen-based Atelocollagen® gel127,128 and a composite scaffold of
polyglycolic acid and alginate/calcium129,130. Recently the interaction of
MSCs with some of these materials was also studied. Using a hyaluronan
scaffold, it was found that stem cells can survive in the relative hostile
environment of the disc131 and preliminary results suggested that MSCs
could differentiate into intervertebral disc cells within an Atelocollagen®
scaffold132.
Currently, major problems still arise when using these scaffolds for
tissue engineering purposes. A problem with chitosan and
collagen/hyaluronan scaffolds is that the proteoglycan content is far lower
in comparison to native cartilage. Presumably, the pre-fabricated scaffolds
exhibit relatively large pores to allow cell seeding into the scaffolds, so that
GAG produced by the cells may not be retained133 suggesting that in-situ
curable polymers which entrap both cells and produced ECM molecules
are favourable. In this respect, a trend towards designing micro- or nanoscale dimension scaffolds may provide new perspectives134.
Within the context of the one-step surgical procedure using ASCs, an
important issue might be the selection of cells via the scaffold material. A
prerequisite for a one-step operational procedure is that at least the stem
cells within the heterogeneous SVF adhere to a scaffold. In addition, these
stem cells should adhere within a short time frame. At present, studies are
conducted in our lab investigating the adherence of the different cell types
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within SVF to a bioresorbable polycaprolactone scaffold. Preliminary
results indicate that adipose stem cells adhere within less than an hour and
that the ASC-like cells preferentially adhere (see Fig.3). ASCs from the
SVF might selectively adhere to micro-particles of caprolactone which
subsequently can be injected into the degenerated disc.
Finally, ASCs will be confronted with the specific hypoxic and acidic
environment of the degenerated disc135,136. The influence of hypoxia has
been a topic of great interest, because NP cells or chondrocytes grow in a
low-oxygen environment. Although there are some contradictory data
about the effect of hypoxia on chondrogenic differentiation of MSCs, most
studies suggest that hypoxia can promote chondrogenic differentiation137139
. The influence of pH on disc cells has been studied less extensively but
clearly has a negative effect on the ECM turnover of the NP cells140.

Figure 3 Figure A shows a confocal image of SVF cells attaching to the
inner pore of a 70:30 Poly(D,L-lactide-co-caprolactone) scaffold. After
allowing the heterogeneous mixture of SVF cells to attach to the scaffold
for one hour, cells were fixated and stained for CD34 (green). The nuclei of
all attached cells were stained with propidium iodide as a counter stain
(red). Figure B shows the exact same picture in which the scaffold was not
visualized for clarity reasons.
In Vivo Studies
Animal models: The complexity of factors involved in regeneration of
the intervertebral disc can be studied only partially in vitro. Animal models
offer the possibility to study the process of degeneration and regeneration
over time141. Furthermore, in vivo studies can be used for a standardized
evaluation of biomechanical, histochemical and morphologic characteristics
of degenerative processes in the spine142,143 and innovative regenerative
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treatment modalities for disc degeneration can be tested in vivo144,145.
Several animal models of disc degeneration are currently available146-150.
However, these animal models, especially small animal models (rat, rabbit
e.g.),
have shortcomings in their comparability to human disc
degeneration, in particular with regard to disc geometry and remaining of a
certain cell type (notochord cells, see below), even in adult animals151. The
difference in size between small animal discs and human discs clearly
affects the diffusion process, crucial for the oxygenation of disc cells.
Larger animal models have been validated as good models of the human
disc with respect to biomechanics, geometry, structure and biochemistry,
particularly the bovine, ovine and canine models152-154. Notochordal cells,
however, are present in the intervertebral discs of most of these animals at
the age of skeletal maturity, unlike in humans155,156. Notochordal cells
appear to optimize disc matrix synthesis and therefore their presence
influences the process of disc degeneration and regeneration157,158. As a
natural model for DDD has not been described in a large mammal, our
group started to develop a standardized, reproducible DDD model by using
chondroitinase ABC159. Most importantly, the animal model must be similar
in nature to the human pathologic process that it is intended to mimic.
Otherwise, conclusions made from dissimilar animal and human pathologic
states may not be clinically appropriate.
Cells in disc regeneration in vivo: Various cell types are currently
under investigation for their therapeutic potential for intervertebral disc
degeneration. Nucleus pulposus cells were studied in a canine disc
degeneration model160. Autologous NP cells were isolated, expanded in
vitro and subsequently returned to an enucleated dog intervertebral disc.
The transplanted cells survived, synthesized proteoglycan and disc height
was regained161. At present, the effect of autologous NP cell
transplantation is being studied in clinical trials as well162,163. Preliminary
results after two-years follow-up show that reduction of low back pain and
prevention of loss of disc height has been achieved with the transplantation
treatment164,165.
Other strategies for cell-based repair of the nucleus pulposus include
the re-insertion of nucleus pulposus166,167 or elastic cartilage from the ear45.
Using different in vivo models (rat and rabbit respectively) in which a disc
herniation was induced, the re-insertion of a fresh or cryo-preserved
nucleus pulposus was found to prevent the progression of DDD168,169. In
another rabbit study, cultured elastic cartilage-derived chondrocytes were
injected in a previously reamed nucleus pulposus45. After six month follow115
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up there was only vital hyaline-like cartilage in the place of the reamed
nucleus pulposus and no fibrous tissue. However, for both, autologous disc
chondrocytes and elastic cartilage from the ear an intrusive recovery
procedure is required including an ex vivo expansion of cells. In case of
retrieval of cells from a herniated disc, these cells may be abnormal and
only few may be suited for repair.
Few studies have been performed investigating the effect of MSCs
on experimentally induced disc degeneration. One group performed
several studies in rabbits using a nucleus aspiration model170-172. MSCs
embedded in a collagen type II gel were injected in the disc173-175. MSCs
survived over an eight-week period and proteoglycan content was
enhanced in the implanted discs176. In later studies, implantation of
autogenic green fluorescent protein-tagged MSCs also resulted in
preservation of annular structure, re-establishing a disc nucleus positive for
glycosaminoglycan and keratan sulfate proteoglycans, as well as partial
restoration of disc height and disc hydration177,178. In addition, the authors
suggested that the MSCs in the re-established nucleus had differentiated
into a chondrocyte-like/nucleus pulposus cell phenotype expressing
collagen II, keratan sulfate, and chondroitin-4-sulfate179. In conclusion,
although autogenic MSC implantation could not completely regenerate the
disc, it could indeed overcome and counter the degeneration process to
some extent. Biological ´triggering’ of the MSCs prior to implantation in
order to direct differentiation might enhance the possibilities of stem cell
therapy180,181.
Extending the concept of stem cell therapy further, investigators
have exploited the use of allogenic stem cells. This has the added
advantage of off-the-shelf availability. Moreover, as the cause of disc
degeneration is thought to be multifactorial, the use of allogenic stem cells
could eliminate potential autogenic precipitating factors such as genetic
predisposition12,182,183, or the diminished potency of stem cells due to
natural aging184. In fact, the IVD is suggested to be immune-privileged due
to its avascular nature. A study showing that allogenic nucleus pulposus
cell transplantation did not elicit lymphocyte infiltration, is consistent with
this notion185. The problem of immune rejection is likely to be even less for
allogenic MSCs, since MSCs are capable of escaping allogenic
recognition186,187. Allogenic MSC transplantation has been attempted in
normal rabbit lumber IVD, with MSCs surviving in the nucleus pulposus for
6 months producing proteoglycan and collagen II, suggesting that allogenic
MSCs have similar regeneration potentials as autogenic cells188. Allogenic
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transplantation has also been investigated in normal coccygeal IVD of adult
rats189. When transplanted in a hyaluronan gel scaffold, bone marrow
MSCs survived in the nucleus pulposus over a 4-week period190. Thus the
potential of allogenic stem cells is worth further investigations using longer
time points and larger animal models.

Perspective
Regenerative medicine aims for the replacement, regeneration and
remodeling of tissue or the functional enhancement of impaired tissues in
vivo or to engineer and to grow functional tissue substitutes in vitro to
implant in vivo. For the spine, the ultimate goal is the regeneration of a
functional motion segment, consisting of a nucleus pulposus and annulus
fibrosis, when the focus is on disc repair. However, DDD is quite complex,
involving alteration in nutrition, disturbance in biomechanics, changes in
matrix turnover, loss of cells, and in changes and loss of integrity of
macrostructures. Such complexities confuse the search for reasonable
therapeutic targets. Regenerative medicine building blocks comprise cells,
scaffolds, and biologics. Biomaterials are designed to promote the
organization, growth, and differentiation of cells in the process of forming
functional tissue by providing structural support, biological containment,
and chemical clues. Biologics are needed to enhance cell proliferation and
differentiation and include growth factors, cytokines, and hormones, as well
as mechanical signals. Another key element in regenerative medicine is
the availability of regeneration competent cells. While cells constitute only
1% of the adult disc tissue by volume, their role in matrix synthesis and
metabolic turnover is crucial and therefore a therapeutic strategy could be
to replace, regenerate, or augment the disc cell population. Despite our
imperfect knowledge, several cell-based approaches are in various stages
of preclinical and even clinical evaluation191-193.
Pre-clinical studies have shown the possibility to direct cells towards
the NP-cell like phenotype for regenerative purposes. When designing in
vitro or in vivo experiments in our opinion the clinical applicability must be
considered. Each culture system has advantages and disadvantages for
specific experiments and disc cells behave differently in different
systems194. The specific questions asked will determine the appropriate
experimental model that should be used. Three dimensional culture
systems may be preferable to two-dimensional systems because they
promote the retention of the chondrocytic phenotype of NP cells195 and the
induction of NP cell-like phenotype of co-cultured ASCs (See Fig 1)196. In
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addition, the microenvironment of the DDD should be considered as
degenerated discs have increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines,
such as IL-1 and TNF-α, as well as a decreased nutrition and low pH and
low oxygen tension in the NP197.
The feasibility of regenerating a degenerated intervertebral disc has
been shown by two recent clinical studies in humans. In one study, fresh
frozen composite disc allografts have shown to be an effective treatment
for DDD, with good union of the grafts, preservation of motion and stability
and without an immune reaction occuring198. Another feasible strategy for
arresting and reversing DDD is the use of autologous disc chondrocytes as
described previously199. However, the use of autologous chondrocytes or
bone marrow-derived MSCs requires the ex vivo expansion of the cells,
which is costly, time-consuming and strictly regulated by the FDA, making
it an intricate procedure. The use of allogenic progenitor cells would offer a
more cost-effective approach. This possibility arises because of claims that
MSCs can be successfully allografted200,201. If so, a uniform donor line of
these cells could be established and used directly in all suitable patients.
Another possibility to circumvent these disadvantages is the use of the
one-step procedure, with mesenchymal stem cells obtained from
autologous adipose tissue. This concept circumvents these strict and
cumbersome regulatory issues by complying with the FDA criteria for
minimal manipulation of stem cells, thus boosting the feasibility and
applicability of stem cell technology in surgical disciplines considerably.
To further enhance the full potential of ASC disc therapy, future work
should be focused on the ways of optimizing the efficacy as well as
delineating the biological processes involved. The survival of transplanted
cells can be a limiting factor and therefore the fate of ASCs should be
carefully tracked after implantation, with special attention paid to the cell
phenotype, induced functions, and long-term survival of ASCs. Besides
survival and injected cell numbers, biochemical triggering of ASCs, efficient
removal or inactivation of degeneration by-products should be considered
in future research. ASCs may have to be preconditioned if they are to
survive and restore matrix in the harsh environment that is acidic, hypoxic,
and poor in nutrients of the degenerating disc. Most importantly, the
enhancement may simply require “standard” SVF procurement as SVF of
adipose tissue is a mixture of various cells, with varying protein
expressions, having the capacity to differentiate into different lineages
depending on the involved differentiating-inducing factors and culture
conditions. As shown in in vitro experiments, the micro-environment of the
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NP might be a sufficient trigger for ASC to develop into a chondrocyte-like
NP cell producing extracellular matrix202,203. At present the impact of this
conclusion on cell-based tissue engineering principles of the disc is
unknown as, for instance, the use of purified multipotent SVF with
angiogenic potential might also allow better vascularization and tissue
growth compared to the unpurified SVF pool. While angiogenesis is
favorable in spinal fusion (bone formation), it is not desirable in disc
regeneration.
Possibly, survival of the ASCs is not necessarily a prerequisite for a
successful regeneration strategy. ASCs might be efficient enough to act as
helpers to induce endogenous disc cell proliferation and differentiation,
which has not been sufficiently evaluated to date.

Conclusions
Disc degeneration is a complex issue that involves a myriad of
factors and by careful incremental research its mysteries are slowly
unraveling. Regenerative medicine concepts have much to offer for
orthopedics in general and disc disorders in particular, aiming to reestablish tissue structural properties. SVF-based treatment concepts for a
variety of DDD indications are under development and might be used
single or in combination with biologics and scaffold materials, either in a
one-step (preferable) or in a multi-step procedure. For clinical application,
these concepts should not only be effective, but also safe and affordable.
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Abstract
Study Design: Animal study. Objective: To study the mechanisms
occurring after the injection of Stromal Vascular Fraction (SVF) of perirenal adipose tissue into degenerated goat intervertebral discs. Summary
of Background Data: Adipose derived Stem Cells (ASCs) can be obtained
quite easily and in high yields, allowing a novel therapy for spinal disorders
in which ASCs are harvested and re-implanted within one single surgery.
Methods: Goats underwent a chondroitinase ABC injection causing disc
degeneration within 12 weeks. At this point, peri-renal adipose tissue was
harvested and SVF isolated. In a first study, SVF treatment of mildly
degenerated discs was analyzed using disc height, histology and gene
expression, as compared to controls. To identify the cause of the SVF
induced inflammatory response in this first study, a second study
compared the effects of degenerated discs injected with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS), SVF, SVF that was red blood cell (RBC)-reduced
using density gradient centrifugation, or ASCs cultured to homogeneity.
After sacrifice at twelve weeks X-ray, MRI, histology and gene expression
analyses were performed. Results: Application of SVF resulted in severe
inflammatory cell infiltration, causing severe degenerative changes in all
parameters and osteoclastic activity in surrounding bone. Control PBS
injection resulted in some disc height loss, decrease in MRI index and mild
degenerative changes. The SVF induced inflammatory response was not
observed in discs treated with cultured ASCs or in those injected with SVF
treated with a gradient step (RBC-reduction). In these discs, disc height
and MRI index were decreased comparable to PBS-injected discs,
however, increased cellularity and anabolic gene expression (collagen type
II and aggrecan) were observed in selected discs. Conclusion: The
additional gradient step decreased the inflammatory responses in
degenerated intervertebral discs (IVDs), and in some cases induced
increased cellularity and anabolic gene expression. The additional gradient
step reduced the inflammatory response in this setting of peri-renal SVF
injections into intervertebral discs of goats, although the exact mechanism
through which this occurs remains to be clarified.
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Introduction
New strategies to regenerate the intervertebral disc (IVD) are being
developed and involve growth factor induction1,2, gene therapy3-5 and cell
transplantation therapy. The feasibility of regenerating a degenerated
intervertebral disc has been shown in a human clinical study in which
autologous disc chondrocytes were employed6. Preliminary results after
two-years follow-up show that reduction of low back pain and prevention of
loss of disc height have been achieved with the transplantation
treatment7,8. Similar effects were obtained with bone marrow derivedmesenchymal stem cells in rat9 and rabbit models10. However, the use of
autologous chondrocytes or bone marrow-derived MSCs requires the ex
vivo expansion of the cells, which is costly, time-consuming and strictly
regulated by competent authorities.
Adipose tissue derived mesenchymal-like stem cells (adipose stem
cells, ASCs) can be harvested from the easily accessible adipose tissue
with minimal morbidity upon harvest. The stromal vascular fraction (SVF)
extracted from this tissue contains clinically relevant numbers of adipose
stem cells (1-10 per 103 nucleated cells)11, which is at least two
magnitudes higher then the number of mesenchymal stem cells in bone
marrow. This potentially eliminates the need for ex vivo expansion prior to
reinsertion11. Adipose stem cells have shown multi-lineage differentiation
capacity, comparable to mesenchymal stem cells, into the adipogenic,
osteogenic and chondrogenic lineages12,13.
Based on these recent advances in stem cell research, we
formulated a new concept in which mesenchymal stem cells were
harvested and reinserted in a single surgical procedure for intervertebral
disc degeneration (see Fig. 1), similar as a previously described one-step
surgical procedure for spinal fusion14. In this one-step procedure, adipose
tissue is enzymatically digested, centrifuged and washed to obtain a
heterogeneous mixture of cells, called the stromal vascular fraction
(SVF)15. Besides mesenchymal-like stem cells, SVF also contains
endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, macrophages,
pre-adipocytes and erythrocytes (RBCs) if no lysis step is performed during
isolation16,17. To evaluate the effect of SVF in the intervertebral disc in vivo
we injected SVF cells, obtained from peri-renal fat, in different
concentrations in a previously described mild intervertebral disc
degeneration model in the goat18-20.
The effect of the cell therapy was evaluated after one and three
months by means of histology. However, an unexpected severe
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inflammatory response was observed at both time points, as will be shown
in the present study.
To determine the trigger for the inflammatory response, an additional
study using goats was performed applying different cell mixtures. For this
purpose, cultured ASCs, density gradient treated SVF, and whole SVF
were evaluated in the same goat intervertebral disc degeneration model.
To rule out that adverse effects were due to residual Chondroitinase ABC
activity (after the three months incubation time to develop degeneration),
we also injected SVF into healthy discs. The discs were evaluated using
disc height measurements, histology, and analysis of gene expression
profiles including collagen type I, collagen type IIB, aggrecan, interleukin-6,
TGF-ß1, MMP-13 and PPAR-γ.

Figure 1. Concept of a one-step surgical procedure. The surgery starts
with harvesting of the adipose tissue, followed by a split procedure. The
surgeon continues the surgery, whereas the tissue engineer isolates the
stem cell-containing cell population from the adipose tissue and then
injects them into IVD with or without scaffold or triggering/selecting
manipulation. The whole procedure takes approximately two hours. SVF:
stromal vascular fraction
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Materials & Methods
Animals
The research protocols were approved by both a Scientific Board as
well as the Animal Ethics Committee of the VU University Medical Center.
In total, eighteen skeletally mature female Dutch milk goats (at least 3.5
years old) were used with an average weight of 71.7 kg. (SD:13.7 kg).
All goats underwent a surgical procedure to induce IVD degeneration
by injecting the discs through a left retroperitoneal approach with 0.25 U/ml
Chondroitinase ABC (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), using a 29 gauge
needle of 1 cm length, as described before21. In the six goats in study 2,
approximately 100g of peri-renal fat was harvested prior to degeneration
induction around the left kidney and processed for cell isolation as
described below. After wound closure and recovery, the animals returned
to the farm and were allowed to move freely. Disc degeneration was
allowed to develop for three months. From each goat, X-rays were
obtained prior to degeneration induction, prior to “treatment” three months
later, and just before sacrifice, to document the degeneration induced.
Study 1
The first study was designed as a time-oriented study in which five
degenerated discs were randomly treated with 100 µl of two different
concentrations of freshly isolated stromal vascular fraction cells (105 and
106 nucleated cells/ml) or phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The goats in
study 1 underwent a similar surgical procedure as described above using a
right retroperitoneal approach to avoid scar tissue. For stromal vascular
fraction isolation, ≈ 100 g of peri-renal adipose-tissue was harvested
around the right kidney, which was transported to a lab facility for cell
isolation as described below in detail. After cell isolation, 100 µl of PBS or
stromal vascular fraction cell suspension was injected into the nucleus
pulposus using a 26G needle. After wound closure, the animals returned to
their cages (1 month follow-up) or the farm (3 months follow-up) and were
allowed to move freely. Prior to sacrifice (1 months (n = 7) and three
months (n = 5) after the second surgery), the animals were sedated with 10
mg/kg ketamine intramuscularly, and lateral roentgenograms were
obtained. Subsequently, the goats were euthanized with an intravenous
overdose of sodium pentobarbital (20 mg/kg), where after the lumbar spinal
columns were harvested. Intervertebral discs were analyzed by means of
histology.
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Study 2
The second study was designed to study the effect of different cell
mixtures on degenerated discs. For this purpose, 100 µl of four different
mixtures were randomly injected in four degenerated discs. These mixtures
were either phosphate buffered saline (PBS), cultured stem cells (ASCs;
106 nucleated cells/ml), whole stromal vascular fraction (SVF; 106
nucleated cells/ml) or erythrocyte depleted stromal vascular fraction (SVFRBC) using Optiprep® (Axis-shield, provided by Sigma) density gradient
purification, stromal vascular fraction resuspended to 106 nucleated
cells/ml) in a similar procedure as in study 1. Finally, whole stromal
vascular fraction was injected in one healthy disc (healthy; 106 nucleated
cells/ml). The discs were analyzed after three months with X-rays (disc
height), histology and PCR.
Cell mixtures
Stromal vascular fraction: Stromal vascular fraction was isolated as
described by Zuk et al. with minor modifications22,23. The obtained adipose
tissue was washed with PBS to remove the majority of red blood cells,
chopped into small pieces of about 50 mm3, and the extracellular matrix
was digested for 60 min at 37°C with 1 U of Liberase Blendzyme III (Roche
Diagnostics, Brussels, Belgium) per g adipose tissue in PBS. A single cell
suspension was obtained by filtering the digested material through a 100
μm mesh filter (Stokvis & Smith B.V., IJmuiden, The Netherlands) to
remove tissue debris. The adipose stem cell-containing cell suspension
was centrifuged at 600g for 10 min, and the pellet was resuspended in
culture medium, which was composed of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (D-MEM, Gibco, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 500 µg/ml
streptomycin sulphate (Sigma), 600 µg/ml penicillin (Sigma), 50 µg/ml
gentamicin (Gibco), 2.5 µg/ml fungizone (Gibco), and 10% foetal bovine
serum (FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT). In study 1, after centrifugation, the
stromal vascular fraction pellet was resuspended in DMEM without
additives, washed for an additional two times with PBS, subsequently
resuspended to either 106 or 107 cells/ml PBS, and finally injected in 100 µl
volumes in the goat discs. In study 2, after the re-suspension in DMEM
without additives, the stromal vascular fraction was divided into two equal
parts. One part was further processed as described for study 1, whereas
the other part was subjected to Optiprep® density gradient centrifugation
(see below).
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SVF-RBC: Optiprep® density gradient-mediated SVF purification
through removal of red blood cells was performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (protocol C2, Axis-shield). The adipose stem
cell-containing, mononuclear stromal vascular fraction band was collected,
washed twice with PBS, and finally resuspended to 106 nucleated cells/ml
in PBS. Of this cell suspension, 100 µl was injected in the chemically
degenerated discs.
ASCs: In study 2, stromal vascular fraction was harvested during the
degeneration induction surgery, similar as described above for study 1.
These cells were resuspended in culture medium and seeded in 75 cm2
culture flasks (Greiner Bio-One, Kremsmuenster, Austria). Upon
confluency, adipose stem cells were dissociated from the culture flasks
using 0.25% trypsin/ 0.1% EDTA in PBS, harvested, and reseeded once
(P1). After harvesting, cells were stored in liquid nitrogen until one week
before reinsertion. At that time, cells were thawed, allowed to recover for
one week, and finally resuspended to 106 nucleated cells/ml PBS just prior
to implantation in the goat discs during the second surgery of the goats.
Intervertebral disc analysis
Intervertebral disc height measurement: Before each surgery and
autopsy, standardized lateral lumbar roentgenograms were obtained. The
roentgenograms were measured digitally using image analysis software
(Centricity Radiology Web, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.).
The average intervertebral disc height was calculated by averaging three
measurements: two at the ventral and caudal part, where the disc height
was at its lowest and one at the central part at the highest disc height. The
average adjacent caudal vertebral body height was obtained concordantly.
Subsequently, the average intervertebral disc height was divided by the
average caudal vertebral height, resulting in a value called the disc height
index (DHI) levelling out inter-animal size differences.24 Changes in the
DHI where expressed as loss of %DHI (%DHI = 100-pre-autopsy DHI/preoperative DHI * 100%).
Histology: Intervertebral discs were sectioned into 3 mm slices using
a band saw (Exakt, Norderstedt, Germany). One paramidsagittal slice was
fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, decalcified, paraffin-embedded,
sectioned to 7 µm sections, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin
(H&E). Further, an Alcian Blue-Periodic Acid Schiff (AB-PAS) staining was
performed on adjacent sections. The pH of the Alcian Blue used for the
staining was 1.0. Each section was scored using a histologic grading scale
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described before for goat intervertebral disc degeneration25. Also, the
number of cells was counted and averaged in 3 randomly selected field of
views (magnification 20x) of the NP of each disc.
RT-PCR: The remaining paramidsagittal slice was used to study
RNA content. Samples were obtained from the central part of the NP of the
slice. Subsequently, the samples were homogenized with ceramic beads in
a lysis solution by MagNalyser (Roche Diagnostics, Almere, The
Netherlands) with four runs of 30 s at 6,500 rpm with in-between cooling.
Total RNA was isolated with the automated MagnaPure robot (Roche
Diagnostics), using the total RNA tissue isolation kit II (Roche Diagnostics).
The RNA samples were stored at -80°C for RT-PCR assays. Total RNA
was reverse-transcribed in 20 µl of RT-PCR mix. Stability of expression of
house keeping gene 18S was calculated by geNorm software
(http://medgen.ugent.be/genorm) and approved. 18S was used as a
normalization factor to calculate the relative gene expression of several
genes involved in IVD degeneration (see Table 1).
Statistical analysis The results of the DHI were analyzed using repeated
measures ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis. Similarly,
the differences in the non-parametric histological score as well as the gene
profile analyses were analyzed using the Friedman test followed by Dunn’s
multiple comparisons test. CFU-Fs and cell numbers were compared using
an unpaired t-test. The calculations were performed using Instat statistical
analysis software (Graphpad Software Inc., San Diego, USA).
Table 1 The primers used for real-time PCR
Gene
18S
Collagen I
Collagen
IIB
Aggrecan
IL-6
TGF-β1
MMP13
PPAR-γ

Product
(bp)

Oligonucleotide sequence
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse

5’-GTA ACC CGT TGA ACC CCA TT-3’
5’-CCA TCC AAT CGG TAG TAG CG-3’
5' TCCAACGAGATCGAGATCC 3'
5' AAGCCGAATTCCTGGTCT 3'
5' AGGGCCAGGATGTCCGGC A 3'
5' GGGTCCCAGGTTCTCCATCT 3'
5’-CAACTACCCGGCCATCC-3’
5’-GATGGCTCTGTA ATGGAACAC -3’
5' CTCTTCACAAGCGCCTTCAGT 3'
5' GCCAGTGTCTCCTTGCTGTT 3'
5' CTACTACGCCAAGGAGGTCA 3'
5' CACGTGCTGCTCCACTTT 3'
5' GGAGCATGGCGACTTCTAC 3'
5' GAGTGCTCCAGGGTCCTT 3'
5’-CGACCAGCTGAATCCAGAGT-3’
5’-GATGCGATGGCCACCTCTT-3’
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Results
Study 1 (12 goats)
After enzymatic degeneration induction the disc height index had
decreased significantly by 12 ± 10% (SEM) compared to the original disc
height index (100% by definition; p < 0.001). The intervertebral discs used
as sham controls had a normal appearance with concentric lamellae which
were easily distinguishable from the nucleus pulposus tissue (see Fig. 2A).
The extracellular matrix of the latter had an open structure with
chondrocyte-like cells present in the matrix. The enzymatically
degenerated discs injected with PBS in the second surgery (sham
treatment) had a more degenerated appearance (see Fig. 2B). In these
discs annular fissures were observed, as well as a condensation of the
extracellular matrix of the nucleus pulposus with a decreased number of
cells and a diminished demarcation between annulus fibrosus and the
nucleus pulposus (see Fig. 2B). In 38 of 48 of the discs injected with
stromal vascular fraction, a severe inflammatory response occurred (see
Fig. 2C). A dose dependent effect was observed to some extent, as 10/14
discs injected with 105 peri-renal SVF demonstrated an inflammatory
response, while this was observed in 13/14 discs injected with 106 cells
after 1 month. After three months, this was observed in 7/10 and 8/10
respectively. In the central region, a cellular infiltrate was observed in the
early phase (1 month) of the response (see Fig. 2D). At the margins,
neovascularisation was observed in the disc and osteoclastic activity was
high at the bone-infiltrate junction (see Fig. 2E). After three months,
(myo)fibroblastic cells were observed in the central area where extensive
remodelling (scar tissue formation/collagen deposition) occurred. This
reaction was similar to the response that can be observed in discs injured
with 0.5 U of Chondroitinase ABC. Also, osteoblasts were observed at the
margins rimming along osteoid.
Study 2 (6 goats)
Disc height Index: Degeneration induction resulted in a significant
decrease of the disc height index by 14 ±1.6% after the first three months
of degeneration induction (see Fig 3A), as compared to the sham discs,
which decreased with 0.1 ± 1.8% (p = 0.0003). No osteophyte formation or
end-plate irregularities were observed after three months of degeneration
development.
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Figure 2. Figure 2A: micrograph of a paramidsaggital slice of a sham disc
stained with AB-PAS after 1 month (1x). There is a normal, concentric
organization of the lamellae of the annulus fibrosus (AF), the extra cellular
matrix (ECM) of the nucleus pulposus (NP) is proteoglycan-rich and is the
border between the NP and the AF is well defined. Figure 2B: micrograph
of a paramidsaggital slice of a PBS injected disc stained with AB-PAS
after 1 month (1x). This disc shows some characteristics of mild disc
degeneration: the border between the NP and AF is not well-defined, the
ECM of the NP is more dense and cracks are visible in the AF. Figure 2C:
micrograph of a paramidsaggital slice of a stromal vascular fraction (SVF;
106 nucleated cells/ml) injected disc stained with AB-PAS after 1 month
(1x). The area in which the inflammatory response extends from the NP
into the vertebral bodies, through both endplates. Also, beginning
osteophyte formation can be observed. The black box denotes the position
of micrograph 2D, the white box of micrograph 2E. Figure 2D: detail of a
SVF (106 nucleated cells/ml) injected disc stained with AB-PAS after 1
month (200x). This micrograph is a detail of the round cellular infiltrate
observed in the 1 month follow-up group after injection of the disc with
SVF. Figure 2E: detail of a SVF (106 nucleated cells/ml) injected disc
stained with AB-PAS after 1 month (200x). This detail shows two
osteoclasts as observed at the edges of the inflammatory response and the
vertebral bodies.
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Figure 3. Figure 3A shows the decrease in the original disc height index
(DHI) after degeneration induction (pre-induction to pre-treatment) and
after treatment with the different cell mixtures of study 2 (pre-treatment to
pre-autopsy). During the induction period the DHI of the four
Chondroitinase ABC injected discs decreased with 14%. During the followup after treatment, the sham discs preserved their original height (101%),
the phosphate buffered saline injected discs DHI decreased to 81.3%, the
discs injected with cultured ASCs (‘cult’) to 85.2% and the ‘Opti’ discs to
83.1%. The DHI of the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) injected discs
decreased dramatically: ‘SVF+’ to 69.2% and ’SVF-‘ to 48.5%. Figure 3B
shows the change in DHI during the follow-up after treatment (pretreatment to pre-autopsy). This figure shows the effects of the different
treatments more clearly and corrects for the previously induced
degeneration. a = significantly different compared to sham discs; b =
significantly different compared to SVF- discs (p < 0.05).
After autopsy at six months, sham operated discs had gained 1.1 ±
2.9% (Fig. 3B). PBS discs had lost an additional 8.6 ± 4.5% during the
“treatment” follow-up (see). This difference however was not significant.
The disc height index of SVF injected discs changed significantly
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compared to the sham-treated discs (see Fig. 3B): healthy discs injected
with SVF decreased by 40.1 ± 3.9% (p< 0.001) and degenerated discs
injected with SVF decreased by 19.9 ± 4.7% (p < 0.01). The disc height
index of discs injected with ASCs had increased by 4.0 ± 3.2%, which was
significantly higher than the loss of disc height index observed in the
healthy SVF discs (p < 0.001) and the degenerated SVF discs (p < 0.01;
Fig. 3B). The disc height index of SVF-RBC discs decreased by 5.5 ±
2.8%, which was significantly different compared to healthy SVF discs (p <
0.01) and degenerated SVF discs (p < 0.05). No significant differences
were observed between PBS, SVF-RBC, ASCs and sham discs.
Osteophyte formation and endplate irregularities were observed in 4/6
(66%) of healthy SVF discs, 5/6 (83%) of degenerated SVF discs and also
in 1/6 (17%) SVF-RBC injected disc.
Histology: The discs injected with stromal vascular fraction had an
inflammatory response similar as described in the first study. Early
inflammatory signs were not observed after three months follow-up, as
these discs demonstrated more advanced signs of inflammation like scar
tissue formation in the central part of the nucleus pulposus combined with
bone formation at the rims of the vertebrae. Discs injected with ASCs
demonstrated mild signs of intervertebral disc degeneration, similar to that
observed after PBS injection, consisting of fissures and increased density
of the NP. This was also observed in the discs injected with RBC depleted
SVF, although one disc did demonstrate similar end-plate irregularities and
an inflammatory response as described in the whole SVF injected discs.
The severe inflammatory response in the stromal vascular fraction injected
discs results in an almost maximal histological score (max. = 6) of 5.5 ± 0.5
for healthy SFV injected discs and 5.8 ± 0.2 for degenerated SVF injected
discs (Fig. 4). This was significantly higher than the sham-operated discs
which had an average score of 1.0 ± 0.3 (p < 0.01 when compared to
healthy SVF as well as SVF). The sham-treated discs had a normal, nondegenerated appearance. The enzymatically degenerated discs which
were injected with PBS as a control treatment, showed disc degeneration
with fissures in the annulus fibrosus, condensation of the extracellular
matrix of the nucleus pulposus and loss of demarcation between these
structures26.
To further analyze the potential regenerative effect of cells obtained
from goat adipose tissue, the density of cells present per field of view was
analyzed in all NPs. The discs showing a severe inflammatory response,
defined as endplate irregularities and massive round cellular infiltration,
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were classified as severely degenerated (11 discs total). All discs in this
category were discarded for subsequent cell density analysis as NP cells
were no longer present. The density scores are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Results of the histological score of study 2 (±SEM). The
minimum score of non-degenerate discs is 0, the maximum score of
severely degenerated discs is 6. Sham discs had a average score of 1.0,
stromal vascular fraction injected discs both almost reached the maximum
scores and were significantly higher when compared to sham discs (a;
p<0.05). No significant differences were observed between any of the other
cell mixture treatments.

Figure 5. Figure 5A: Micrograph of the nucleus pulposus (NP)of a ‘PBS’
disc (AB-PAS staining, 400x). Approximately 20 chondrocyte-like cells can
be counted in this field of view. Figure 5B: Micrograph of the nucleus
pulposus (NP)of an ‘Opti’ disc (AB-PAS staining, 400x). The increase in the
number of chondrocyte-like cells in this field of view can be observed
(approximately 57).
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In the nucleus pulposus of PBS discs, the number of chondrocyte-like cells
counted per field of view was 17.1. No differences were found between any
of the analyzed combinations. However, when all injected discs were
combined (SVF, SVF-RBC and ASCs), the cell density in the NP was
increased to 31.3 (SD 5.2), which was significant compared to the PBS
discs (p= 0.02).
RT-PCR: The expression of ECM genes did not change among the
different treatment groups. In the NPs of sham discs, aggrecan expression
was high and biglycan expression low. Both collagen type I and collagen
type IIb were not detected in these sham discs. Furthermore, there was no
expression of the catabolic genes IL-6, MMP-13 and TGF-β1. However, IL1 was detected in these sham samples.
Based on our histological findings we were able to re-group the discs
into three new categories: First, the discs demonstrating an inflammatory
response defined as endplate irregularities and massive cellular infiltration.
Second, a group of discs with an increased number of chondrocytes in the
NP was identified by histology, defined as follows: the average number of
cells in normal discs was 17.1 with a standard deviation of 4.2. Therefore,
an increased cell number was defined as 17.1 plus two times standard
deviation, resulting in >25 cells oer field of view. Third, a category remains
with a concentration of <25 cells per field of view.
When gene expression of these groups were compared, significant
differences were observed (Fig. 6). Aggrecan expression was increased in
discs with increased numbers of chondrocyte-like cells compared to the
discs demonstrating an inflammatory response (p < 0.05). Collagen type
IIB expression was significantly increased in discs with increased numbers
of chondrocyte-like cells compared to discs demonstrating an inflammatory
response (p < 0.001) as well as compared to discs with normal numbers of
chondrocyte-like cells (p < 0.001). The expression of collagen type I, in
contrast, was significantly increased in the discs with an inflammatory
response, both compared to discs with increased numbers of chondrocytelike cells (p < 0.05) as well as to discs with normal numbers of
chondrocyte-like cells (p < 0.001). MMP-13 was high in these inflammatory
discs compared to discs with normal numbers of chondrocyte-like cells (p <
0.001) but not different if compared to discs with increased numbers of
chondrocyte-like cells (p = 0.12). No significant differences were observed
in IL-1 expression (p = 0.84), however, IL-6 expression was significantly
increased in discs with an inflammatory response compared to discs with
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normal numbers of chondrocyte-like cells (p < 0.05), as was TGF-β1 (p <
0.01).

Figure 6. Results of the RT-PCR analysis of three different subgroups of
study 2 (±SEM). Discs with an inflammatory response (10 in total) were
grouped (inflammatory response). In seven of the discs injected with
different cell mixtures the number of chondrocyte-like cells (ChL-cells)was
increased. These discs were grouped as well (ChL-cells increased). The
remaining discs were also grouped (ChL-cells normal). Significant
differences in gene expression were observed between these groups: extra
cellular matrix genes (collagen type IIB and aggrecan) were relatively
increased in the discs with an increased number of ChL-cells. The
catabolic genes (IL-6, TGF-β1 and MMP-13) were increased in the discs
with an inflammatory response. a = significantly different compared to
sham discs; b = significantly different compared to SVF- discs (p < 0.05).
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPAR-γ) is
expressed by ASCs27, and is therefore a potential marker. However,
expression has also been described in other cell-types, like
macrophages28. In the second study, gene expression was ≈ 100-fold
higher in all discs having cells injected, as compared to discs to which no
cells were administered (Fig. 7). That inflammatory cells were responsible
for this expression was ruled out by analyzing PPAR-γ in discs injected
with 0.5% CABC obtained from a previous study.29 These discs displayed a
strong inflammatory response with cellular infiltration similar to the existing
inflammatory response, without adipose-tissue derived cells being injected
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(Fig. 7). Together, this suggests that adipose-derived cells were still
present in the discs three months after injection, even if massive infiltration
had occurred.

Figure 7. Results of the RT-PCR analysis of PPAR-γ expression in three
different subgroups of study 2 (±SEM), and an “inflammation control
group”. Discs with a cell injection-induced inflammatory response (10 in
total) were grouped (inflammatory response). In seven of the discs injected
with different cell mixtures the number of chondrocyte-like cells (ChLcells)was increased. These discs were grouped as well (No. ChL-cells
increased). The remaining discs were also grouped (No. of ChL-cells
normal). The “inflammation control group” consisted of 6 discs injected with
0.5% CABC, showing inflammation, but in which no cell treatment has
been performed. Significant differences were not observed between any of
the groups. However, the PPAR-γ in the cell injected discs was ≈ 100-fold
higher as in the discs in which no cells were injected (inflammation control).
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Discussion
In two studies in an enzymatically induced caprine disc degeneration
model, the feasibility and potential of a one-step treatment procedure using
SVF, obtained from peri-renal adipose tissue, injected into the lumbar disc
were evaluated. SVF injection in this model induced an adverse
inflammatory effect, consisting of massive infiltration with inflammatory
cells, neovascularization, osteoclastic activity and scar tissue formation.
The adverse effects, observed in almost all SVF injected discs, were
unexpected. The instigative trigger for this reaction, however, is not
immediately clear. SVF has been used before in human clinical trials for
regenerative purposes30,31. SVF cells were added to autologous bone
grafts32 or used in mamma-augmentation surgery combined with
autologous fat transplantation33. Both studies reported successful
regeneration, without any presence of inflammatory signs, as observed in
the present study. SVF has even been used before in the treatment for IVD
degeneration34,35. Some regenerative potential using subcutaneous
adipose tissue derived cells was reported in a canine study, without the
occurrence of an inflammatory response34. In a clinical study involving ten
patients, a hematopoietic stem cell mixture was harvested from the bone
marrow and re-inserted in the IVD immediately36. Although the exact
composition of the mixture in the clinical study is unclear, the fierce
response observed in the present study was not described in this study
either. Furthermore, several studies report on the capability of ASCs to
avoid (allogeneic) rejection as these cells are hypo- immunogenic and able
to induce a local suppressive microenvironment37,38. The adverse,
inflammatory response as observed in the present studies has not been
described before. Several factors could have been responsible for the
inflammatory response observed in the present study. In general, these
factors include the cells present in the SVF cell mixture, factors present in
peri-renal fat, animal (model) differences, or factors present in the SVF due
to our isolation procedure.
Besides ASCs, SVF contains endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells,
pericytes, fibroblasts, macrophages, pre-adipocytes and also RBCs (when
no lysis step is carried out)16,39. Any of these cells might be responsible for
the response observed in the first study. Heterogeneous mixtures
(although derived from tissue from different anatomic areas) have been
injected in discs before without an adverse inflammatory response25,
obscuring the responsible component of SVF for the inflammatory reaction.
Based on joint cartilage studies, however, it is possible that the red blood
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cells present in our SVF mixture caused the adverse effects. Injection of
whole blood in synovial joints resulted in degenerative changes as
observed in hemophilic arthropathy40,41. These changes are thought to
occur through a mechanism in which the iron particles derived from RBC
hemoglobin react with peroxides from macrophages, resulting in radical
formation and subsequent tissue destruction as well as chondrocyte
apoptosis42,43. Both macrophages and red blood cells are present in SVF
as well. The second part of our study was designed to evaluate this
hypothesis by depletion of red blood cells of the SVF using an extra
gradient washing step. The controls in which the red blood cells were not
depleted again showed an inflammatory response, RBC-depleted SVF
discs showed an inflammatory response in one disc. It is suspected that
the removal of RBCs using the gradient was not complete, as the mixture
macroscopically was still colored pink. Therefore, the reduced number of
inflamed discs might be interpreted as a dose-response reaction. Most
certainly the exact number of RBCs in SVF and the exact number of
remaining RBC will have to be documented in future studies. Alternatively,
the additional washing step itself, introduced in the mixture that was
subjected to the additional gradient to remove RBCs might have further
diluted other factors, like residual collagenase or other factors present in
whole SVF. The SVF isolation protocol from the canine intervertebral disc
regeneration study34,35 was basically comparable to our protocol, although
a different enzyme was used for SVF isolation and one more washing step
was applied to the SVF prior to injection. A definitive answer to explain the
occurrence of the inflammatory response after SVF injection is therefore
not provided by the present study.
Another difference with all previously described SVF isolation
protocols is the source of the adipose tissue. In our model, we chose to
use the adipose tissue harvested from the peri-renal region, as the goat in
general has a limited amount of (rather fibrous) subcutaneous adipose
tissue, and the peri-renal fat can be found in the area of surgery. However,
the peri-renal fat might be different from subcutaneous fat, as the cell yield
per gram of tissue is lower ( approximately ten times lower) and the content
of so-called brown adipose tissue is higher, at least in humans, than in the
subcutaneous adipose tissue44. This brown adipose tissue functions as a
protective measure for vital organs like the kidney and produces heat when
necessary. For this function, the BAT is highly vascularized, which is likely
to arise from a correspondingly high production of VEGF by the brown
adipocytes45. The SVF harvested from the peri-renal fat therefore might
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also contain more VEGF, or cells directed towards angiogenesis, resulting
in the inflammatory response observed in our goat model.
Third, the inflammatory response might be explained by our model,
the enzymatically degenerated goat model. Residual activity of the CABC
enzyme is not expected, as long term follow-up studies on this model have
previously shown that degeneration no longer progresses after three
months20. Another possible explanation for the inflammatory response
could be residual enzyme activity from the SVF isolation procedure. Since
the response was similar to that observed when higher concentrations of
Chondroitinase ABC were used to induce injury19, there appears to be a
consistency with respect to enzymatically-induced injury. Specific
differences between dogs, humans and our goat model can not be ruled
out by the present studies, however, in our opinion are unlikely as
similarities are more pronounced than differences between mammals. The
fact that the inflammatory response does not occur in the discs after a
gradient is applied further argues against the fact that the animal or model
itself are responsible for the reaction observed. To further analyze this,
ongoing studies will de directed at evaluating our procedure in a different
animal model as well.
Finally, our isolation procedure might be responsible for the
response observed. Personal communication with the group of Ganey et
al. disclosed that our procedures are almost identical. One difference was
observed, regarding the washing steps as we used two PBS washing steps
after collagenase digestion while Ganeys group sued three washing steps.
The residual collagenase present in our SVF mixture therefore potentially
is 10-fold higher. The concentration dependent effect observed in the first
study might also be explained by the residual collagenase theory. Further,
the additional washing steps after the Optiprep gradient treatment would
also dilute the residual collagenase. Unfortunately, residual collagenase
levels were not determined in our studies. However, these will certainly be
performed in ongoing studies further characterizing the inflammatory
response observed.
Some promising indications that regeneration events may already
have been initiated within a short time frame of three months after SVF
injection were also observed in the present study. This impression is
founded by: (i) the increase in the number of chondrocytelike cells in some
(7/13) of the cell-injected discs, indicating regeneration potential; and (ii)
the increased gene expression of the extracellular matrix proteins
aggrecan and collagen type IIB in the discs with increased numbers of
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chondrocyte-like cells, and the absence or relatively low gene expression
of proteins associated with degradation (IL-1, MMP-13 and TGF-β1).
Important in this regard is that the increase in cell number argues against
suggestions that drastically increasing the number of cells in the disc might
seriously compromise the nutrient and oxygen supply, which results in
massive cell death46. Our observation indicates that this does not
necessarily occur in the degenerated goat IVD and/or that we did not yet
reach the upper limit of the cell numbers that can be injected without
adverse effects. Also the PPAR-γ expression data (Fig. 7) point in this
direction, as the persistent expression of PPAR-γ up to three months after
injection of the adipose tissue derived SVF suggest that some of these
cells survive. Unfortunately, due to problems in designing specific primer
sets, we were unable to determine the relative distribution between PPARγ1 and PPAR- γ2 expression, of which the latter is more specifically
expressed in adipose-tissue derived cells.28 However, the difference
between the relative expression in cell-injected discs and discs without
added adipose tissue-derived cells suggests that injected cells survive in
the degenerated IVD.
In conclusion, several keystones were identified to further fine-tune
the one step cellular therapy for intervertebral disc degeneration. Increased
numbers of NP cells and increased expression of relevant genes that
indicate adequate matrix production (Aggrecan, Collagen II) are present in
degenerated discs after SVF injection. When the severe inflammatory
response can be prevented, by potential changes in the peri-renal SVF
isolation protocol, cell-based therapy seems feasible. Applying a gradient
washing step to the SVF largely prevents this inflammatory response
through a mechanism which is not infallible and not fully understood yet.
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General Discussion and Conclusion
Current treatment options for the degenerative intervertebral disc
disease (DDD) comprise pain management and invasive surgical
interventions; both of them are aimed at relieving the symptoms instead of
repairing and restoring the biological function of the disc. Recently, we
formulated an innovative concept for skeletal tissue repair, in which
clinically relevant numbers of adipose tissue are harvested, either or not
differentiation-induced, and re-implanted in a one-step surgical procedure1.
The ultimate goal of this thesis was, by means of in vitro and in vivo
translational research, to demonstrate both the feasibility of this novel
concept for intervertebral disc regeneration, and to provide clues for
potential optimization strategies of this procedure. This intervertebral disc
(IVD) regeneration strategy is not only in accordance with the proposal
raised by The Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Devices Advisory Panel of
The US FDA in 2005, which suggested that the introduction of less
invasive surgical procedures earlier in the lumbar degenerative disease
cascade can defer the need for fusion or disc replacement, but also meets
the strict requirement of FDA for minimal in vitro cell manipulation during
cellular therapies.

NP microenvironment
Adult stem cells, as a part of normal regeneration processes, are
believed to egress and circulate away form their niches, and then engraft
and are directed into anchorage-dependent differentiation within a range of
tissue microenvironments2-4. In our concept, adipose tissue-derived stem
cells (ASCs) would inevitably encounter a nucleus pulposus (NP)
microenvironment after injection with or without a scaffold, As indicated in
chapter 1, this NP environment is characterized by a low density of NP
cells, a highly abundant extracellular matrix (ECM) containing a large
amount of proteoglycans and predominantly collagen type II fibrils, and
hypoxic and hyperosmolaric conditions5. We speculated that upon injection,
ASCs will primarily encounter matrix contacts and only indirect contact with
NP cells (via soluble factors), and that these cell-cell and cell-matrix
interactions will have a dominant effect on the differentiation of stem cells
compared to other factors in the NP microenvironment.
Mimicking the nucleus microenvironment: NP cells
Cell-cell interactions play a critical role in controlling the fates of stem
cells by providing signals through cell surface receptors, gap junctions and
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soluble factors6. It has been shown that stem cells can be directed into
different lineages by either direct or indirect interactions with certain types
of primary cells4,7-9. The interactions between NP cells and mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) have been reported in several studies, suggesting that
NP cell phenotype acquirement by MSCs can be achieved by co-culturing
MSCs and NP cells in direct contact with each other, but that MSCs in
NP/MSC mixed cultures with only indirect contacts failed to do so9-12.
However, these reports performed these interaction studies only in
monolayer cultures, of which it is known that at least NP cells loose their
phenotype under these in vitro conditions. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we
were able to show that soluble factor(s) secreted by NP cells are
responsible for, and capable of directing the ASCs towards an NP cell-like
phenotype when both NP cells and ASCs are cultured in chondrogenic
(micromass) conditions thereby mimicking the in vivo situation. These
results suggest that NP cells in NP tissue, which also provides a 3D
environment, would have the capability of directing ASCs into the
chondrogenic phenotype upon ASC injection.
Mimicking the nucleus microenvironment: Collagen type II
Although the NP phenotype can be induced in ASCs by soluble
factors released from NP cells as mentioned above, in vivo the micromass
density of ASCs will be difficult to achieve after injection. As a matter of fact,
NP tissue comprises a network of collagen fibrils (predominantly collagen
type II) embedded in a proteoglycan-rich gelatinous matrix, which mediates
resistance of the IVD to compressive stresses and shearing forces. We
hypothesized that due to this high matrix-to-cell ratio, most of the ASCs
injected will encounter matrix contacts and only indirect contact with NP
cells (via soluble factors). Therefore, in chapter 3 we assessed
cartilaginous matrix (collagen type II)-mediated effects on chondrogenic
differentiation in ASCs by comparing with those mediated by collagen type
I, which is most abundant in our body and increased in NP during IVD
degeneration5. We demonstrated that the soluble factors released by NP
cells can direct chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs in collagen hydrogels,
and that combination with a nucleus-mimicking collagen type II
microenvironment enhances differentiation towards a more pronounced
cartilage/NP lineage relative to collagen type I hydrogels. This result
indicates that collagen type II matrix, the natural matrix component of NP
microenvironment, may not only provide support for ASCs but also may
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exhibit inductive potential for directing ASCs towards chondrogenic
phenotype.
ASC-injectable scaffold combinations: which scaffold to use, and why?
If using an injectable scaffold as an ASC carrier in the one-step
procedure, most of the ASCs injected would, instead of the native collagen
type II matrix, primarily encounter ASC-scaffold interactions. This implies
that a proper scaffold choice may be instrumental to achieve optimal disc
regeneration. To date, several biomaterials have been shown to favor
chondrogenic differentiation of MSCs13-15. We studied the underlying
mechanisms by which these scaffolds provide the chondrogenic inductive
signals. In chapter 4, we demonstrated that β1 integrins play different
roles in the early and later stages of chondrogenesis; chondrogenic gene
expression of ASCs was inhibited at the later stage and surprisingly
promoted at the earlier stage by β1 integrins blockage. We further provided
evidence that the promotion of the chondrogenesis onset by β1 integrins
blockage might be through inhibiting Rock signaling and shaping round
cells. Subsequently, in chapter 5 it as investigated whether collagen type II
provides the inductive signals for chondrogenic differentiation through the
β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling and cell shaping pathway, and
compared this to collagen type I16-19. Our results showed that indeed
collagen type II provides the inductive signaling for chondrogenic
differentiation in ASCs by shaping round cells through β1 integrin-mediated
Rho A/ Rock signaling pathway.
We concluded from the data of chapter 4 and 5 that a proper
scaffold can co-ordinate with soluble bioactive factors (e.g. TGF-β1) and
direct stem cells differentiation more efficiently into chondrogenic lineage
by shaping round cells, and β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling is
involved in this process, suggesting that supporting a round cell shape
through β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling is one of the important
criteria when we are using a scaffold in our one-step procedure of IVD
regeneration.
Other components or their combinations
It is pertinent to note that not all the components in NP
microenvironment were included and mimicked in this thesis. Besides the
cell-cell and cell-collagen type II matrix interactions, ASCs injected would
also encounter other factors within the NP microenvironment, such as
chondroitin sulfate (another important matrix component in NP), hypoxia,
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hyperosmolarity, and mechanical loading. These factors have been
investigated extensively by other groups20-23. For example, the influence of
hypoxia has been a topic of great interest, because NP cells or
chondrocytes grow or survive in a low-oxygen environment, and most
studies suggest that hypoxia can promote chondrogenic differentiation20,22;
chondroitin sulfate was also reported to favor chondrogenic differentiation
in MSCs14. Currently, we are testing combinations of collagen type II matrix,
hypoxia, and/or hyperosmolarity to gain more insight of the possible
contribution of these additional NP microenvironmental components to
chondrogenic differentiation. The preliminary results indicate that growth
factors (TGF-β1 or the soluble factors released from NP cells) seem to be
most important and necessary for directing stem cells into mature
chondrogenic phenotype, but that other factors may also contribute to
chondrogenic differentiation.
Microenvironmental “programming”: where do we stand?
Taken together, we conclude from the data of our group and others’
that the native components within the NP microenvironment are able to
direct ASCs towards chondrogenic phenotype. Moreover, based on the
above, we propose a model for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs
regulated by soluble inductive factors, cell shape and cell-matrix
interactions (Fig.1), which provides useful information on how we can
better combine soluble inductive factors, cells and scaffolds for a more
efficient chondrogenic induction.
It is notable that the components in the NP microenvironment (cells,
matrix) will gradually change during the degenerative process and
concomitant also the inductive signals. This raises the question to which
extent of degeneration the disc still possesses the capability to properly
direct ASCs towards the chondrogenic phenotype; in other words, which
degenerative stage is still treatable with our one-step IVD regeneration
procedure. To answer this question, firstly an animal model with different
levels of disc degeneration should be included in future studies for in vivo
tests of the ASCs-based one-step IVD regeneration procedure. Secondly,
other strategies may give an improvement of the chondrogenic
differentiation of ASCs when the NP microenvironment is in a more
advanced degenerative stage and likely harbors only a “relatively weak”
chondrogenic induction capability. Examples of these alternative strategies
would include seeding the ASCs on a “chondrogenic” scaffold, exposing
the ASCs to a “short biological triggering” prior to cell implantation24-26,
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and/or a combination of these. For example, 15 minutes of stimulation by
BMP7 can direct ASCs into chondrogenic differentiation24. The latter
strategy could also be tested for TGF-ß1, which was shown to be an
effective chondrogenic inducer in this thesis. But it is notable that these
alternative strategies will not meet the requirements of minimal
manipulation and will therefore be regarded as pharmacological therapies,
thus hampering clinical introduction due to additional regulatory
requirements.

Figure. 1 Proposed model for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs
regulated by soluble inductive factors, cell shape and cell-matrix
interactions. 1. Soluble inductive factors may inhibit Rho A/Rock signaling
and promote chondrogenic commitment, but cell-matrix interactions
become more important for the consolidation of the chondrogenic
phenotype in the later stage 2. Round cell shape (e.g. by ß1- integrin
blocking) can be a primary factor to inhibit Rho A/Rock signaling and
promote chondrogenic commitment. 3. Round cell shape can also be a
secondary parameter affected by soluble inductive factors and cell-matrix
interactions, thereby influencing chondrogenic differentiation in an indirect
way

Feasibility of the one-step SVF injection procedure for
disc regeneration in vivo
Studies in animal models are a major bridge between in vitro
experiments and clinical trials. However, the animal model should closely
reflect the human pathologic process in order to allow a proper
determination of the safety and efficacy profiles of subsequent treatment
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modalities in preparation for future human clinical trials. Recently our group
developed a standardized, reproducible goat DDD model which is similar in
nature with the pathological features of human DDD with respect to
biomechanics, geometry, structure, biochemistry and absence of
notochordal cells27-29. Based on this model, the evaluation of injecting SVF
into the NP for its safety and efficacy in delaying or halting the DDD
processes, and/or regeneration the disc was performed in chapter 7.
Surprisingly, in the first study described in this chapter, we observed that
SVF resulted in massive cellular infiltration causing severe degenerative
changes and osteoclastic activity in surrounding bony structures. This was
an unexpected observation, since previous studies with SVF implied that
SVF could be used safely for both skeletal and soft tissue regeneration in
both the animal30 and the human setting31,32, To assess possible
explanations for the observed adverse effects, we performed an additional
study, which is also included in the same chapter.
Candidate factors for the adverse effects included the cells present
in the SVF cell mixture, (unknown) factors present in peri-renal fat, animal
differences and factors present in the SVF due to our isolation procedure.
In chapter 7 we found that the inflammatory response was not observed
either in discs treated with cultured ASCs or RBC-depleted SVF. Although
this seemed to indicate that RBCs might be (one of) the causes, this was
contradicted by data reported in dog studies, addressing the same
treatment concept with SVF processed in the traditional (“bloody”) way, but
in a slightly different setting (i.e. in a disc herniation model; drs. Meisel and
Ganey, personal communication). The above suggested that several
alternative explanations could be applicable: (1) the source of the ASCs
(peri-renal in goats vs. subcutaneous in dogs); (2) species differences
(goat vs. dog); and/or (3) the type of model used (discectomy vs.
degeneration), We therefore performed yet another study, running the
discectomy model in goat and dog studies in parallel, while simultaneously
addressing the “source” issue. Although this study is not included in this
thesis, we can report here that no adverse effects were observed any more
in both species in both models and with both sources of ASCs. Our current
interpretation of the results from our various in vivo studies is that in the
first studies the collagenase used to extract the SVF from the adipose
tissue was not sufficiently washed away. This could be deduced from the
finding that additional “collagenase removal” steps (inclusion of a density
gradient step or culturing in the second study, and the inclusion of an
additional washing step in the last study) abolished the adverse effects.
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Chapter 7 also reports on increased numbers of cells in about 50%
of the cell-treated discs. Interestingly, it appeared that increased cellularity
was associated with increased anabolic gene expression, Moreover, the
finding that the adipose marker PPAR-γ present in ASCs was consistently
elevated in these discs, but not in inflammatory discs generated by high
dosages of cABC but without subsequent SVF treatment, suggests that the
ASCs in the SVF may be actively involved in this anabolic gene
upregulation, and that this may already occur within three months after
SVF injection.
Overall, the results of chapter 7 and our ongoing in vivo studies
provide the evidence that the fresh “crude” SVF can be safely used in disc
regeneration protocols, and show the promising prospective of
regenerative capacity after injection. However, this should be further
examined in longer-term regeneration studies, in combination with protocol
optimization by unquestionably determining the cause of the adverse
effects of SVF injection observed in some cell-treated discs.

Conclusion
In summary, this thesis tested the feasibility of the one-step
minimally invasive procedure for disc regeneration by investigating ASCsNP microenvironment interactions, underlying mechanisms by which some
scaffolds may provide inductive signals for chondrogenic differentiation,
and the feasibility of one-step SVF or ASC injection strategies for disc
regeneration in a goat model. We demonstrated that: (i) The native
components within the NP microenvironment are able to provide the
inductive signals for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs. (ii) Supporting a
round cell shape through β1 integrins-mediated Rho A/Rock signaling is
suggested as one of the important criteria when choosing a scaffold for
tissue engineering treatment approaches of cartilage-like tissues (e.g. NP).
(iii) The removal of contaminants in SVF mixture is critical when SVF is
used for the injection treatment for disc regeneration. Although the data
provided in this thesis are not yet sound enough to promote the proposed
ASCs-based one-step procedure for IVD regeneration into the stage of
clinical trial at this moment, and some parameters need to be further
evaluated or optimized, we conclude that the SVF/ASCs injection strategy
for the prevention or the retardation of IVD degeneration, either or not in
combination with proper scaffold, appears to be a promising and feasible
concept either in one-step or multi-step procedures.
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General Abstract
Current treatments for the degenerated intervertebral disc (IVD)
comprise pain management and invasive surgical interventions; both of
them are aimed at relieving the pain instead of repairing the tissue and
restoring the biological function of the disc. Cell-based tissue engineering
may meet the clinical need for the repair or regeneration of a damaged
tissue, and it might be ideal to repair the degenerated IVD and restore the
joint-like function of the discs. The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop
a one-step procedure to regenerate the IVD by a minimally invasive
procedure, which is to inject adipose stem cells (ASCs) into the nucleus
pulposus (NP) of the IVD with or without a scaffold.
Stem cells and progenitor cells reside in highly regulated
microenvironments called niches, which allow them to maintain a balance
of self-renewal and differentiation. Adult stem and precursor cells, as a part
of normal regeneration processes, are believed to egress and circulate
away from their niches, and then engraft and differentiate within a range of
tissue microenvironments. In our strategy for disc regeneration by ASC
injection, ASCs would inevitably encounter a NP microenvironment, which
consists of cells, extracellular matrix, hypoxia, and other factors. We
hypothesized that the fate of the ASCs injected in the NP would be directed
by the complex NP microenvironment, thus allowing concepts employing
minimally manipulated stem/progenitor cells without exogenous stimulation
with growth factors or other stimuli.
NP cells are the sole cell type in the NP. However, the low density of
NP cells makes the occurrence of direct cell–cell contacts between NP
cells and ASCs a rare incidence after ASCs injection. This poses the
question to what extent the ASCs would be affected by the NP cells
residing in the NP. Therefore, in chapter 2 we investigated the interactions
between ASCs and NP cells in co-culture studies using transwell systems,
thereby preventing direct cell-cell contacts. Moreover, by overcoming the
problem of in vitro dedifferentiation of chondrocyte-like cells by culturing
the NP cells in a micromass configuration, we were able to show that
soluble factor(s) secreted by NP cells are responsible for, and capable of
directing the ASCs towards the NP cell-like phenotype when NP cells are
in a differentiated state.
Due to the high matrix-to-cell ratio in the NP, most of the ASCs
injected will encounter matrix contacts and only indirect contact with NP
cells (via soluble factors; see above). In chapter 3, we aimed to assess
cartilaginous matrix (collagen type II hydrogel)-mediated effects on
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chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs by comparing them with those
mediated by collagen type I gels. We demonstrated that soluble factors
released by NP cells can promote chondrogenic differentiation of ASCs in
collagen hydrogels, and that combination with a nucleus-mimicking
collagen type II microenvironment enhances differentiation towards a more
pronounced cartilage/NP lineage relative to collagen type I hydrogels.
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis describe our efforts to gain insight in
the underlying mechanisms resulting in the differential outcomes when
using different scaffolds (e.g. collagen types), and taking into account
recent reports on the role of cell shape on lineage differentiation. In
chapter 4, we demonstrated that β1 integrins play a more important role at
the later stages than at the earlier stages of chondrogenesis, as evidenced
by our findings that β1 integrin blockage in ASCs surprisingly promoted
chondrogenesis at earlier stages but inhibited the chondrogenic gene
expression at later stages. We further provided evidence that promoting
the onset of chondrogenesis by β1 integrin blockage might be through
inhibiting ROCK signaling and shaping round cells. The putative role of the
type of collagen of which the 3D hydrogels were made on the β1 integrinmediated Rho A/ROCK signaling and cell shaping pathway, and the
resulting level of chondrogenic gene expression was addressed in chapter
5. Our results showed that collagen type II indeed provides the inductive
signaling for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs by shaping round cells
through β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/ ROCK signaling pathway. Together,
chapters 4 and 5 suggest that scaffolds can act in concordance with
soluble bioactive factors (e.g. transforming growth factor-β1), to direct stem
cell differentiation more efficiently towards the chondrogenic lineage by
shaping round cells, and to provoke these effects through β1 integrinmediated Rho A/ROCK signaling.
In chapter 6, we summarized the current state of the art of cellbased therapy and the knowledge on microenvironmental conditions
possibly influencing treatment outcomes for the intervertebral disc, and
concluded that ASC-based cellular treatment might provide a feasible
alternative for the currently explored treatment modalities.
In chapter 7, the feasibility of injecting freshly isolated ASC
preparations (i.e. the stromal vascular fraction; SVF) into the NP to
reverse, halt, or retard degenerative disc disease (DDD) was evaluated in
a goat DDD model which was developed recently by our group and is
similar in nature to the human pathologic process with respect to
biomechanics, geometry, structure, biochemistry and absence of
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notochordal cells. Surprisingly, in an initial experiment we observed that
SVF resulted in rapid and massive cellular infiltration causing severe
degenerative changes and osteoclastic activity in surrounding bony
structures. In a subsequent animal experiment, primarily designed to
provide clues on the possible causes for these adverse phenomena, we
demonstrated that the inflammatory response was not observed either in
virtually all discs treated with cultured ASCs or density gradient-purified
(red blood cell-depleted) SVF. Although this seemed to indicate that red
blood cells might be (one of) the causes, this suggestion was contradicted
in subsequent studies (see chapter 7 for details). Our current interpretation
of the results from our various in vivo studies is that thorough washing of
the SVF to get rid of the collagenase used to extract the SVF from the
adipose tissue is essential.
Chapter 7 also reports on increased numbers of cells in about 50%
of the cell-treated discs. In discs with increased cellularity, a significantly
increased expression of the ECM genes collagen type II and aggrecan was
observed. Together with the finding that the adipose marker PPAR-γ
present in ASCs was consistently elevated in these discs, but not in
inflammatory discs generated by high dosages of cABC but without
subsequent SVF treatment, it is suggested that the ASCs in the SVF may
be actively involved in this anabolic gene upregulation, and that this may
already occur within three months after SVF injection.
Conclusion
In summary, this thesis tested the feasibility of the one-step
minimally invasive procedure for disc regeneration by investigating ASCsNP microenvironment interactions, underlying mechanisms by which some
scaffolds may provide inductive signals for chondrogenic differentiation,
and the feasibility of one-step SVF or ASC injection strategies for disc
regeneration in a goat model. We demonstrated that: (i) the native
components within the NP microenvironment are able to provide the
inductive signals for chondrogenic differentiation in ASCs. (ii) supporting a
round cell shape through β1 integrin-mediated Rho A/ROCK signaling is
suggested as one of the important criteria when choosing a scaffold for
tissue engineering treatment approaches of cartilage-like tissues (e.g. NP).
(iii) The quality and removal of contaminants in SVF mixture are critical
when SVF is used for the injection treatment for disc regeneration in a
goad DDD model. Although the data provided in this thesis are not yet
sound enough to promote the proposed ASCs-based one-step procedure
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for IVD regeneration into the stage of clinical trial at this moment, and
some parameters need to be further evaluated or optimized, we conclude
that SVF/ASC injection strategies appear a promising and feasible concept
either in one-step or multi-step procedures.
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Algemene Samenvatting
De
huidige
behandelingen
voor
gedegenereerde
tussenwervelschijven (TWS) omvatten zowel conservatieve als invasieve
chirurgische therapieën; beide zijn echter gericht op pijnverlichting in
plaats van weefselherstel, gericht op herstel van de biologische en
mechanische functie van de TWS. Weefselherstel gebaseerd op
celtherapie (tissue engineering) zou kunnen voldoen aan de klinische wens
voor het herstel of de regeneratie van beschadigd weefsel, en zou
daarmee een potentieel ideale therapie zijn voor de gedegenereerde TWS
en diens gewrichtsfunctie. Het uiteindelijke doel van dit proefschrift is de
ontwikkeling van een één-staps-procedure voor het regenereren van de
TWS middels een minimaal invasieve procedure, die bestaat uit het
injecteren van vetstamcellen (“adipose stem cells”; ASCs) in de nucleus
pulposus (NP) van de TWS, al dan niet gecombineerd met een
dragermateriaal.
Stamcellen en voorlopercellen bevinden zich in sterk gereguleerde
micro-omgevingen (zogenaamde “niches”), die een evenwicht tussen
zelfvernieuwing en cel differentiatie kunnen bewerkstelligen. Volwassen
stamcellen en voorloper cellen, als onderdeel van normale regeneratie
processen, verlaten hun niches en komen vervolgens in de circulatie
terecht, om zich daarna vast te zetten en te differentiëren in de microomgeving van het beoogde weefsel. In onze strategie voor TWS
regeneratie middels vetstamcel injectie, zullen vetstamcellen onvermijdelijk
geconfronteerd worden met een NP micro-omgeving die bestaat uit cellen,
extracellulaire matrix, hypoxische condities, en andere factoren. Wij
veronderstellen dat de regie van de ingespoten vetstamcellen zal worden
gevoerd door de complexe NP omgeving, waardoor concepten zonder
exogene stimulatie met groeifactoren of andere stimuli, dus met minimaal
gemanipuleerde stam/voorlopercellen mogelijk zijn
De NP cel is het enige celtype dat in de NP aanwezig is. Echter, de
lage dichtheid van deze NP cellen maakt het optreden van directe cel-cel
contacten tussen NP cellen en gen-jecteerde vetstamcellen zeldzaam.
Daarmee rijst de vraag hoe, en in hoeverre de vetstamcellen zullen worden
beïnvloed door de NP cellen die aanwezig zijn in de NP. In hoofdstuk 2
hebben we daarom de interactie tussen vetstamcellen en NP cellen
bestudeerd in combinatiekweken zonder directe cel-cel contacten door het
gebruik van transwell systemen Door bovendien het probleem van in vitro
de-differentiatie van kraakbeenachtige cellen te voorkomen door een hoge
dichtheid van gezamenlijke NP cellen te kweken in een zogenaamde
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micromass, waren we in staat om aan te tonen dat oplosbare factor(en),
uitgescheiden door NP cellen, verantwoordelijk zijn voor en in staat zijn tot
het sturen van de vetstamcellen in de richting van het NP fenotype, onder
de voorwaarde dat deze NP cellen zich in een gedifferentieerde staat
bevinden.
Vanwege de hoge matrix/cel ratio in de NP, zullen de meeste
geïnjecteerde vetstamcellen contacten ondervinden met de matrix en
alleen indirect een interactie aangaan met NP cellen, via bovengenoemde
oplosbare factoren. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben wij de kraakbeenmatrix (in de
vorm van collageen type II hydrogel) -gemediëerde effecten op
kraakbenige differentiatie van vetstamcellen in kaart gebracht door ze te
vergelijken met de effecten bewerkstelligd door collageen type I
hydrogelen. Wij hebben aangetoond dat oplosbare factoren afgegeven
door NP cellen de chondrogene differentiatie van ASCs in collagene
hydrogelen kunnen bevorderen, en dat de combinatie met een nucleus
pulposus-nabootsende collageen type II micro-omgeving de differentiatie
naar een meer uitgesproken kraakbeen / NP fenotype tilt vergeleken met
collageen type I hydrogelen.
Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift beschrijven onze
experimenten om inzicht te krijgen in de mechanismen die leiden tot het
verschil in fenotype verkregen bij het gebruik van verschillende
dragermaterialen (zoals de verschillende typen collageen), met als leidraad
de recente literatuur over de rol van de celvorm op de differentiatieuitkomst. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we aangetoond dat β1 integrines een
grotere rol spelen bij de latere stadia van kraakbeenvorming vergeleken
met de eerdere stadia, zoals blijkt uit het feit dat β1 integrine blokkade in
vetstamcellen verrassenderwijs de genexpressie van kraakbeenmarkers
bevordert in de vroege fase, maar juist remt in de latere fasen van de
chondrogenese. Verder laten we zien dat de initiatie van chondrogenese
door β1 integrine blokkade verklaard zou kunnen worden doordat het de
ROCK signaaltransductie remt en de afronding van cellen versterkt. De
mogelijke rol van het type collageen waarvan de 3D hydrogelen werden
gemaakt op de β1 integrine-gemedieerde Rho A/ROCK signaaltransductie
en celvorm-adaptatie, en het daaruit voortvloeiende niveau van
chondrogene genexpressie wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 5. Onze
resultaten bevestigen dat collageen type II de inductie richting
chondrogene differentiatie in vetstamcellen bewerkstelligt, door de
rondheid van de cellen via de β1 integrine-gemedieerde Rho A/ROCK
signaaltransductie-cascade te beïnvloeden. Samenvoeging van de
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gegevens van de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 maakt duidelijk dat
dragermaterialen, in combinatie met oplosbare bioactieve factoren (zoals
transforming growth factor-β1), stamceldifferentiatie efficiënter richting
kraakbeenvorming kunnen sturen door het induceren van een ronde
celvorm, en dat deze effecten worden bewerkstelligd via β1 integrinegemedieerde Rho A/ROCK signaaltransductie.
In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we een beschrijving opgenomen betreffende
de huidige stand van zaken inzake cellulaire therapieën, en welke kennis
momenteel beschikbaar is over welke micro-omgevingscondities wellicht
de uitkomsten van de behandeling van tussenwervelschijven kunnen
beïnvloeden. We concluderen dat de vetstamcel-gebaseerde cellulaire
behandeling een haalbaar alternatief kan bieden voor de huidige
behandelingsmodaliteiten.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de haalbaarheid van het injecteren van vers
geïsoleerde vetstamcel-preparaten (d.w.z. de stromale vasculaire fractie;
SVF) in de NP om zodoende degeneratie van tussenwervelschijven terug
te draaien, te stoppen, ofwel te vertragen geëvalueerd in een
degeneratiemodel dat recentelijk in de geit werd ontwikkeld door onze
onderzoeksgroep. Dit model vertoont een vergelijkbare pathologische
ontwikkeling van de tussenwervelschijf degeneratie als de mens met
betrekking tot de biomechanica, geometrie, structuur, biochemie en de
afwezigheid van notochordaal cellen. Tot onze verrassing constateerden
we in een eerste proef dat SVF resulteerde in een snelle en massale
cellulaire infiltratie die ernstige degeneratieve veranderingen en
osteoclastische activiteit in omliggende botstructuren tot gevolg had. In een
tweede dierproef, uitgevoerd om inzicht te krijgen in de mogelijke oorzaken
voor deze negatieve verschijnselen hebben we aangetoond dat deze
ontstekingsreactie niet werd waargenomen in nagenoeg alle
tussenwervelschijven die behandeld waren met ofwel gekweekte
vetstamcellen ofwel met opgezuiverd (rode bloedcel- arm) SVF. Hoewel dit
suggereert dat de rode bloedcellen gezien kunnen worden als (een van) de
causale factor(en), hebben wij in latere studies deze suggestie weerlegd
(zie hoofdstuk 7 voor details). Onze huidige interpretatie van de resultaten
uit onze tot dusver verrichte dierstudies is dat grondig verwijderen van het
enzym collagenase dat gebruikt wordt voor het extraheren van de SVF uit
het vetweefsel van essentiëel belang is.
In hoofdstuk 7 laten we ook zien dat in ongeveer 50% van de met
cellen behandelde tussenwervelschijven een toegenomen celaantal wordt
gevonden. In TWSen met een verhoogde celdichtheid werd een significant
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verhoogde expressie van de extracellulaire matrixeiwitten collageen type II
en aggrecan waargenomen. De vaststelling dat het vet(stam)cel-specifieke
PPAR-γ gen ook consistent verhoogd tot expressie kwam in deze schijven,
is een sterke aanwijzing dat de vetstamcellennaast dat ze overleven,
mogelijk ook actief betrokken zijn bij de opregulatie van deze anabole
genen, reeds binnen drie maanden na SVF injectie.
Conclusie
In proefschrift is de haalbaarheid van de een-staps minimaal
invasieve procedure voor tussenwervelschijf regeneratie geanalyseerd
door het bestuderen van (1) de interacties tussen vetstamcellen en de
nucleus pulposus micro-omgeving, (2) de onderliggende mechanismen
waarmee sommige dragermaterialen inductie van kraakbeendifferentiatie
kunnen bewerkstelligen, en (3) de toepassing van een-staps SVF of
vetstamcel injectie strategie voor tussenwervelschijf regeneratie in een
geitenmodel. Wij toonden aan dat: (i) de basale componenten binnen de
NP micro-omgeving in staat zijn om de inductieve signalen voor
kraakbenige differentiatie van vetstamcellen te leveren; (ii) inductie van
een ronde celvorm via β1 integrinegemedieerde Rho A/ROCK
signaaltransductie routes een belangrijk criterium vormt bij de keuze van
een dragermateriaal voor behandelingsmodaliteiten gebaseerd op tissue
engineering van kraakbeenachtige weefsels (bijv. NP); (iii) de kwaliteit van
SVF en de verwijdering van verontreinigingen uit SVF van kritische waarde
is wanneer SVF wordt gebruikt voor injectiebehandeling voor
degeneratieve tussenwervelschijven. Hoewel de in vivo gegevens, zoals
gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift, op dit moment nog onvoldoende
geoptimaliseerd zijn om de voorgestelde eenstaps-procedure voor
tussenwervelschijf-regeneratie als klinische toepassing te lanceren
concluderen we dat SVF/ASC injectie strategieën vooralsnog een
veelbelovend en haalbaar concept lijken voor toekomstige klinische
toepassing.
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摘要
目前对退行性椎间盘变性的治疗主要包括保守治疗(止痛处理等)和外
科干预治疗, 但这两者都是针对疼痛的对症治疗，而不是对椎间盘组织自然
功能修复的对因治疗。目前以干细胞为基础的组织工程技术得到迅速发展,
因为其可满足临床的根本需要，实现对损伤组织的重建和修复。因此以干细
胞为基础的组织工程技术也可能成为治疗退行性椎间盘疾病，修复其关节样
功能的理想途径。本论文的最终目的是针对早期椎间盘退行性变的病人，通
过快速分离到有效数量的脂肪源性干细胞并注射到椎间盘椎核组织，实现一
步法（在 2-3 小时内实现提取干细胞＋外科注射）椎间盘组织的重建。这一
方案不仅符合美国矫形外科协会对退行性椎间盘疾病进行早期干预的建议，
也符合美国 FDA 对细胞疗法要求细胞体外干预最小化的要求。
干细胞生长在具有高度协调能力的微环境中，从而得以维持干细胞
自我更新和分化的平衡，而这种维持能力是依赖于干细胞与细胞外环境的沟
通对话。作为正常组织修复的一部分，成人干细胞在组织损伤的刺激下，它
们可以从微环境中迁徙移动到该损伤组织， 并发生组织依赖性的细胞分化。
在我们椎间盘重建策略中，注射的脂肪源性干细胞将不可避免地遇到椎间盘
椎核组织微环境。因此本论文的重要假设是：注射的脂肪源性干细胞可能不
需要外界（如生长因子）的诱导，而依赖椎间盘椎核组织自然微环境，分化
为椎间盘椎核组织细胞，从而实现最小创伤及细胞体外干预的椎间盘组织重
建。
然而椎间盘椎核组织自然微环境能否成功诱导脂肪源性干细胞的分
化仍不明了，本论文着重调查研究了椎间盘椎核组织自然微环境对脂肪源性
干细胞分化的影响。椎间盘椎核组织微环境包含多种成份，如细胞，细胞外
基质，低氧和高渗透压等各种生物理化因素。椎核细胞是椎间盘椎核组织微
环境的唯一细胞类型，并与软骨细胞相似。然而椎核细胞在组织中的密度非
常低，这使得在脂肪源性干细胞在注射后，很难与椎核细胞发生直接接触。
为模拟体内这一微环境，本论文首先在第二章节通过建立体外细胞-细胞间
接接触培养系统模拟体内细胞接触机制，以研究脂肪源性干细胞与椎核细胞
的间接相互作用。另一方面由于细胞培养条件会对细胞分化产生影响，为此
我们设立不同的细胞培养条件研究其对本实验的影响。实验结果表明，椎核
细胞可通过释放可溶性因子引导脂肪源性干细胞分化为椎核细胞样细胞，但
两种细胞都必需培养在有利于保持椎核细胞表型的微团状态。另外由于椎间
盘椎核组织含有大量以胶原纤维 II 及糖蛋白为主的的细胞外基质，脂肪源性
干细胞在注射后不可能形成微团状态，而是结合到细胞外基质上并生长在三
维结构中。为更好模拟体内微环境，论文的第三章节在第一章节结论的基础
上进一步探讨了椎核组织细胞外基质主要成分（胶原纤维 II 三维胶）对脂肪
源性干细胞分化的影响。我们结果再次表明，椎核细胞可通过释放可溶性因
子引导三维结构中的脂肪源性干细胞分化为椎核细胞样细胞，但胶原纤维 II
三维胶较胶原纤维 I 三维胶更能有效诱导脂肪源性干细胞分化为成熟的椎核
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细胞样细胞。 另外我们进一步通过结合低氧，施加机械负荷及高渗透压状态
等手段，更加完整地模拟椎核组织微环境以了解其对干细胞分化的影响。初
步结果表明，椎核组织微环境中的各种因素能够互相协调，共同引导干细胞
向椎核细胞的分化(未包含在此论文集中)。
作为组组织工程三大要素之一的支架系统，在本课题中可能被作为
细胞载体注射到椎核组织中，但如何选择材料目前仍然没有统一的标准。本
论文的第四和第五章节通过结合最近研究结果关于细胞形状对细胞分化的显
著影响，调查研究了不同材料对细胞分化产生不同结果的内在机制。在第四
章节，我们表明了 β1 整合素作为细胞与细胞外基质联系的重要分子之一，
在软骨细胞分化的不同阶段中扮演了不同的角色；我们并进一步揭示 β1 整
合素可通过调节 Rock 信号传导途径和细胞形状发挥对软骨分化的影响。在
论文的第五章节中，我们利用第二章节的结果（胶原纤维 II 三维胶较胶原纤
维 I 三维胶更能有效诱导脂肪源性干细胞分化为成熟的椎核细胞样细胞），
进一步调查证实胶原纤维 II 是否通过对 Rock 信号传导途径和细胞形状的影
响这一机制影响细胞分化。我们结果表明，确实胶原纤维 II 可通过下调
Rock 信号传导途径和诱导圆型细胞形状而促进干细胞向软骨细胞的分化。
总之，章节四和五表明，选择适当的支架材料，如下调 Rock 信号传导途径
和诱导圆型细胞形状，能够协调生物活性因子更有效地诱导干细胞向软骨细
胞的分化。
在论文第六章节，我们参考了大量文献及自己实验结果，总结了当
前细胞疗法的现状及组织微环境对椎间盘椎核干细胞疗法的可能影响，着重
讨论了通过注射脂肪源性干细胞到椎间盘椎核组织的一步法（提取干细胞＋
外科注射）椎间盘组织重建的可行性。我们最后预期这一方案是可行的。
在论文第七章节，我们进行了椎间盘组织重建的体内实验性治疗：
我们以新建立的椎间盘退行性变山羊为实验对象，在椎间盘椎核组织中注射
刚分离的脂肪源性基质血管分离物（SVF，包含干细胞在内的细胞混合物）
以阻止或逆转早期变性的椎间盘。然而在最初的实验中我们却发现：SVF 的
注射可导致大量的细胞浸润和更加严重的椎间盘变性。我们接着探索了导致
这种相反结果的可能原因。结果显示：我们所观察到的炎症反应并没有出现
在纯脂肪源性干细胞或者增加洗涤步骤(以去除红细胞及消化酶等杂物)的
SVF 注射实验中，另外在上述两者注射实验中，它们都增加了椎间盘椎核细
胞样细胞的数量及相关基因表达量。这些结果表明，当红细胞及剩余的消化
酶等杂物从 SVF 去除后，注射的 SVF 可能在椎间盘椎核组织的引导下分化
为椎间盘椎核细胞，而最终一步法（提取干细胞＋外科注射）的椎间盘组织
重建策略成为治疗早期椎间盘退行性的有效手段。
结论
本论文进行了体内和体外实验，分别论证了以下几个方面：
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1．椎间盘椎核组织微环境中的各种成分能够相互协调合作并诱导脂
肪源性干细胞向椎核细胞分化。
2．通过 β1 整合素下调 Rock 信号传导途径和诱导圆型细胞可作为
选择软骨（如：椎间盘椎核组织）组织工程支架材料的标准之一。
3．在椎间盘退行性变山羊模型中，脂肪源性基质血管分离物
（SVF，包含干细胞在内的细胞混合物）可直接用于注射椎间盘椎核组织，
并可能阻止或逆转早期变性的椎间盘组织，但红细胞及剩余的消化酶等杂物
的去除至关重要。
综上，我们得出以下结论：对早期椎间盘退行性变病人，虽然还有
一些条件需要进一步的优化，但是通过快速分离得到有效数量的脂肪源性干
细胞（SVF 或纯脂肪源性干细胞），结合或不结合理想的支架材料并注射到
椎间盘椎核组织，实现一步法（提取干细胞＋外科注射）椎间盘组织重建是
可行的。
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